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Chapter 1

Introduction

The use of information and communication technology (ICT) is causing
fundamental structural changes in social, political, economical and cultural
aspects of our society [Castells et al., 2006]. The increasing availability of
infrastructure to access the Internet empowers people to adapt their ways
of communication and interaction with each other through a wide range of
devices, such as computer, tablets, smart phones and smart TVs [Gubbi
et al., 2013]. Such continuous improvement in Internet Infrastructure laid
the foundations for the emergence of new inclusive services that span across
geographical boundaries and time differences, allowing people to be engaged
in new types of participation, such as voting for on-line elections [Alvarez
and Hall, 2003], collective compilation of dictionaries [Benjamin, 2015] or
community-based decision making [Aichholzer and Westholm, 2009].

Such changes also influence organizations in other ways, unfolding new
types of working relationship, in which the composition of teams includes
participants spread across different cities, countries and continents [Alli-
ance, 2015]. One of the main motivations for such geographical distribution
of teams is to enable access to a variety of distributed resources, such as
services, goods and expertise so that they can create products, services and
knowledge that were not possible previously (e.g. [Carmel, 1999] and [Mayer
and Pinto, 1998]). For example, software development teams frequently use
the follow-the-sun model to speed up the release of a software product using
teams working across different time zones [Carmel et al., 2010]. Teams hand
over the development responsibility at the end of the day to other teams in
a different time zone.

Such situations, however, require new types of coordination mechanisms
[Redmiles et al., 2007]. One particular challenge related to coordination of
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ad-hoc distributed teams, is to align the efforts of distributed participants
towards the accomplishment of common goals, despite geographical and tem-
poral barriers that keep them apart [Ellis et al., 1991]. This thesis focuses
on coordination support for collective efforts of teams, managing the execu-
tion of their interdependent individual tasks, pursued within the context of
social systems, such as a company, that span across their boundaries.

The distance between team members also introduces additional chal-
lenges for teamwork, as distance contributes to the lack of interpersonal
spontaneous communication, establishment of shared contextual informa-
tion, and conflict in work processes [Hinds and McGrath, 2006]. Therefore,
workspace environments become a fundamental value for distributed teams
to support collaboration enabling participants to share information with
each other, communication allowing participants to create common under-
standing and coordination enabling the individual organization of efforts
towards the achievement of a common goal [Ellis et al., 1991]. For example,
Microsoft Skype 1 enables communication between distributed team mem-
bers through voice or video calls; Google Drive 2 and Google Docs 3 together
support the collaboration of distributed teams enabling them to share in-
formation and context through the exchange of documents and the history of
their modifications; and Balsamiq 4 enables the coordination of distributed
teams to co-design user interface mockups.

1.1 Domain of Coordination: Diagnosis of Data-
Centric Engineering Tasks

In other more specific application domains, such as remote diagnosis of heavy
machinery, shared workspaces systems have become a fundamental resource
for teams of distributed engineers working together in different geograph-
ical locations to diagnose machine anomalies [Biancucci et al., 2014a]. Such
teams, often use shared workspaces to support their collaboration, coordin-
ation and communication in the context of diagnosis of machine anomalies
[Muller et al., 2008].

1Microsoft Skype, see www.skype.com for details. Last Access in 03.September.2016
2Google Drive, see www.google.com/drive for details. Last Access in 03.Septem-

ber.2016
3Google Docs, see www.google.com/docs for details. Last Access in 03.September.2016
4Balsamiq, see www.balsamiq.com for details. Last Access in 03.September.2016
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1.1.1 Research Case

As machines become more complex due to specialization requiring additional
functionalities of subsystems, they require a broad range of skills to under-
stand normal operation and to diagnose anomalous behaviour. A team of
experts, specialized in different disciplines is often needed to diagnose these
types of machines. These teams need to coordinate their efforts to ana-
lyse, identify and describe the root-cause of anomalous machine behaviour
[Holmberg et al., 2010]. Otherwise, without teamwork coordination, teams
might generate diagnosis outcomes inefficiently, e.g. teamwork redundancy
or increased conflict of team members in an already time-constrained task
[Janeiro et al., 2012c].

In addition to support for interaction between remote engineers of dia-
gnosis teams, shared workspaces must also integrate machine telemetry data,
such as in single user machine diagnosis applications, e.g. [Malagoli et al.,
2013][Bauleo et al., 2014], to enable analysis and assessment of machine con-
ditions remotely and together. The traditional model of machine diagnosis,
in which a single expert is physically close to a machine to read and analyse
its telemetry data is changing [Karlsson et al., 2012]. Manufacturers are
focusing their efforts in methodologies and technologies that enable remote
machine assessment and diagnosis [Holmberg et al., 2010]. These efforts are
particularly concentrated on the development of new services to monitor
and collect data generated from equipment to obtain better feedback of its
use [Karlsson et al., 2012]. For example, engineers often use data-driven
methods to identify machine anomalies in real-time, defining software that
analyses telemetry data automatically and trigger alarms upon the detec-
tion of an anomaly, instead of evaluating large amounts of data themselves
to search for anomalies [Alzghoul et al., 2014]. Whenever software identifies
an anomaly, engineers analyse in depth data associated to it [Malagoli et al.,
2013]. The availability for teams to retrieve and filter real-time telemetry
data of remote machine is invaluable for engineers to gain insights about
operational conditions and limitations of certain machines and define a dia-
gnosis for them, contributing to reduce machine downtime and therefore,
improve their availability [Iung et al., 2009].

1.1.2 Research Objectives

Coordination is challenging for teams, as it is difficult for them to define
one single strategy that is suitable to coordinate teamwork [Bernstein,
2000][Buttler et al., 2011].
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Most shared workspace systems do not offer flexibility to teams to choose
a suitable coordination mechanism. Rather, they are designed based on one
coordination mechanism to be used by all team members [Gutwin et al.,
2008]. For example, some systems are based on pre-defined processes to co-
ordinate teamwork [Ellis et al., 2005], whereas other systems rely on mutual
awareness of team members to coordinate their efforts [Cheng et al., 2003].

Teams might have different working preferences to execute a task to-
gether. For example, some teams may prefer to work in such a way that
they follow the cycle of problem analysis, solution search or synthesis, and
then the execution of a plan [Jablonski and Bussler, 1996]. Whereas other
teams may prefer to use plans as resources for action [Suchman, 1987], which
are used in conjunction with the environment to articulate and reason about
the next action steps.

The prescription of a single coordination strategy is likely to have a
negative impact on teamwork. Teams need to be able to choose between
different coordination mechanisms and use them according to the type and
context of tasks [Van de Ven et al., 1976]. Therefore, the assumption on
which this thesis is based is that teams should be self-empowered to choose
the coordination mechanism most suitable for their preferences and to the
type of the task that they have to accomplish.

The objective of this thesis is to design a shared workspace system that
flexibly coordinates teamwork in diagnosis tasks.

This thesis explores whether shared workspaces can be designed to flex-
ibly support the coordination of data-centric diagnosis tasks, such as the
diagnosis of machine anomalies.

The main objectives of this thesis are:

• i) gain insights on coordination mechanisms that support teams to
perform a diagnosis task and

• ii) integrate such mechanisms in a shared workspace system for dia-
gnosis tasks.

The following research question targets the required knowledge to achieve
the research objectives:

Is it possible to design coordination mechanisms in a shared
workspace system to flexibly support collaborative diagnosis in

data-centric engineering tasks?

The general research question requires knowledge of coordination mech-
anisms that support distributed teams in shared workspace systems. The
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following research question focuses on requirements to support coordination
mechanisms in teamwork:

RQ1 Can requirements for the design of coordination mechanisms that flex-
ibly support collaborative diagnosis tasks be identified?

The general research question requires knowledge about diagnosis models
and their adaptation to support teams in the execution of collaborative
diagnosis tasks. The following research question focuses on requirements to
support collaborative diagnosis.

RQ2 What are the requirements to support collaboration of teams in data-
centric machine diagnosis tasks?

The general research questions require knowledge about the design of a
flexible shared workspace system to support teams with different coordin-
ation mechanisms in collaborative diagnosis tasks. The following research
question addresses the challenge to design an architecture of a shared work-
space system.

RQ3 Can an architecture of a shared workspace system be designed to sup-
port flexible coordination of teams involved in data-centric collabor-
ative diagnosis tasks?

The general research question requires knowledge about the capability
of a shared workspace system to flexibly coordinate teams involved in col-
laborative diagnosis tasks through different coordination mechanisms. The
following research question assesses such capabilities.

RQ4 Can a shared workspace system flexibly coordinate collaboration in
data-centric diagnosis tasks?

The remainder of this thesis pursues knowledge to answer the aforemen-
tioned research questions. Systems are designed and implemented for this
purpose using the design science research methodology. Chapter 2 focuses
on research question RQ1, chapter 3 on RQ2, chapter 4 and 5 on RQ3 and
chapter 6 on RQ4.
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Figure 1.1: Framework of Design Science Methodology [Hevner and Chat-
terjee, 2010].

1.2 Research Methodology

This thesis follows the guidelines of the design science research methodology
[Hevner and Chatterjee, 2010]. This methodology consists of three building
blocks, described in Figure 1.1: Environment, Design Science Research and
Knowledge Base. In addition, the methodology also consists of three cycles,
described in Figure 1.1: Relevance, Design and Rigour Cycle.

1.2.1 Environment

The Environment building block represents the problem space phenomena
of interest.

The Environment in this thesis is defined by a project named Smart Vor-
tex5, an FP7 EU Project that investigated the various uses of telemetry data
to enable remote machine diagnosis [Consortium, 2010]. The Smart Vortex
project investigated large amounts of data generated during the lifecycle of
machines to improve their usage. Four industrial partners participated in
project, including three machine manufacturers, Volvo Construction Equip-
ment, Bosch Rexroth Group and Sandvik Coromant, and a major 3D design
company, Dassault Systèmes.

The industrial partners indicated that there is an increasing volume of
product lifecycle information that is already too excessive for diagnosis en-
gineers to process. In practice, there are often situations in which the usage
of data is either limited or even completely omitted (challenge c1 ). The

5The Smart Vortex project: www.smartvortex.eu. Last Access in 03.Septem-
ber.2016
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project aimed to investigate different strategies of diagnosis to capture and
reuse the various types of data generated in the lifecycle of machines. The
focus chosen in the project was to use machine telemetry data to enable
remote diagnosis of machines. For the manufacturers, diagnosis is the most
complex part of the whole maintenance process of machines, as it requires
specific knowledge about particular components and subsystems (challenge
c2 ), e.g. the regulation mechanism in the hydraulics subsystem that con-
trols the flow of cooling oil, and also global knowledge about the interaction
between subsystems to enable machine-specific functionalities, e.g. the re-
lationship of hydraulics, electrical and mechanical subsystems that enable a
wheel loader bucket to lift material. Such knowledge is necessary to differen-
tiate between normal and anomalous machine operation. Machine diagnosis
requires collaboration (challenge c3 ) between experts and the coordination
of theirs actions to analyse particular details of machines that are further
combined to draw conclusions. Once the diagnosis is formulated and coun-
termeasures are defined, further actions such as replacement and repairing
of specific machine parts become straightforward tasks.

1.2.2 Design Science Research

The Design Science Research building block performs continuous refinement
of the design of an artefact and its evaluation to meet needs identified in the
Environment building block. The Research building block in this thesis is
a continuous design and evaluation process of different coordination mech-
anisms used by distributed teams that support their diverse working pref-
erences in remote machine diagnosis scenarios.

1.2.3 Knowledge Base

The Knowledge Base building block provides foundations, methodologies
and formalisms that support the development of research, such as theor-
ies, frameworks and diagnosis models as measures and validation criteria
from specific literature. The Knowledge Base building block in this thesis
uses theories from distributed teamwork, coordination theory, collaboration,
shared diagnosis models and validation methodology.

1.2.4 Relevance Cycle

The Relevance Cycle identifies opportunities in actual application environ-
ments for the development of new artefacts for collaborative diagnosis. A
series of informal interviews and workshops with engineers from industrial
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machinery manufacturers specialised in diagnosis revealed that remote col-
laboration is a major challenge for machine diagnosis. The complexity of
machines requires experts with different specializations to collaborate in dia-
gnosis tasks to identify and discuss machine anomalies remotely and avoid
equipment breakdown. The coordination of teamwork in such scenarios is
challenging because it requires teams to consider the working preferences
and expertise of all team members and to identify suitable coordination
mechanisms, according to the context of a task.

1.2.5 Rigour Cycle

The Rigour Cycle identifies existing research approaches that address the
same problem: a shared workspace system designed to support collabora-
tion and coordination of distributed team members involved in diagnosis
tasks. The design is based on scientific literature about generic patterns of
collaboration in teams, functionalities often involved in remote diagnosis of
machinery and the different coordination support types for teams.

1.2.6 Design Cycle

The Design Cycle builds the intended artefact, based on the environmental
analysis based on literature knowledge. This thesis focuses on machine dia-
gnosis scenarios, in which a shared workspace system provides a means for
team members, to filter telemetry data, facilitating its analysis (c1 ). This
thesis also explores the use of different mechanisms to coordinate interaction
between team members during diagnosis tasks (c2 ), based on a diagnosis
model that supports their collaboration (c3 ). This thesis develops a meth-
odology to assess the usefulness, usability, workspace awareness information
and the quality of collaboration of participants using the shared workspace
system to perform a machine diagnosis task (c4 ). Finally, this thesis dis-
cusses the interaction of these participants with the shared workspace system
based on the developed evaluation methodology previously described (c5 ).
In this context, the third cycle represents the contribution of this thesis to
the identified knowledge base.

1.3 Thesis Outline

The structure of this thesis is as follows:

• Chapter 2. This chapter discusses the characteristics of distributed
teams and coordination mechanisms used in teamwork. It defines a
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spectrum of coordination support and properties of its two extremes
and discusses requirements for shared workspace systems to support
different types of coordination mechanisms. Scenarios defined in the
Environment building block are used to derive requirements for dif-
ferent coordination mechanisms that support distributed teams. The
Relevance Cycle provides these requirements to the Design Science Re-
search building block, contributing to the construction of coordination
mechanisms in the shared workspace system that support distributed
teams. The chapter uses theories and models from coordination, col-
laboration and distributed teams from the Knowledge Base building
block to define coordination mechanisms for teams, through the Rig-
orous Cycle.

• Chapter 3. This chapter discusses new technologies to monitor mech-
anical machines remotely and introduces a new model for collaborative
diagnosis. The chapter also defines requirements for shared workspace
systems to support such collaborative diagnosis. This chapter uses
scenarios defined in the Environment building block to derive require-
ments to support distributed teams in remote diagnosis tasks. The
Relevance Cycle provides these requirements to the Design Science
Research building block, contributing to the construction of diagnosis
functionalities in the shared workspace system. The chapter uses
problem-solving diagnosis models from the Knowledge Base building
block through the Rigorous Cycle to define a collaborative diagnosis
model.

• Chapter 4. This chapter describes the design and architectural de-
cisions for a shared workspace system that supports teams in collabor-
ative diagnosis tasks through different coordination mechanisms. This
chapter uses established requirements based on the theories of coordin-
ation, collaboration and distributed teams and models from diagnosis
to design and build a shared workspace system in the Design Science
Research building block.

• Chapter 5. This chapter describes the implementation details and
the rational of the different tools, technologies and frameworks used
to implement the shared workspace system, described in chapter 4.
This chapter describes implementation details of the architecture of
the shared workspace system in the Design Science Research building
block.
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• Chapter 6. This chapter describes experiments used to evaluate a
shared workspace system in diagnosis tasks for two different machine
manufacturers. The evaluation is divided in two parts: i) the eval-
uation of diagnosis and coordination functionalities implemented in
the shared workspace system and ii) the evaluation of the quality of
collaboration in the experiments through the use of the shared work-
space system. This chapter uses evaluation methods and models from
the Knowledge Base through the Rigorous Cycle and evaluates the
shared workspace system. The evaluation of the system is an iterative
process, described in the Design cycle of this chapter, as it provides
information, used to improve coordination support and diagnosis func-
tionalities of the shared workspace system.

• Chapter 7. This chapter concludes the thesis with a discussion of the
implications and limitations of this research, possible areas for future
work and recommendations for stakeholders involved in diagnosis tasks
that seek to use shared workspace systems with flexible coordination
mechanisms. This chapter provides contributions to the Environment
building block, through the Relevance Cycle building block, describing
scenarios that use the shared workspace and provides contributions
to the Knowledge Base building block through the Rigorous Cycle,
describing the results of using different coordination mechanisms in
remote diagnosis task for distributed teams.
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Chapter 2

Coordination Support for
Distributed Teams

Coordination of teamwork is an emergent phenomenon involving the use of
strategies and behaviour patterns aimed at integrating and aligning a ac-
tions, knowledge, and objectives of interdependent members, with a view
to attaining common goals [Espinosa et al., 2002] [Rico et al., 2008]. For
example, in collaborative design of artefacts in general, coordination is ne-
cessary to enable teams to overcome a set of challenges, such as search
and definition of a specific collaborative problem and establishment of work
norms among stakeholders to contribute to incremental design of shared
artefacts [Piirainen et al., 2012].

Coordination ensures that a team functions as a unified whole [Brannick
and Prince, 1997] [Ven et al., 1976]. When a team attains a high level of co-
ordination, all members contribute to the end result, but when coordination
is poor, there are negative impacts on outcomes [Steiner, 1972]. Therefore,
to mitigate coordination problems, coordination mechanisms are used to
achieve a desired goal [Malone and Crowston, 1994].

Explicit coordination mechanisms are used intentionally by team mem-
bers to manage multiple interdependencies between activities [Malone and
Crowston, 1994]. [Espinosa et al., 2002] distinguishes two types of coordina-
tion mechanisms, one based on plans (e.g. procedures, schedules, tools and
plans) and another based on spontaneous definitions of coordination plans,
based on circumstantial information.

Coordination mechanisms based on plans support the coordination of
teamwork for the routinised aspects of a task, as the dependencies involved
in the task are predictable and therefore are able to be programmed or rou-
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tinised [March and Simon, 1958]. For example, in software development
activity, a team of developers has roles assigned in advance to build spe-
cific software components that together contribute to the functionalities of
a software system. In this case, a possible plan is to assign specific soft-
ware developers to work simultaneously on different parts of the code to
avoid the interference of the work of other developers or conflicts [Espinosa
et al., 2007]. Conversely, coordination mechanisms based on spontaneous
coordination are more suitable for situations in which routines change, are
no longer applicable for a task, or when a task requires no routine [March
and Simon, 1958]. In such situations, team members need to interact to
define new strategies to perform a task. For example, in software devel-
opment activities, it is difficult to predict or anticipate missed deadlines
or hardware failures, therefore developers and managers need to often ad-
just coordination plans to overcome unpredicted situations [Espinosa et al.,
2007].

Coordination mechanisms are particularly important for distributed
teams, for which miscommunication and misunderstanding, information
sharing, feedback exchange, and the establishment and maintenance of
shared team identity are known challenges [Hinds and McGrath, 2006].

This chapter discusses the characteristics of teams, in general, and dis-
tributed teams, in particular. The chapter highlights the specific challenges
of distributed teams. Subsequently, the chapter presents two divergent co-
ordination mechanisms designed to mitigate coordination problems. The
chapter concludes with the definition of a theoretical spectrum that integ-
rates opposing coordination mechanisms and serves as an implementation
reference for CSCW technology.

2.1 Distributed Teams

This thesis defines a team to be a collection of individuals who are inter-
dependent in their tasks, share responsibility for their outcomes, recognized
by others as an intact social entity embedded in one or more larger social
systems (e.g., business unit or an organization), and manage many of their
relationships across organizational boundaries [Cohen and Bailey, 1997]. For
example, in a distributed design team working on the manufacturing of a
machine, all members still share the responsibility for the quality of the final
produced machine, although they work independently on different machine
components. Note that by this definition, people who work on independent
tasks are not considered a team. For example, a department of electrical en-
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gineers who work on separate projects is not a team. These engineers work
independently of each other, do not share responsibility for their outcomes,
and are not interdependent.

Teams are different from groups with regard to their level of interdepend-
ency and integration among members [Katzenbach, 1993]. Whereas groups
are two or more people who work together to achieve a goal, teams extend
this concept [Stott and Walker, 1995]. Teams share common and clear goals,
are aware of the nature of their independent roles and the complementarity
of their respective skills [Fisher et al., 1997].

The continuous development of information and communication techno-
logy (ICT) offers new opportunities for organizations to share work across
geographic distributed teams [Constant et al., 1996]. Through the oppor-
tunities that technology creates, organizations are able to procure talented
workers without the limitation of geographical boundaries to any specific
distributed teams [Powell et al., 2004]. Distributed teams are teams of indi-
viduals who work across time, space and organizational boundaries brought
together by information and communication technologies to accomplish one
or more tasks [Jarvenpaa and Leidner, 1998]. They are often formed tem-
porarily when collaboration is necessary to provide specific deliverables, or
to fulfil specific customer needs [Lipnack, 1997, Chase, 1999].

Distributed teams typically resort to the use of technology not only
for communication but also to support their teamwork using computer-
supported cooperative work (CSCW) technology [Ellis et al., 1991]. The
use of such technology is designed to support distributed teams to move
through a task to attain shared goals [Briggs et al., 2003b]. To this purpose,
patterns of collaboration used by teams in practice have been identified,
analysed and evaluated. [Briggs et al., 2003b] distinguishes six patterns of
collaboration.

1. Generate: the goal of this pattern is to support a team to expand
the number of shared concepts. Team participants introduce new con-
cepts, moving from a state of having fewer concepts to a state of having
more concepts. For example, in requirement engineering, a task that
defines a set of requirements involves activities associated to the gen-
erate pattern, such as brainstorming with stakeholders from different
backgrounds (e.g. users, customers, managers, domain experts, and
developers) [Boehm et al., 2001].

2. Reduce: the goal of this pattern is to reduce the cognitive load of a
team by reducing the number of concepts. Team participants reduce
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the number of concepts, moving from a state of having many concepts
to a state of having a focus on the few worthy of further attention.
For example, in requirements engineering, a task that defines a set
of requirements involves activities associated to the reduce pattern,
such as the convergence of a list of requirements [Boehm et al., 2001].
Whenever a list of requirements is prepared, stakeholders involved in
the task formulate a list of non-redundant and unambiguous require-
ments, based on the ones generated previously.

3. Clarify: the goal of this pattern is to further explain concepts gen-
erated by a team, moving from having less to having more shared
understanding of concepts and of the terms used to express them. For
example, in requirement engineering, a task that defines a set of re-
quirements involves activities associated to the clarify pattern, such as
the review of existing requirements [Boehm et al., 2001]. Stakehold-
ers refine and together customize proposed requirements, recommend-
ing changes or further explanation. This type of activity is necessary
to avoid misinterpretation and misunderstanding of specific terms in-
volved in requirement engineering of software, especially in a team of
stakeholders with different backgrounds.

4. Evaluate: the goal of this pattern is to assess the relevance of concepts
in relation to each other, moving from less to more understanding of
the relative value of the concepts under consideration. For example, in
risk assessment, a task that assesses financial risks for an institution
involves activities associated to the evaluate pattern, such as the eval-
uation of control mechanisms for risks [Van Grinsven and de Vreede,
2003].

5. Organize: the goal of this pattern is to create and understand rela-
tionships among generated concepts, moving from less to more un-
derstanding of the relationships among considered concepts. For ex-
ample, in risk identification, a task that categorizes different risks for
an institution involves activities associated to the organize pattern
[Van Grinsven and de Vreede, 2003].

6. Build Consensus: the goal of this pattern is to achieve mutual ac-
ceptable commitments. For example, heuristic evaluation tasks of a
software user interface involves activities associated to the build con-
sensus pattern [Nielsen and Molich, 1990]. After the identification of
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usability problems stakeholders must reach consensus with regard to
their priorities.

2.2 Structured Coordination Support

Structured mechanisms typically use the concept of a process to plan co-
ordination [Jablonski and Bussler, 1996, Hammer et al., 1977, Zisman, 1978,
Mohan et al., 1995]. Processes specify different sequence of activities needed
to support teamwork, the conditions in which activities are executed, the
flow of data between activities, indicating the team members responsible for
the execution of the activities and the tools to be used with each activity
[Oberweis, 2005, Jablonski and Bussler, 1996]. For example, a collaboration
process used to write a report about the ageing situation of the population
of a particular city specifies the human actors involved (e.g. Bob, Jim, Larry
and Susan), their expected roles and skills (e.g. one manager and three ana-
lysts, respectively), and the necessary activities to generate the report (e.g.
request and send report, request and send age information, and request and
send writing) [Ellis et al., 2005].

This section first describes the collaboration engineering approach that
uses process descriptions and collaboration techniques to guide teams to-
wards the accomplishment of a task. Subsequently, the section provides
example of systems based on process descriptions to guide their participants.

2.2.1 Collaboration Engineering

In many situations, professional facilitators play an important role in collab-
orative processes to improve team productivity [Dickson et al., 1996, Griffith
et al., 1998, Niederman et al., 1996]. Facilitators are experts in the design
and support of collaborative processes that involve management of relation-
ships among team members, tasks and technology. They structure tasks
and contribute to the effective accomplishment of their outcomes [Bostrom
et al., 1993].

Collaboration engineering, as a field of research, focuses on the trans-
ferability of facilitation skills to teams, sharing responsibility for their own
execution of collaboration processes [Briggs et al., 2010]. It aims to structure
team interaction, suggesting collaboration techniques that tackle problems,
helping teams to achieve the desired goals of tasks [Briggs et al., 2001].
[Briggs et al., 2003b], for example, distinguishes to this purpose patterns
of collaboration, known as thinkLets, for single process activities, based on
the six patterns of collaboration described in 2.1. Processes are designed
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in anticipation, providing the prescription of a set of activities associated
to thinkLets, facilitating the interaction of team members to achieve their
goals [Briggs et al., 2006].

2.2.2 Collaboration Process-based Systems

Different software systems implement the concept of a process to coordinate
actions of team members. The CACE (Computer Assisted Collaboration
Engineering) tool supports the design of facilitation processes using think-
Lets as references [Briggs et al., 2010]. Designers of facilitation processes
use the CACE tool to search and instantiate thinkLets that are appropriate
for process activities; to combine several software components that imple-
ment different functionalities described by thinkLets; and to execute the
facilitation process for a team.

The Caramba system enables the execution of pre-defined collaboration
processes and the extension of the process during its execution [Dustdar,
2004]. Caramba implements a specific coordination model that has several
work distribution templates to assign process activities to team members,
according to their skills and roles.

The CONTact platform supports automatic facilitation of brainstorming
sessions through context-based adaptations [Veiel et al., 2013]. An applica-
tion introduces structures, triggered by adaptation rules, that aid a group
in the session to reduce the information overload caused by a large number
of ideas. Groups interrupt the brainstorming session, categorize the ideas
according to the proposed structure and then continue with the session.

The GSSOne system extends the concept of thinkLets implemented in
the CACE tool with more details, decomposing and describing the set of
activities that implement a thinkLet [Knoll et al., 2009]. In addition to
the description of a facilitation process, designers also specify the data and
events of a collaboration process that flows between activities, e.g. select a
discussion topic, create a contribution and list all comments for a contribu-
tion.

Overall, the purposes of these systems is to enable teams to coordinate
their actions through the prescription of collaboration processes that involve
actions, techniques, participants and tools to achieve desired goals. The
basic assumption is that through the prescription of collaboration processes
for standard, repetitive and well-defined problems, team members may gain
efficiency in teamwork [Jerry Fjermestad, 2000, Witte, 2007, Briggs et al.,
2010].
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2.3 Unstructured Coordination Support

Unstructured mechanisms are based on the approach of spontaneous co-
ordination based on situated actions, in which the course of action depends
on the available resources of circumstances, e.g. social circumstances, per-
sonal or materials [Suchman, 1987]. This approach aims to understand the
use of situated circumstances to achieve intelligent action, rather than ab-
stracting actions from circumstances and represent it as plans.

Team members must mitigate the lack of coordination whenever a pro-
cess does not describe, partially or entirely, the course of action for a team
[Suchman, 1987]. To this end, team members need to understand the cir-
cumstances of teamwork (e.g. available resources, current and past actions)
and of their pursued task to create and refine continuously coordination
plans for their actions to achieve the goals of a task [Suchman, 1987, Rico
et al., 2008]. In teamwork, awareness information about team members is
necessary for a team to coordinate their actions, especially in distributed
teams working with CSCW technology, as it provides common knowledge
and shared understanding of their current and past activities [Bellotti and
Bly, 1996]. Workspace awareness information, in particular, requires ex-
change of information between two or more team members about the shared
workspace to integrate their respective contributions [Kraut and Streeter,
1990]. For example, in software development projects, teams must be aware
of the actions of each team member to coordinate their efforts towards the
extension and integration of software artefacts. Such information aids both
fine and coarse-grained coordination of actions, as it informs team members
about the temporal and spatial boundaries of their actions, and helps them
to integrate a next action into a flow of actions [Gutwin and Greenberg,
2002].

Therefore, unstructured coordination mechanisms are mechanisms that
rely on the acquisition and provision of workspace awareness information to
team members, by which they understand the actions of other members, as
part of their circumstances, to coordinate their actions.

2.3.1 Workspace Awareness

Workspace awareness is defined as the up-to-the-moment perception and
comprehension of the interaction of a person with the workspace [Gutwin
and Greenberg, 2002]. In such situations, workspace awareness information
becomes an important requirement for teams to agree on the coordination
strategy that involves the division of labour and planning of their collective
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efforts [Bellotti and Bly, 1996]. During the performance of a task, some
teams might reorganize the activities that each member performs, based on
the accomplishments of each team member, the planned sub-tasks by each
team member and the remaining sub-tasks to be executed. Based on the
activity of a colleague, a team member may decide to begin a complementary
task, to assist them with an activity, or to move to a different area of the
workspace to avoid a conflict [Gutwin and Greenberg, 2002].

Workspace awareness is based on the concept of situation awareness as
both types of awareness share similar characteristics. Situation awareness is
a state of knowledge in which a person perceives the elements in an environ-
ment, with regard to time and space, comprehend their meaning and project
their status in a near future [Endsley, 1995]. This definition distinguishes
three levels:

• Level 1: perception of the elements in an environment. At this level,
actors perceive the status, attributes, and dynamics of relevant ele-
ments for their goals in the environment.

• Level 2: comprehension of a current situation. At this level, actors
integrate the disjoint perceived elements from level 1 and create an
understanding of their significance with regard to their goals.

• Level 3: projection of future status. At this level, actors anticipate the
variation of environment elements, at least in a near future, to predict
their status in the future.

Situation awareness is exemplified through different contexts such as the
operation of aircrafts, air traffic control, operations of power plants and fire-
fighting. In the case of air traffic control, for example, air traffic controllers
manage and project the paths of an ever-increasing number of aircrafts in
a airspace area. Such controllers must maintain an up-to-date assessment
of the changing locations of aircrafts (perception and comprehension) and
their projected locations relative to each other, given the parameters of each
aircraft (e.g. destination and speed) to ensure their minimum separation for
safety and efficient landings and takeoff [Endsley, 1995].

Conversely, workspace awareness is considered to be a specialization of
situation awareness because of the introduction of different actors working
in a shared workspace. Workspace awareness is awareness of team members
and their interaction with the shared workspace, rather than just awareness
of the workspace itself. In addition, workspace awareness is limited to events
that happen in the workspace, inside the temporal and physical bounds of
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(a) The focus is on the
workspace and the do-
main tasks.

(b) The focus is on the work-
space, on the domains tasks and
on the collaboration task.

Figure 2.1: The enhancement of complexity in the interaction among actors
by the introduction of the collaboration task [Gutwin and Greenberg, 2002].

the task that the team performs. This means that workspace awareness
differs from informal awareness of people who are available and searching
for an opportunity to collaborate spontaneously [Gutwin et al., 2008], and
from awareness of cues and turns in verbal conversation, typically present
in co-located teams [Whittaker et al., 1994].

Workspace awareness requires the focus of each team member on i) the
collaboration task, ii) different team members using the shared workspace,
in addition to the iii) execution of a domain task (e.g. air traffic control)
[Gutwin and Greenberg, 2002]. Individuals who work alone in the workspace
only have the focus on the use of the workspace and the execution of domain
tasks, as illustrated in Figure 2.1a. However, in a collaborative situation, in
addition to the focus on the workspace and the domain tasks, actors must
undertake the collaboration task, such as illustrated in Figure 2.1b.

2.3.2 Elements of Workspace Awareness

Even though a team member can keep track of many elements in a shared
workspace, a basic set of workspace awareness elements was established in
a workspace awareness framework, based on their repeated use in different
scenarios that involve collaboration [Gutwin and Greenberg, 2002]. The
basic set of the elements are those that answer questions such as: who?,
what?, where?, when? and how?.
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Category Element Specific Question

Who Presence Is anyone in the workspace?
Identity Who is participating? Who is that?
Authorship Who is doing that?

What Action What are they doing?
Intention What goal is that action part of?
Artefact What object are they working on?

Where Location Where are they working?
View What can they see?
Reach Where can they reach?

Table 2.1: Elements of workspace awareness relating to present activities
[Gutwin and Greenberg, 2002].

The framework proposed by [Gutwin and Greenberg, 2002] uses these
questions and their answers to define the basic set of elements that aggregate
workspace awareness. They are all common sense elements that concern the
interactions between a person and the environment [Gutwin and Greenberg,
2002]. The elements and the respective questions that they answer are
presented in two different tables, Table 2.1 and Table 2.2. Table 2.1 contains
elements that relate to the activities performed in the present, whereas Table
2.2 the activities performed in the past.

Table 2.1 presents nine elements: presence, identity, authorship, action,
intention, artefact, location, view and reach. Awareness of presence and
identity concerns the knowledge that other people interacts with the work-
space and who they are. The element authorship describes the relationship
between an activity and the person that performs it. Awareness of actions
and intentions is the understanding of the activities that other people ex-
ecute and their purpose, either in detail or at a general level. Awareness of
artefact refers to knowledge about the object with which a person is work-
ing. Location, gaze, and view relate to where the person is working, where
they are looking, and what they can see. Awareness of reach involves under-
standing the area of the workspace in which a person can change objects.

Table 2.2 presents six elements that are related to past activities, such
as the history of: actions (“how” category), artefacts, events, presence, loca-
tion and action (“what” category). Action and artefact history concern the
details of events that have already occurred. Action history describes activ-
ities executed by an actor on the workspace and artefact history describes
the activities the modified a object of the workspace. Event history describe
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Category Element Specific Question

How Action history How did that operation happen?
Artefact history How did this artefact come to be in

this state?
When Event history When did that event happen?
Who (past) Presence history Who was here, and when?
Where (past) Location history Where has a person been?
What (past) Action history What has a person been doing?

Table 2.2: Elements of workspace awareness relating to past activities
[Gutwin and Greenberg, 2002].

the occurrence time of events on the workspace. The remaining three ele-
ments describe the history of events with regard to presence, location, and
action.

2.3.3 Systems based on Workspace Awareness Information

Several software systems in the literature of CSCW use and implement
the concept of workspace awareness as a means to support a team to co-
ordinate their efforts to accomplish a goal together. Depending on the do-
main of the system, different workspace awareness information types are
exchanged among team members, based on the meta-models of situation
awareness [Endsley, 1995] and workspace awareness [Gutwin and Greenberg,
1996, Gutwin and Greenberg, 2002]. The widespread and predictable use
of workspace awareness information enabled the definition of a set of pat-
terns of interaction as guidelines to support awareness in software systems
[Schümmer and Lukosch, 2013].

For example, in collaborative software development, the Jazz system
provides workspace awareness of the development team [Cheng et al., 2003].
The system shows the team members that are connected to the system,
their status messages with regard to their current activities, indications of
modified software artefacts and the author of the modifications. Similarly,
FASTDash (Fostering Awareness for Software Teams Dashboard) provides
information about the team members who edit specific software artefacts,
modify them concurrently, debug them or visualize their source code [Biehl
et al., 2007].

In collaborative user interface sketching, the Gambit system enables the
co-creation of user interface sketches [Sangiorgi, 2014]. The system shows an
overview of all sketches of a session in a main display and indicates the areas
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of the sketches in which the members of a team work. By providing such
workspace awareness, team members are able to coordinate their efforts to
modify sketches, discuss their integration and future steps in the design.

In diagram-based brainstorming processes, the CLSD system provides
workspace awareness of shared diagrams [Azevedo et al., 2013]. The system
supports participants in building brainstorming diagrams with virtual ob-
jects. Whenever a participant modifies a virtual object, the system provides
workspace awareness information to the team in real-time through visual
cues about the participant that modifies an object and other surrounding
objects.

Overall, these systems provide workspace awareness as means for teams
to coordinate their actions to better achieve the goals of a task. The ba-
sic assumption is that through workspace awareness, teams can understand
the way in which their actions contribute to the accomplishment of a task.
Therefore, they use workspace awareness information to coordinate their
actions spontaneously to improve the efficiency of teamwork, avoiding du-
plication of work or inconsistency of outcomes by conflict within a team
[Ellis et al., 1991, Crowston, 1994].

2.4 Spectrum of Coordination Mechanisms

Traditionally coordination of teamwork is based on a dichotomy between two
coordination mechanisms, structured and unstructured [Rico et al., 2008, Es-
pinosa et al., 2002, Schmidt and Simonee, 1996] to manage their multiple
interdependencies [Malone and Crowston, 1994, Espinosa et al., 2002]. As
indicated above, structured coordination mechanisms refer to pre-defined
organizational constructs (e.g., processes, formal structures, methods and
plans) that determine actions for teamwork, based on standard solutions for
recurring problems [Malone and Crowston, 1990]. On the other hand, un-
structured coordination mechanisms refer to coordination mechanisms used
to mitigate unpredicted situations spontaneously, in which pre-defined con-
structs do not describe adequately or entirely plans for action [Selznick,
1948].

Although they are traditionally referenced as the two standard and op-
posite mechanisms [Espinosa et al., 2002] [Rico et al., 2008], new teamwork
situations may require the creation of new coordination mechanisms that
are a mix of structured and unstructured coordination mechanisms.

For example, in the context of collaborative work, a new model of col-
laboration technology proposes to extend the traditional time-space matrix
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to accommodate the variations between the time axis or space axis[Lee and
Paine, 2015]. The original time-space matrix describes a dichotomy in the
time axis (synchronous and asynchronous support) and in the space axis (co-
located and remote meetings) [Johansen, 1988]. However, with the advance-
ment of information technology, such described differences have become too
simplistic [Dix et al., 2003]. Collaboration technology can now, for example,
be classified as concurrent synchronized (e.g. video-conference applications),
serial (e.g. argumentation applications that record arguments for design de-
cisions), mixed (e.g. co-authoring applications), or unsynchronized (e.g.
e-mail exchange). A spectrum of coordination mechanisms is required to
denote the numerous and ever-changing possibilities in-between.

Different coordination mechanisms are currently being used in practice.
For example, in the domain of collaborative content production, Wikipedia
supports three different coordination mechanisms, i) to write articles collab-
oratively, ii) through direct communication among collaborators involved in
the article, iii) through the group structure of collaborators and through spe-
cific policies and procedures [Kittur and Kraut, 2010]. Collaborators discuss
issues about an article and develop a common strategy to write it together,
through direct communication. Communication is used as a coordination
mechanism based on mutual adjustment for uncertain situations in which no
process is pre-defined. In this thesis, this type of coordination mechanism
is classified as an unstructured coordination mechanism, as it relies on a
spontaneous definition of a coordination plan, based on communication, to
write an article. Group structure in contrast consists of role differentiation,
division of labour and formal and informal management. In this hierarchical
mechanism, a core team sets the directions of work and collaborators de-
velop a common understanding to turn them into actions. This mechanism
is classified as a structured coordination mechanism, as it relies on a hier-
archical structure that organizes teamwork. A third coordination method
involves the development and use of policies and procedures. Wikipedia
has developed various policies to govern areas such as becoming an admin-
istrator, the requirements for an encyclopedic article, and the definition of
plagiarism. The use of policies and procedures, in this case, represents a
combination of communication and structures that allows collaborators to
coordinate task assignment.

In the domain of global software development, there are two coordina-
tion mechanisms used by teams of software developers: formal and informal
[Redmiles et al., 2007]. Formal mechanisms rely on pre-defined processes
that define separation of work in multiple and independent tasks, resyn-
chronized periodically. In this thesis, this coordination mechanism is clas-
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Figure 2.2: Spectrum of coordination support for teamwork.

sified as a structured coordination mechanism, as it relies on a process to
coordinate teamwork towards software development. Informal approaches
rely on awareness information that allows for the understanding of activities
performed by developers. Informal mechanisms rely on the notion of aware-
ness, an informal understanding of the activities of others that provides a
context for monitoring and assessing group and individual activity. In this
thesis, this type of coordination mechanism is classified as a unstructured
coordination mechanism, as it also relies on workspace awareness to define
coordination strategies spontaneously to guide teamwork in software devel-
opment.

In the domain of supply chains, a similar discussion involves the di-
chotomy between types of processes used in teams, e.g. fixed processes or
dynamic processes. [Bernstein, 2000]. There are four types of coordina-
tion mechanisms implemented in the system, two representing the extremes
of a process specificity, “fixed processes” (e.g. the shipment process of a
computer to a customer) and “dynamic processes” (e.g. a shared to-do list
software and documents that support users building a process), and two
representing a combination of the extremes, “monitoring constraints” (e.g.
the definition of events in a shared to-do list software that notifies users
when their occurrence is imminent) and “planning options based on con-
straints” (e.g. a system proposes different approaches to ship a computer to
a customer) [Bernstein, 2000].

There is a natural tendency in different domains to implement and
provide the support of various coordination mechanisms, such as described in
the previous examples. Some systems implement two coordination mechan-
isms, providing two options of opposing mechanisms [Redmiles et al., 2007].
Depending on the requirements of a situation, other systems extend the
concept of a dichotomy and provide more than two options of mechanisms
[Kittur and Kraut, 2010, Bernstein, 2000].

As coordination mechanisms are constantly evolving to support the needs
of a team in teamwork [Kittur and Kraut, 2010], either because of the evol-
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ution of CSCW technology [Ellis et al., 1991] or different team dynamics
[Sarma et al., 2010], systems need a common conceptual framework as refer-
ence for the definition and implementation of emerging coordination mech-
anisms [Bernstein, 2000].

Spectra are common abstractions used in different approaches or sys-
tems to illustrate the theoretical infinite set of characteristics [Sarma et al.,
2010, Lee and Paine, 2015, Geyer et al., 2006, Ellis et al., 1991]. In the
case of teamwork coordination, a spectrum of coordination mechanisms safe-
guards the natural expansion and extensibility of systems that implement
new, evolving mechanisms. In the beginning, Wikipedia, started with co-
ordination mechanisms based on communication and over time created hier-
archical structures and policies and procedures to coordinate teamwork of
collaborators [Kittur and Kraut, 2010]. The spectrum, however, needs to
describe and characterize properties of the extremes, to set the implementa-
tion boundaries that reflect its coordination mechanisms. In the example of
process specificity for supply chains, one extreme defines the use of a process
that specifies activities to achieve the goals of a task [Bernstein, 2000]. On
the other extreme, teams use a conceptual to-do list to sketch the activities
spontaneously to achieve their goals.

The use of distinct coordination mechanisms aims to support a team
with different coordination approaches to achieve the goals of a task [Janeiro
et al., 2012c]. Structured coordination mechanisms use processes to coordin-
ate teamwork, as they assume that processes are well-defined structures that
approach repetitive and predictable tasks [VanGundy, 1988]. Processes rep-
resent the description of previous experiences to achieve the goals of a task.
In risk identification scenarios, professional facilitators define facilitation
processes for teams based on the experience in risk identification tasks and
facilitation of teams [Van Grinsven and de Vreede, 2003]. Unstructured co-
ordination mechanisms provide the exchange of awareness information for
teams to enable them to create a coordination strategy dynamically, provid-
ing circumstantial information to approach non-repetitive and unpredictable
tasks [VanGundy, 1988, Suchman, 1987]. Workspace awareness information
is the circumstantial resource that enables teams to define their own co-
ordination strategy.

The integration of both coordination mechanisms is necessary to support
coordination in different types of tasks, as it is not possible to foresee their
type, repetitive and predictable or non-repetitive and unpredictable, and
the appropriate coordination mechanism. Therefore, this thesis integrates
structured and unstructured coordination mechanisms in a spectrum of co-
ordination mechanisms for teamwork, as illustrated in Figure 2.2. As each
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coordination mechanism may be more appropriate for a particular task than
others, a team is expected to evaluate a task and to choose the appropriate
coordination mechanism.

Considering the circumstances of teamwork, the spectrum proposed in
this thesis embraces structured and unstructured coordination mechanisms,
such as defined in previous sections of this chapter. The structured coordin-
ation mechanisms do not only describe a collaboration process to coordinate
team members, but also to coordinate and to guide them to achieve their
goals through facilitation techniques. The unstructured coordination mech-
anisms, on the other hand, support the acquisition and provisioning of work-
space awareness information, enabling team members to better understand
teamwork circumstances to define a coordination strategy spontaneously.

Through the spectrum of coordination support, new coordination mech-
anisms may also be developed to support teamwork, based on the char-
acteristics of structured and unstructured coordination mechanisms. For
example, a recommender coordination mechanism could suggest a process
to teams (such as in the prescribed mechanism) and could use workspace
awareness information (such as in the ad-hoc mechanism) to provide coordin-
ation recommendations. Such a mechanism could analyse the interaction of
teams during a diagnosis task, compute coordination recommendations and
propose them to teams while they go through a process, e.g. remind team
members to switch to following activities after long periods of discussions or
recommend an equally balanced distribution of subtasks based on previous
activities.

Although the spectrum of coordination supports the possibility to define
different coordination mechanisms, this thesis does not describe a criterion
for teams to select a mechanism for a task. The selection of a mechanism
is delegated to a team working on a task and it is expected that the team
reaches consensus on the chosen mechanisms. However, there are import-
ant factors that contribute to the selection of a coordination mechanisms,
such as: the size of the team and the expertise of team participants. For
example, it might be challenging for large teams to agree on a coordina-
tion mechanism to be used during diagnosis, as team participants might
have conflicting preferences [Wulf, 1995]. Similarly, a team of experts in
diagnosis, for example, might not consider the use of a process-based co-
ordination mechanism, as their knowledge transcends reliance on rules and
guidelines [Dreyfus and Dreyfus, 1980].
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ID Description

R2.1 A shared workspace system must offer different coordination
mechanisms to participants.

R2.2 A shared workspace system implementing structured co-
ordination mechanisms must manage collaboration process
descriptions.

R2.3 A shared workspace system that implements structured co-
ordination mechanisms must interpret collaboration process
descriptions.

R2.4 A shared workspace system that implements unstructured co-
ordination mechanisms must provide team members with work-
space awareness information to support dynamic coordination.

R2.5 A shared workspace system must be extensible to include new,
emerging coordination mechanisms.

Table 2.3: Summary of requirements to support coordination in teamwork.

2.5 System Requirements to Support Coordina-
tion of Teamwork

The spectrum of coordination mechanisms imposes certain requirements for
a shared workspace system to implement coordination mechanisms. Such
requirement are summarized in Table 2.3.

A shared workspace system must implement all functionalities needed
and different possibilities to structure coordination. A shared workspace
system has to implement the two coordination mechanisms, at least, to
provide a minimum set of options to its participants (R2.1).

A shared workspace system that implements structured coordination
mechanisms, as defined in this section, must manage the serialization of
collaboration process descriptions (R2.2). A system has to provide to par-
ticipants the functionalities to create, update, retrieve and delete serialized
collaboration process descriptions.

In addition to the aforementioned operations, the shared workspace sys-
tem must also provide the functionality needed to interpret these processes
(R2.3). The interpretation of the processes coordinates teamwork towards
the accomplishment of the goals of a task but also configures the software
components for them.
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The shared workspace system that implements unstructured coordina-
tion mechanisms, as defined in this section, must provide means to capture,
distribute and convey workspace awareness information to team members
about their actions with the system (R2.4). In a shared workspace sys-
tem, workspace awareness is the information necessary for team members
to understand teamwork circumstances, e.g. past and present actions, next
activities and task goals

Although the spectrum defines infinite theoretical options of coordina-
tion mechanisms, it is not possible to predict all possible coordination mech-
anisms to implement. Rather, the shared workspace system must be extens-
ible to include possible emerging coordination mechanisms with particular
properties that range between both extremes of the spectrum (R2.5).
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Chapter 3

Diagnosis as a Data-Centric
Engineering Task

Manufacturers in the industrial engineering domain focus their efforts on the
development of methodologies and technologies to improve the availability
and reliability of industrial machines. One approach to improve machine
availability is to reduce the downtime of a machine by implementing an
immediate response strategy to machine failure.

Currently, efforts are particularly concentrated on the development of
new infrastructure and services that collect data generated from machines
to monitor current equipment’s conditions and usage limitations in real time
[Iung et al., 2009][Karlsson et al., 2012].

E-maintenance is a methodology that tackles the fundamental need to
monitor equipment usage and degradation to enable a team of experts to in-
tervene and avoid unscheduled downtime, unexpected breakdown or provide
a quick fix when necessary [Holmberg et al., 2010]. For example, a machine
that issues possible failure signals, triggered by telemetric data, e.g. that
its engine is operating over a certain limit, requires experts to be brought
together to analyse the problem and take decisions to avoid an abrupt break-
down.

The e-maintenance methodology is based on a generic operational pro-
cess and covers the assessment of equipment conditions, diagnosis and finally
a forecast of future occurrence [Levrat et al., 2008]. [Levrat et al., 2008] dis-
tinguishes four sequential phases that run continuously as illustrated in 3.1
: i) to measure, ii) to monitor, iii) to diagnose and iv) to provide prognosis.

The goal of the first phase (to measure), is to gather sampling signals
that indicate real-world physical conditions of machines and to convert the
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Figure 3.1: A generic machine maintenance process [Levrat et al., 2008].

resulting samples into digital numeric values that can be processed automat-
ically [Heidbrink et al., 2011]. Experts define a set of variables, values and
units of measurement that support the definition of machine conditions and
install sensors that quantify such measurements, e.g. temperature sensors
that quantify oil temperature in Celsius. Data acquisition systems typically
convert analog waveforms into digital values for processing.

The goal of the second phase (to monitor), is to trace the condition of
machines, based on data acquired by sensors [Heidbrink et al., 2011]. Cur-
rently, in the industrial engineering domain, machines are deployed with
several sensors that generate machine performance data continuously. Such
data that grows rapidly over time is referred to as data streams. Data
streams are becoming commonly used in the context of diagnosis to enable
diagnosis experts to better understand machine’s performance and condi-
tions in real-time [Bauleo et al., 2014][Karlsson et al., 2012][Holmberg et al.,
2010].

Machine data streams are constantly sent to Data Streams Management
Systems (DSMS), to process, monitor, verify and validate machine generated
data [Zeitler and Risch, 2011][Risch et al., 2003]. The throughput of gener-
ated data streams is becoming so high that it is becoming a challenge for
diagnosis experts to constantly analyze data streams continuously. There-
fore, DSMSs often implement the continuous query mechanism that enables
the data analysis work to be configured once and executed automatically.
A continuous query is a query that is issued once and then logically runs
continuously over the DSMS until its conditions are satisfied, in contrast to
traditional one-time queries which run once to completion over the current
data sets [Terry et al., 1992].

In the diagnosis scenario, once a continuous query achieves a threshold,
it triggers a warning message directly to diagnosis experts, who can reason
about the data and deviations to formulate a machine diagnosis. For ex-
ample, given a power consumption model that computes the theoretical
expected power consumption of a machine at any point in time, a continu-
ous query returns a sensor identification whenever the difference between
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the actual measured power consumption and the expected power is greater
than 100 Watts during one second.

When the data monitored by the query signals an anomaly, experts begin
the diagnosis phase to further investigate the root-cause [Heidbrink et al.,
2011][Johanson et al., 2014]. Continuous queries represent an important
source of data for this purpose, as they provide contextualized indications of
the deviations among all data collected for the observed machine. However,
the challenge to reason over the data, establish co-relations among data
streams generated by sensors to identify the location of the problem, and
discuss the recognition of root-causes of machine failures remains.

Finally, after evaluating the results of a diagnosis, experts proceed to
the prognosis phase to forecast possible machine problems, based on failure
patterns identified during the diagnosis phase [Heidbrink et al., 2011].

Although all maintenance process phases are important to keep high
machine availability and reliability, this thesis focus at the specifics of the
diagnosis phase and its related activities involving diagnosis experts, as this
phase requires most collaboration between experts to understand machine
anomalies [Levrat et al., 2008].

3.1 Diagnosis Team

Advances in telecommunication and information technologies represent al-
ternatives to overcome the challenge of physical separation. They enable
distributed teams to diagnose machines remotely and facilitate collabora-
tion when geographic distance is an issue [Garcia et al., 2004][Janeiro et al.,
2012b]. In the context of this thesis, a diagnosis team is a team in which
experts are distant from each another, e.g. different cities, countries and
continents. The team consists of different diagnosis experts (e.g. mech-
anical, electrical and hydraulic engineers) and a local stakeholder, who is
physically close to the observed machine and can interact with it. Most
often, the local stakeholder is the operator of a machine.

Figure 3.2 illustrates the setup of a team diagnosing a machine, a wheel
loader located in a remote location, e.g. Singapore [Johanson et al., 2014].
The machine sends telemetry data constantly to a data stream management
systems which, in turn, processes the streams and issues warning signals
upon the occurrence of a failure. The warning is issued to a diagnosis expert
who becomes responsible for the diagnosis of a machine, the problem owner.
The problem owner, remotely located in Sweden, begins with a diagnosis
task reasoning about the telemetry data received by a particular machine
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Figure 3.2: A scenario to illustrate the participation of experts in a diagnosis
distributed team [Heidbrink et al., 2011].

and the information contained in the warning signal. The problem owner
can interact with the local stakeholder, who is at the operation site of the
machine, and with other experts who have the proper skills to support the
diagnosis task and are possibly in other distant locations (e.g. Germany).

The situation described in the Figure 3.2 represents a typical remote
diagnosis reference scenario used in this thesis and in the Smart Vortex
project [Consortium, 2010]. However, this thesis does not focus on the
influence of participants playing certain roles, e.g. problem owner or other
leading roles.

3.2 Problem-Solving Methods for Diagnosis

An understanding of the process of diagnosis is needed to be able to struc-
ture coordination between experts. This section describes models (problem-
solving methods and generic tasks models) based on extensive analysis of
diagnostic process in practice.

In the context of this thesis the problem represents a machine failure,
the solution represents the identification of the root causes of a problem, the
actions to fix the machine failure and the definition of an solution implement-
ation strategy. A team of experts starts with the diagnosis reasoning once
they are aware that a machine failure has occurred and have its telemetry
data available.
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Figure 3.3: The diagnosis task decomposition by the prime diagnostic
method [Benjamins, 1993].

3.2.1 Prime Diagnostic Method

The prime diagnostic method [Benjamins, 1993] is a general method to per-
form diagnosis. It distinguishes three subtasks, symptom detection, hypo-
thesis generation and hypothesis discrimination, as illustrated in Figure 3.3.

The prime diagnostic method reasons over a flat device model or hier-
archical device model. A flat device model represents the details of a device’s
abstraction level, without considering more general or specific parts of the
device. In the case of hierarchical diagnosis, the method is recursively ap-
plied to different abstraction levels of a device model. Whenever a diagnosis
solution is identified for a level but it is not detailed enough, the method is
repeated for another device context. Ultimately, a hierarchical device model
represents a set of different models of the same device that vary with regard
to their level of detail.

The first task, symptom detection, checks whether the initial observa-
tions of a device, received as input to a diagnosis method, represent anom-
alies. The confirmed anomalies of a device are named symptoms and they
lead a device to an abnormal behaviour. All other observations that do
not represent an anomaly are called normality observations. Note that not
every deviant observation is an anomaly. For example, two waveform signals
may represent the same amount of energy, although their wave signatures
are different. Therefore, the waveforms differ but they do not represent an
anomaly with regard to the amount of energy.

The second task, hypothesis generation, generates a set of hypotheses
based on the initial normal and abnormal observations of a device. This task
can be performed in a simple form, in which an expert generates as many
hypotheses as necessary without the support of the device’s documentation,
just based on experience and previous knowledge of the expert. This task
can also be performed in a more refined form, in which an expert generates
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Figure 3.4: SIX: a Generic Task Model for Diagnostic Reasoning [Brazier
and Treur, 1994].

hypothesis based on available knowledge of the device. Such knowledge is of
two types: static or dynamic. Static knowledge represents knowledge about
the causality or connectivity between two parts of the device that are doc-
umented beforehand. Dynamic knowledge represents the knowledge that is
deduced through an inference process, e.g. fault simulation of hypothesized
device parts.

The third task, hypothesis discrimination, aims to reduce the set of hypo-
thesis generated in the hypothesis generation task. Additional observations
are obtained from the device and associated to individual hypotheses in the
hypothesis set generated. Experts evaluate these hypotheses by associat-
ing additional observations or may use a more refined strategy that uses
available knowledge, e.g. test costs and probability of test parts. Finally,
hypotheses that are inconsistent with regard to the additional observations
are excluded from the set and from further consideration.

3.2.2 A Generic Task Model for Diagnostic Reasoning

The generic task model for diagnosis, named SIX, proposes a structured
form for diagnostic reasoning based on the notion of shared task models
[Brazier et al., 1996][Brazier and Treur, 1994]. Figure 3.4 illustrates the SIX
model and its subprocesses and their relationships.

The model consists of four generic phases: i) hypothesis determination,
ii) test determination, iii) test evaluation and iv) diagnostic process evalu-
ation. In hypothesis determination phase, stakeholders reason about the ap-
propriateness of possible hypotheses related to a given state of the diagnostic
process and determine which hypotheses should be further investigated. In
the test determination phase, stakeholders analyze the current state of the
diagnostic process and determine a test that is the most appropriate. In
test evaluation phase, stakeholders perform tests and determine the relation
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Figure 3.5: A shared task model for diagnostic reasoning based on causal
knowledge [Brazier and Treur, 1994].

between the test results and the current hypotheses. Experts reason about
the information they expect to acquire and additional investigations that
should be performed. Finally, in the diagnostic process evaluation phase,
stakeholders analyze the implications of the test results for the hypotheses
and determine which of them are confirmed and which are rejected. On
the basis of an analysis of the state of the diagnostic process, experts de-
cide whether to conclude the diagnostic process. If the diagnostic process
is continued, they should start again with determination of hypotheses and
tests.

Diagnostic reasoning processes are based on causal or anti-causal domain
knowledge. In the first case, causal domain knowledge derivations about
the domain follow the direction of causality: the predicted observable con-
sequences are derived from hypotheses (possible causes), after which some
of the predicted observations are verified. This type of reasoning requires
causal knowledge to specify the form in which causal consequences of hypo-
theses are derived. In the second case, domain knowledge is used to derive
hypotheses from information on observable symptoms. The direction of de-
rivation is against the direction of causality: it proceeds from observable
findings to the causes. This type of reasoning requires causal knowledge to
specify the form in which hypotheses are derived from observable findings,
which represents anti-causal knowledge.

In both cases, strategic reasoning is required to determine the appro-
priate hypotheses on which to focus and the appropriate tests that need
to be performed, as described in the SIX model. However, depending on
the reasoning process, it is necessary to use either the causal of anti-causal
reasoning process. Therefore, the SIX generic task model was specialized in
two slightly different variations representing causal domain knowledge and
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Figure 3.6: A shared task model for diagnostic reasoning based on anti-
causal knowledge [Brazier and Treur, 1994].

anti-causal domain knowledge. These variations as illustrated by the figures
below.

The specialization for diagnostic reasoning based on causal domain know-
ledge is obtained by decomposing the test determination task into two sub-
tasks: test generation and test selection, as illustrated in Figure 3.5.

Test generation receives as an input the hypothesis and derives ob-
servable causal consequences using causal domain knowledge. These con-
sequences are predictions of the findings that should be observed if the hy-
pothesis is satisfied. The predicted findings, influenced by the assumed
hypothesis, become criteria for experts to select tests. Finally, the experts
involved in test selection subtask use the criteria and select appropriate
tests.

The specialization for diagnostic reasoning based on anti-causal domain
knowledge is obtained by decomposing the test evaluation task into two sub-
tasks: test performance and results interpretation, as illustrated in Figure
3.6.

Test performance represents a subtask in which experts are responsible
for the execution of the tests selected by test determination. The results of
the test may be acquired directly by an expert participant, or automatically
by other systems. No further reasoning about the domain is performed in
this task. The acquired test information is used to interpret results and
described conclusions about the hypotheses.

Although SIX offers two variations for diagnosis, this thesis focuses only
on the second variation, anti-causal knowledge, because it reflects the dia-
gnosis approach used in the companies described in the use experiments of
this thesis [Heidbrink et al., 2011]. In the case of diagnosis of machinery,
as soon as an observable symptom is detected, experts use their domain
knowledge to derive hypotheses of machine failures and associated actions
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to test the hypotheses.

3.2.3 Limitations

The goal of methods for diagnosis in general, and for both of the presented
methods in particular, is to identify the causes for an observed symptom.
However, the identification of the causes is only part of the strategy to solve
machine failures. The definition of the causes (problems) represents only
the beginning of a problem-solving process, according to a general problem-
solving model [VanGundy, 1988]. Subsequently, experts still need to define
actions (solutions), based on information about observed symptoms and
their experience, and then implement the actions to verify their effectiveness.
Therefore, the scope of the presented methods is limited, given that they do
not support activities for definitions of actions and their implementation,
nor do they focus on collaboration between team members.

3.3 Rectio: A Team-based Method for Diagnosis

A new method is necessary to support diagnosis processes and support col-
laboration aspects among experts along all activities [Heidbrink et al., 2013].

This section introduces a stepwise method for solving diagnosis problems,
including the planning phase, called Rectio. The method is represented as
a process, described in Figure 3.7, using the graphical representation of
activity diagrams of the Unified Modeling Language (UML)1.

This method is based on fundamental diagnosis activities, such as formu-
lation of hypothesis, and activities that enable the generation of solutions for
failures, identified in diagnosis, and definition of implementation strategies.
It distinguishes four general phases: Data Analysis, Hypothesis Definition,
Actions Generation and Solution Evaluation.

The Data Analysis phase begins when the monitored device triggers a
failure or an alert event, together with performance data. Team members
start acquiring available data to identify possible failures that are represen-
ted by sensor readings [Heidbrink, 2013][Leva et al., 2014]. This phase has
two activities: acquire data and analyse data. In the first activity (Acquire
Data), team participants explore available data issued with the failure or
alert signals. This is a first attempt to identify whether the available data
suffices to diagnose a failure. If not, participants need to acquire additional

1Unified Modeling Language (UML) specification, see www.uml.org for details
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data, available locally on the device or remotely, via a data stream mech-
anism. Once all necessary data is acquired and prepared for analysis, the
Analyze Data activity starts. In this phase, team participants examine ac-
quired data with the purpose of deriving conclusions about it, so that they
can start to speculate about causes of possible failures. If there is not enough
data, team participants need to review the process and possibly restart the
data analysis phase.

The Hypothesis Definition phase supports team participants to generate
hypothesis of failure causes of a observed machine, based on prepared data
[Johanson et al., 2013][Heidbrink et al., 2013]. This phase has three activit-
ies: Generate Hypothesis, Evaluate Hypothesis and Select Hypothesis. In the
first activity (Generate Hypothesis), team participants generate hypotheses
that represent possible causes for machine failures based on the results of
data analysis. If team participants are not able to generate a hypothesis,
they return to the data analysis phase to acquire more data and investigate
potential problems.

In the next activity, Evaluate Hypothesis, team participants evaluate and
compare hypotheses. In addition to acquired data from machines, parti-
cipants also use other sources of information, e.g. design drawings, manuals
or results of simulation models, to evaluate the validity of hypotheses in a
particular situation. In this activity, team participants need to determine
tests that can further corroborate the validity of one or more hypotheses.
Once tests for these hypotheses are determined, team participants need to
interact with the machine again to execute tests and therefore confirm or
discard hypotheses.

Finally, in the Select Hypothesis activity, participants review the set of
evaluated hypotheses and the tests used to evaluate them. Based on such
information, team participants select hypotheses that, most likely, represent
the cause of a failure and discard the hypotheses that are not valid in the
particular situation or might not represent the root cause of a failure but
secondary causes. Once the team selects a set of hypotheses, they can choose
to start the Actions Generation phase or review the process, either to acquire
more machine data or to generate more hypotheses.

In the Actions Generation phase, team participants generate possible
corrective actions for each hypothesis [Johanson et al., 2013][Heidbrink et al.,
2013]. These actions represent attempts from the participants of the team
to solve the causes of failures, described as hypothesis. Also, as described
in the hypothesis definition phase, this phase has three activities: Generate
Possible Actions, Evaluate Possible Actions and Select Preferred Actions. In
the first activity (Generate Possible Actions), team participants use selected
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hypotheses that represent machine failures to generate possible actions that
can solve a failure, according to their experience. Actions may vary from
simple, e.g. train the operator of a machine on the proper execute a gear
shift, to more complex, e.g. replace a gearbox.

Once team participants are satisfied with the set of possible actions,
they evaluate each of them to identify their suitability for implementation,
in the activity Evaluate Possible Actions. Not all actions may be equally
appropriate, for example, fixing a degrading gearbox may require a machine
to be out of operation for several days. However, if the machine operates a
critical service that cannot be stopped, an alternative action for this problem
maybe to train its operator on a careful usage of the gearbox to reduce the
degradation problem, until the machine can be scheduled for maintenance.

Finally, in the last activity (Select Preferred Action), team participants
need to choose, among all evaluated actions, the most appropriate action to
implement, taking into consideration the constraints of the situation. After
this activity, team participants can also review or further analyse acquired
data to reinforce the decision about the pursued actions. In addition, they
can review the generated hypothesis in relation to the selected action.

The last phase in the method is the Solution Evaluation phase. In this
phase team participants define an implementation strategy for the selected
actions to solve a machine failure [Johanson et al., 2013][Heidbrink et al.,
2013]. This phase has three activities: Prepare Documentation for Imple-
mentation, Implementation and Evaluate Implementation. In the first activ-
ity (Prepare Documentation for Implementation) team participants prepare
the documentation for operational teams to implement actions that solve
machine failures. In this activity, participants use all data that is generated,
such as acquired data and hypothesis, to describe the context of a machine
failure and then describe actions related to the hypothesis to fix failures.

After the implementation documentation is prepared, the second activ-
ity in this phase is Implementation. In this activity, an operational team
starts to use the implementation documentation to execute the actions re-
commended by the documentation. The operational team of technicians is
often close to a machine physically as some of the actions may require ex-
perts to handle the machine, e.g. lubrication or replacement of mechanical
components.

Once the operational team executed the actions, they report in the
documentation their actions and their effectiveness. Such information is
finally used in the activity Evaluate Implementation to describe success-
ful and unsuccessful actions used to fix machine failures [Johanson et al.,
2013][Heidbrink et al., 2013]. It represents valuable lessons learned that can
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be used as hints of solutions in future diagnosis cases. After this activity,
team participants can finish diagnosis or can review any particular activity
of the process.

3.4 System Requirements for Diagnosis Tasks

Although the mere retrieval of telemetry data is a basic resource to enable
remote diagnosis, it does not offer additional means that facilitate the work
of teams during machine diagnosis tasks, e.g. data visualization or inform-
ation sharing. The acquisition of telemetry data is a pre-requirement for
remote diagnosis tasks but transformation of data, visualization of data and
collaboration around the data are some examples of added-value services
that a shared workspace system could offer for experts during diagnosis.

During the analysis of machine telemetry data, experts often need to
evaluate the behaviour of data over time to assess whether machine com-
ponents are either functioning normally (expected behaviour) or abnormally
[Johanson et al., 2013][Heidbrink et al., 2013]. In engineering applications,
experts often visualize such data using line charts, to depict an overview of
data trends over the period of time in which it was collected. The use of
such charts enables experts, for example, to assess whether machine compon-
ents degrade over time or show the beginning of a degradation. Therefore,
experts require a means to visualize telemetry data as line charts (R3.1).

The degradation of machines is, in some situations, due to flaws in the
design of certain components. In extreme circumstances, experts identify
the limits of a component and have to remanufacture it, restarting the de-
velopment life-cycle of a component [Johanson et al., 2013][Heidbrink et al.,
2013]. Experts often use CAD models to design components and visualize
their properties in an iteration process to correct design flaws [Johanson
et al., 2013][Heidbrink et al., 2013]. They can modify the physical proper-
ties of these models and visualize them immediately. Visualization of these
models is an important functionality for experts because it helps them to
identify characteristics of components that might influence a certain degrad-
ation. Therefore, experts need means in diagnosis tasks to visualize CAD
models of the components used in a certain machine (R3.1).

During informal discussions, diagnosis experts revealed that certain situ-
ations only require visualization of faulty mechanical components or boards
of integrated circuits to identify the root-cause of a machine anomaly, instead
of the analysis of telemetry data series [Johanson et al., 2013][Heidbrink
et al., 2013]. A common practice, mentioned by industrial partners in the
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context of the Smart Vortex project (see section 1.2.1), is to take pictures
of certain parts of a machine and to share them with experts that have
complementary diagnosis skills to identify failures. Therefore, experts need
means to share these pictures, such as photos of machine components, with
each other to formulate a machine diagnosis (R3.1).

During diagnosis, machines that are composed of several specialized sub-
systems require the involvement of experts with knowledge about these
respective subsystems [Arnaiz et al., 2010][Bloch and Geitner, 1997]. As
described by Rectio, the collaboration of experts is important to define hy-
potheses about machine anomalies and propose actions. Such collaboration
involves not only discussions about machine anomalies but also document-
ation of rationale exchanged among experts during discussions about topics
that may cause machine anomalies and that may overcome them. The docu-
mentation of rationale is important as a reference in later phases that follow
diagnosis, e.g. maintenance, to implement proposed actions that overcome
the anomalies of a diagnosed machine. Maintenance teams, for example,
may profit from a diagnosis documentation to implement the proposed ac-
tions and evaluate their effectiveness. Experts need a means to document the
rationale they share during diagnosis tasks. Therefore the shared workspace
system should provide a discussion space through which experts describe,
document, share, change and share knowledge [Johanson et al., 2014][Knoll
et al., 2014]. In the context of this thesis, the aforementioned knowledge
is considered a design rationale for machine diagnosis [Moran and Carroll,
1996].

The patterns of collaboration [Briggs et al., 2003b], described in Chapter
2, indicate general requirements that a diagnosis shared workspace system
should provide to support collaboration among teams of experts in dia-
gnosis tasks. In the context of system requirements, the concepts often used
in association with the patterns of collaboration are considered diagnosis
formulations.

The first two patterns, generate and reduce, together indicate basic oper-
ations with contributions. These patterns support team participants to cre-
ate and delete contributions, respectively [Johanson et al., 2013][Heidbrink
et al., 2013]. For example, a team of experts use the support offered by this
pattern in the activity “Generate Hypothesis” of Rectio to collaboratively
generate a set of hypothesis that represent machine failures. In addition to
create and delete operations, team participants also update the contents of
a contribution and read contributions that are saved in a storage system.
Therefore, as a requirement (R3.2), the diagnosis shared workspace system
should implement for each diagnosis formulation, described as contribution,
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a set of four operations, known as CRUD operations (create, read, update
and delete) [Martin, 1983].

The clarify pattern describes that team participants should be able to
further explain the generated contributions. A team of experts use the sup-
port offered by this pattern in the activity “Generate Possible Actions” of
Rectio to elucidate a hypothesis that is not well understood by other par-
ticipants of the team [Johanson et al., 2013][Heidbrink et al., 2013]. For
example, an expert who contributes a hypothesis needs to describe the data
source that justifies it. One straightforward possibility is to request the
creator of the contribution to explain with other terms and words its con-
tents to other team participants that share the same software environment.
However, in the diagnosis scenario, contributions are further clarified when
associated to data series that explain a certain machine behaviour, CAD
drawings or pictures of machine components to illustrate the layout indic-
ating a failure. A diagnosis shared workspace system should implement
mechanisms that enables team participants to create associations between
contributions and data series, drawings and images, that allow the clarifica-
tion of contributions. Therefore, the system should enable experts to attach
data series, drawings and images to textual diagnosis formulations to enrich
its descriptions, as in an analogy to e-mails [Bellotti et al., 2003].

The evaluate pattern describes that team participants are able to evalu-
ate a set of contributions and rank them according to a level of importance
[Johanson et al., 2013][Heidbrink et al., 2013]. A natural mechanism to eval-
uate contributions is to quantify their level of importance, such as a rating,
and assign to each contribution a rating. Subsequently, team participants
evaluate such a set of contributions by ordering them according to the rating
in ascending order (less important first) or descending order (more import-
ant first). A team of experts use the support offered by this pattern in the
activity “Evaluate Possible Actions” of Rectio to evaluate a set of actions
to fix a machine failure. For example, they assign priority ratings to each
action and order the actions in a list according to their criticality, most crit-
ical actions first, followed by less critical. Therefore, the diagnosis shared
workspace system needs to implement a mechanism that enables team par-
ticipants to associate ratings to contributions and rank them. A shared
workspace system should, for example, enable experts to rate diagnosis for-
mulations, showing the average of rates in a total of a five-star symbol, such
as in Google Shopping 2.

2https://support.google.com/merchants/answer/6059553. Last Access in
03.September.2016
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The organize pattern describes that team participants are able to organ-
ize contributions in categories [Johanson et al., 2013][Heidbrink et al., 2013].
Categories help team participants to contextualize contributions with regard
to a discussion topic. Categories are also relevant to cluster a high number
of contributions to a topic, minimizing the amount of cognitive load involved
by participants of the software system to find content3. Team participants
should be able to define categories and associate contributions to categor-
ies. A team of experts use the support offered by this pattern in the activity
“Select Hypothesis” of Rectio to prepare the several hypotheses for selection
by grouping and classifying them. For example, a team of experts creates
one category only for failures related to the machine’s driving engine sub-
system and associate generated hypotheses to this category. Therefore, the
diagnosis shared workspace system needs to implement a mechanism that
enables participants to organise diagnosis formulations into different cat-
egories, by association and disassociation, such as through a drag-and-drop
technique.

During informal requirement gathering workshops for data-centric ma-
chine diagnosis, industrial partners revealed that they often use different
sources of machine telemetry data to formulate diagnosis [Johanson et al.,
2013][Heidbrink et al., 2013]. In some scenarios, they need an overview of
the several data sources to cross-check and identify machine anomalies, e.g.
machine telemetry data is cross-checked with CAD models and photos of
integrated circuits of a degrading machine [Johanson et al., 2013][Heidbrink
et al., 2013]. These sources of information are often distributed in different
specific-purpose applications, making it inconvenient for experts to switch
application contexts to cross-reference data [Johanson et al., 2014]. Ideally,
such applications should be in the same workspace to provide an overview
of the several data sources related to a machine. Therefore, a shared work-
space system that supports experts in diagnosis tasks should be designed to
present information as a dashboard (R3.3).

A characteristic of dashboard-based systems is its extensibility. Such
systems often separate functionalities in different independent components,
each with a specific purpose to ease extensibility [Marcus, 2006]. During
the design of a dashboard, not all functionalities can be foreseen in design
time, some are identified later during the use of the system in runtime.
Therefore, modularizing the functionalities in components eases the exten-
sion of dashboard systems to integrate new functionalities. For example, in

3http://www.nngroup.com/articles/minimize-cognitive-load/. Last
Access in 03.September.2016
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ID Description

R3.1 A shared workspace system that supports diagnosis tasks
should offer functionalities that enable experts to share, visu-
alize and analyze machine-related data sources.

R3.2 A shared workspace system that supports diagnosis tasks
should offer functionalities that enable experts to share, modify
and delete diagnosis formulations.

R3.3 A shared workspace system that supports diagnosis tasks
should have its functionalities presented in a dashboard.

R3.4 A shared workspace system that supports diagnosis tasks
should be extensible.

Table 3.1: Summary of requirements for a diagnosis shared workspace sys-
tem to support cooperation among team participants.

the context of software development, a dashboard system divides in differ-
ent components functionalities such as: information about software build
results, review modifications of pending tasks or incoming tasks and their
respective approval status [Biehl et al., 2007].

In diagnosis tasks, different functionalities are used, such as telemetry
data visualization in a line charts, exchange of ideas that contribute to for-
mulate diagnosis and visualization of internal and external parts of machines
[Johanson et al., 2014]. However, the constant emergence of new techno-
logies and approaches that facilitate diagnosis, such as augmented reality
[Datcu et al., 2014], requires systems to adapt, quickly integrating new fea-
tures and making them available to diagnosis teams. For example, the use of
augmented reality techniques to diagnose machines remotely might require
a system to implement new integration components, not foreseen previously,
that trigger an augmented reality session, sending pertinent telemetry data
to head-mounted displays. Therefore, a dashboard-based shared workspace
system that supports diagnosis tasks should also be designed for extensibil-
ity, allowing the continuous extension of its functionalities (R3.4).

The result of this chapter is a list of requirements for the implementation
of a shared workspace system that support cooperation in diagnosis process.
Such a list is the result of the discussion of this section and is summarized
in Table 3.1.
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Chapter 4

Elastic Coordination Support
for Diagnosis Teams

The need to assist coordination of distributed teams and formulation of
diagnosis, as described in the chapters 2 and 3, motivated the design of a
software shared workspace system that supports the coordination of distrib-
uted teams involved in diagnosis tasks, named Elgar. The system targets
distributed teams that are dispersed in different geographical locations and
cannot work together in a co-located space.

Elgar currently implements two coordination mechanisms: ad hoc and
prescribed, representing the extremes of the spectrum of coordination. Each
of the coordination mechanisms has specific technological requirements with
regard to its logic. Therefore, this chapter discusses the architecture of Elgar
and its supporting systems. In addition, the chapter discusses the design
decisions guided by the defined requirements.

4.1 Diagnosis Sessions

Elgar is currently based on the two coordination mechanisms, ad hoc and
prescribed, that represent the extremes of the spectrum of coordination. The
decision to provide these two mechanisms conforms with the requirement
R 2.1, described in Table 2.3, to enable participants of Elgar to have a
minimum set of options regarding possible coordination mechanisms to use
during the execution of diagnosis tasks.

Figure 4.1 illustrates the ontology designed to describe relationships
between coordination mechanisms, specific concepts of diagnosis tasks and
stakeholders involved in these tasks for Elgar. The ontology is represen-
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Figure 4.1: The ontology that describes concepts of Elgar in relation to the
coordination mechanisms.

ted using the notation of class diagrams of the Unified Modeling Language
(UML)1.

The concept DiagnosisSession represents a diagnosis session. The in-
stantiation of a session in Elgar occurs when a machine anomaly is detected
by telemetry systems installed in the machines. Elgar supports several dia-
gnosis sessions in parallel. Each instantiation of an Elgar session requires
participation of a diagnosis team, represented by the concept Team.

A team is composed of several participants, represented by the concept
Participant. A Participant may contribute to several teams. Participants
with several skills, required in different sessions, may transit between sessions
to provide specific contributions in different diagnosis tasks. Each team
allocated to a diagnosis session has specific demands with regard to the
required skills. The concept User represents a user of Elgar, who can create
diagnosis sessions.

For each diagnosis session, there is an associated coordination mechan-
ism, represented by the concept Coordination Mechanism. This concept
represents the coordination support that diagnosis teams use to execute
a diagnosis task. In the context of this thesis, two different types of co-
ordination mechanisms supported by Elgar, the ad-hoc mechanism and the
prescribed mechanism, represented by the respective concepts AdHoc and
Prescribed. The ad-hoc mechanism represents the instantiation of a co-
ordination mechanism in the extreme of informal coordination whereas the
prescribed coordination mechanism represents a instantiation in the extreme

1Unified Modeling Language (UML) specification, see www.uml.org for details
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of formal coordination, such as described in the spectrum of coordination.
In the current design of Elgar, only one coordination may be defined during
creation of a diagnosis session.

Coordination mechanisms, independent of type, use Software Compon-
ents that support teams providing specific diagnosis functionalities and
workspace awareness information.

4.2 Elastic Collaboration Components

In Elgar, Software Components used by coordination mechanisms are named
Elastic Collaboration Components (ECCs). ECCs represent components
of Elgar that offer specific functionalities to participants in the context of
diagnosis tasks [Janeiro et al., 2013]. The modularization of functionalities
through ECCs is a design decision to satisfy the requirement R 3.4 of the
Table 3.1, for an extensible shared workspace system for diagnosis tasks.
The modularization of specific-purpose components facilitates the inclusion
of functionalities in Elgar without the need to modify different parts of the
system.

ECCs are based on the principle of separation of concerns [Hürsch and
Videira Lopes, 1995]. In the context of Elgar, ECCs use the principle of
separation of concerns to implement complementary functionalities, based
on the model described in Figure 4.2. For example, the same ECC should
not implement the functionalities to handle 3D drawings and to handle data
series as these functionalities can be isolated and modularized in different
components. Instead, two different ECCs are designed and implemented,
one for each specific functionality.

All coordination mechanisms use these ECCs, as they define atomic parts
of Elgar for specific diagnosis functionalities. In the current design of Elgar
both coordination mechanisms (ad hoc and prescribed) make use of ECCs:
the ad-hoc coordination mechanism supports the use of several ECCs in
a session, selected by team members, whereas the prescribed coordination
mechanism uses ECCs prescribed by the collaboration process.

4.3 Support for Diagnosis Functionalities

The ECCs designed for Elgar provide functionalities that support teams in
data analysis and diagnosis formulation, such as described respectively by
requirements R 3.1 and R 3.2 in Table 3.1. The method Rectio intro-
duced previously in chapter 3 describes four general phases as guidelines for
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Figure 4.2: The ontology that describes the concepts of diagnosis task in
Elgar.

teams in diagnosis. Team members need to analyse data, define hypotheses
that identify root-cause failures of malfunctioning machines, describe pos-
sible actions to overcome these failures, and generate documentation that
helps maintenance teams to fix anomalies detected in a machine. Figure 4.2
describes the concepts of Elgar involved in the functionalities that support
teams during diagnosis tasks, implemented by ECCs.

A diagnosis session has three concepts that support data analysis in dia-
gnosis tasks: data series, images and 3D drawings. The first concept Data
Series represents the telemetry data acquired from a machine for a spe-
cific period. The telemetry data of machines has several data series related
to specific machine sensors. For example, the data series that represents
oil temperature has several readings, presented in the megapascal (MPa)
per millisecond (ms). The second concept “Image” represents all pictures
and illustrations used by experts in diagnosis tasks to indicate physical an-
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omalies with machines. In some situations, diagnosis experts identify the
root-cause failures with machines solely on the basis of the analysis of im-
ages of its parts, such as subsystems or components, instead of the analysis
of telemetry data. Finally the third concept 3D Drawing represents three-
dimensional computer-aided drafting (CAD) models that diagnosis experts
use to analyse the design of certain machine components, rotating the model
three-dimensionally for immediate visualization of the different faces of the
component.

Besides the data analysis, diagnosis sessions have a set of discussions,
represented by the concept Discussion. Discussions represent a dialogue
among team members, contextualized by a topic. During data analysis, dia-
gnosis teams generate the necessary documentation to report the diagnostics
of a machine. Team members use discussions to generate diagnostics, they
describe hypotheses for root-cause failures, action plans to overcome failures
and implementation plans. Discussions are composed of a set of contribu-
tions, represented by the concept Contribution. A contribution is a textual
description that represents hypotheses of machine failures, actions to over-
come them or text provided by team members in a dialogue, in the context
of diagnosis task. In addition to the text, contributions have attachments,
represented by the Attachment concept. Attachments are indications of
specific selected data series, images or 3D drawings that are associated with
contributions. They are additional resources to illustrate text described in
contributions. For example, a team member who generates a hypothesis
about a machine failure, associates it with a specific data series that focuses
on readings of a delimited time range (e.g. values of two and three megapas-
cal in the time range from two hundred to four hundred ms), to illustrate
the hypothesis. Each attachment also has meta information to describe the
source location of an image (e.g. the directory and file name of an image
in the server); the selected sensors and their range of data series (e.g. oil
pressure and oil temperature from two hundred to four hundred ms); and
the source location and the state of a 3D drawing (e.g. the directory and
file name of an image in the server and degree of the rotated drawing).

A diagnosis session also includes voting, indicated by the concept Vot-
ing. The goal of this concept is to compare and rank a set of contributions
according to their degree of importance, indicated by team members. For
example, team members who discuss actions to overcome root-cause failures
of machine use voting to compare the actions and identify the most import-
ant one. Team members assign a score to each of the actions. The average
of the scores is calculated for each action and in the end the voting shows a
list of ranked actions.
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Figure 4.3: The concepts involved in the description of a collaboration pro-
cess used by the prescribed coordination mechanism in Elgar.

Finally, a diagnosis session that uses the ad-hoc coordination mechan-
ism also have a set of diagnosis subtasks, represented by the concept Dia-
gnosisSubtask. This concept describes all of the subtasks that are required
for a diagnosis team to accomplish the goals of the diagnosis task in a dia-
gnosis session.

4.4 Prescribed Coordination Mechanism

Elgar enables diagnosis teams to use the prescribed coordination mechanism
in a diagnosis session. Through this mechanism, teams follow a prescribed
collaboration process to formulate diagnosis for anomalies presented in a
machine [Janeiro et al., 2012a]. The Figure 4.3 depicts the concepts of col-
laboration processes associated to the prescribed coordination mechanism.

A diagnosis session that uses the prescribed coordination mechanism has
a CollaborationProcess associated to it that represents the process, used by
team members of a diagnosis session. Each collaboration process explains its
purposes through the property name. A CollaborationProcess is decomposed
in sub-parts, each specified by a DiagnosisActivity. The diagnosis activit-
ies denote the atomic actions that contribute to the accomplishment of a
diagnosis task. DiagnosisActivity has a property name, for its description,
instructions and a set of ECCs. Instruction is the concept that has inform-
ation about the expected actions of team members in a DiagnosisActivity,
described through the property description. Each diagnosis activity has
ECCs, each represented by the concept ECC, through which team members
analyse and share information. An ECC has the property ID, for its unique
identification, the property type that describes the type of an ECC and the
property eccIDForInput that specifies the ID of other ECCs. This property
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Figure 4.4: Workspace awareness ontology used by Elgar to monitor and
capture the interaction of participants with the shared workspace system.

is used whenever an ECC needs to import data collected by another ECC.

4.5 Ad-Hoc Coordination Mechanism

Elgar provides specific workspace awareness information to teams involved
in diagnosis tasks using the ad-hoc coordination mechanism, as described by
requirement R 2.4 of the Table 2.3. In addition to diagnosis functionalities,
teams need to have access to workspace awareness information as a means
to support the coordination of their actions dynamically to accomplish a
task.

The central part of this coordination mechanism is the workspace aware-
ness ontology used by teams during diagnosis tasks. Figure 4.4, describes the
ontology used by Elgar to capture, store and distribute workspace awareness
information to teams. The ontology is based on the workspace awareness
information regarding past (Table 2.2) and current actions of participants
with Elgar (Table 2.1).

The core concept in the figure is Participant, as workspace awareness
information specifies the interaction of team participants with Elgar and its
ECCs.

Some of the concepts specified in the ontology refer to both coordina-
tion mechanisms, such as the DiagnosisSession, Contribution, Attachment
and Voting. The workspace awareness ontology indicates when a participant
enters or leaves a diagnosis session in Elgar, creates, deletes or updates a
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contribution, defines an attachment to it or assigns votes to contributions,
independent of the coordination mechanism, e.g. participants provide con-
tributions to a diagnosis session that either uses the ad hoc or prescribed
mechanisms.

The ontology includes two concepts that are specific to the ad-hoc co-
ordination mechanism: DiagnosisTask and ECC. The relationship between
DiagnosisTask and Participant in the ontology specifies the subtasks ex-
ecuted by team participants during a diagnosis session, e.g John works on
the analysis of the hydraulic oil data of a machine. Similarly, the relationship
between ECC and Participant specifies the ECCs used by team participants
during a diagnosis session.

4.6 Presentation of Diagnosis Sessions

Diagnosis session in Elgar are designed to be dashboards, as described by
requirement R 3.3 of the Table 2.3. A Dashboard is a term often used in
vehicle manufacturing industry to allow drivers to assess indicators of the
status of a vehicle at a glance [Pauwels et al., 2009]. The metaphor of a
dashboard is often further used in software systems as means that enable
participants to assess data, updated in real-time, facilitating them to take
quick informed decisions [Marcus, 2006].

In Elgar, each diagnosis session uses the metaphor of a dashboard to
enable team members to have updated information about the status of an
observed machine. Using dashboards in diagnosis sessions, team members
are able to analyse, at a glance, telemetry data, CAD models and images
regarding a machine to better assess its anomalies. It also enables team
members to exchange and rate contributions related to diagnosis formula-
tion.

In Elgar, the dashboard used in diagnosis sessions are designed to be
flexible and modular, so that team members are able to customize the dash-
board space with required information to diagnose a machine. Dashboards
are composed of ECCs, as atomic building blocks, that display information
and enable information exchange between team members. In the context of
dashboards, the ECCs are pluggable snippets of user interface, each focused
to provide specific information, e.g. machine telemetry data, or enable in-
teraction between team members to exchange information, e.g. the cause of
a specific machine anomaly.

Each dashboard is represented as a theoretical table that has two
columns and an unspecified number of rows. Each cell of the theoretical
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Figure 4.5: The layout of a dashboard space of an Elgar diagnosis session.

table may contain an instantiation of an ECC, as illustrated in Figure 4.5.
The layout of two columns and unlimited rows was chosen to provide the
maximum number of ECCs to participants of a diagnosis session without
the need to scroll through the page. A one column or one row layout would
provide a higher width space in the ECC canvas but participants would have
to scroll vertically or horizontally through the page to interact with other
ECCs.

4.7 System Design

Shared workspace systems, like Elgar, use services to support collabora-
tion of teams: to enable teams to simplify communication about artefacts,
coordinate activities and maintain awareness among its members [Gutwin
et al., 2008]. Elgar provides these services with the focus on the discussions
among team members about machine diagnosis and on the support of differ-
ent coordination mechanisms, which are chosen according to the preferences
of diagnosis teams.

The implementation of these services in Elgar is based on a specific
software architecture, described in the Figure 4.6. Elgar is a web application;
therefore its logic is deployed and runs in an application server. Clients are
web browsers that request access to Elgar through the application server and
render the user interface in the browser. Different clients communicate with
the server through a dedicated web channel (Web Communication Channel)
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Figure 4.6: Three-tier architecture model of Elgar.
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and through the HTTP protocol. Elgar uses persistence systems, which are
in this case databases and a local file system.

4.7.1 Communication Channel

Shared workspaces systems are software systems that support multicast
communication and are intensive in asynchronous message exchange with
low-latency between the several clients and the server [Gutwin et al., 2011].
In these systems, team members are aware of the actions of each other in
the workspace, interact simultaneously in the shared workspace system, use
the workspace to explore and exchange ideas, and use it as means to review
and tune discussions [Greenberg and Marwood, 1994]. Such systems need
to keep all involved parts interconnected by the exchange of different types
of messages, which in turn requires reliable asynchronous communication
mechanisms.

Elgar, as a shared workspace system, is designed with a communication
subsystem that enables multicast communication with asynchronous and
low-latency message exchange between Elgar hosts (the clients of Elgar and
the server). These functionalities are provided by the Cometd Framework
[Bordet, 2016], which is the basis of the Communication Subsystem of Elgar.

The communication subsystem offers multicast communication through
the publish-subscribe communication pattern to ensure that exchanged mes-
sages are distributed to connected hosts. All hosts are subscribed to a
common communication channel to receive messages distributed through
it. Whenever a host needs to communicate with other hosts, it publishes a
message in the common communication channel. The communication can
be bilateral, involving a client and the server or multilateral, involving the
hosts subscribed to the channel.

The communication subsystem of Elgar also offers asynchronous message
exchange between hosts to allow the continuous execution of their logic,
avoiding blocking themselves while waiting for a response. For example, a
client’s ECC that requests all exchanged contributions of a diagnosis session,
continues its execution (e.g. process other incoming messages or change its
user interface) until the response arrives.

Asynchronous communication exchange also has the advantage that it
allows a server to initiate communication with a client, without the request
of a client. This functionality is achieved through the implementation of
a push technology known as Comet [McCarthy and Crane, 2009]. In this
technology hosts establish a long-held connection among themselves through
which they can send data to the other host. For example, the server notifies
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the clients of a diagnosis session about a newcomer client that joined the
same session. Such a characteristic overcomes the traditional limitation of
servers that only respond to requests originated by clients.

Finally, the communication subsystem of Elgar provides low-latency mes-
sage exchange between the hosts because of the efficient communication ser-
vices provided by the Cometd Framework. The framework guarantees to
deliver messages with a maximum latency of fifty milliseconds2 3, when five
hundred host are connected through a Amazon EC2 local area network.
Most of the exchanged messages in Elgar represent modifications in the user
interface, provided by contributions of team members that attend the same
diagnosis session. However, the latency of fifty milliseconds is lower than
the responsiveness tolerance of two and four seconds of general user interface
participants [Galletta et al., 2004], enabling this subsystem of Elgar to offer
low-latency communication.

4.7.2 Storage

Elgar uses three different databases: Session Repository, Data Repository
and the Local File System. The Session Repository stores diagnosis sessions
and their state. In the case of sessions that use the prescribed coordination
mechanisms, this repository also stores the description of the collaboration
process associated with the session, as described by the requirement R 2.2.
The Data Repository stores all data used by the available ECCs in Elgar
and the Local File System stores all images that are uploaded in Elgar,
e.g. pictures of the engine of a failing mechanical machine. The first two
repositories are document-oriented databases, whereas the third repository
is the local file system of the application server that runs Elgar.

Document-oriented databases are designed to store, retrieve, and man-
age document-oriented information, often also referred as semi-structured
data. A document is the fundamental concept of such databases, which rep-
resents a group of data that encodes user-readable information. The major
advantage of these types of databases is the absence of a schema that typ-
ifies data stored in documents. In practice, two different documents of the
same type may contain different schemas and data values. For example, the
concept Contribution, depicted in Figure 4.2, is represented as a document
in these databases. Most of the instances of “Contribution” are expected

2https://webtide.com/cometd-2-throughput-vs-latency-2/. Last Access
in 03.September.2016

3http://cometd.org/documentation/2.x/howtos/loadtesting. Last Ac-
cess in 03.September.2016
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to have only a textual description. However, some instances might diverge
from the pre-defined properties and have additional properties, such as a
vote or an attachment.

In the case of Elgar, the use of these databases supports the extensibility
of the system.

4.7.3 Architecture of Elgar

Figure 4.6 describes the architecture of Elgar, on the server side, according
to the three-tier architecture model [Buschmann et al., 2008]. This model
is based on the multi-tier architecture model. It separates the logic of a
software system in three tiers or layers, presentation, logic and data. The
presentation tier contains components used to design and render the user
interface, the logic tier contains components used to control the logic of the
system and the data tier contains components used to manage the persist-
ence of data in any type of data storage system. In addition to these three
tiers, Figure 4.6 introduces a cross-cutting tier that has components used to
manage the communication with clients.

Presentation Tier

The presentation tier has components that render the user interface at the
client side. There are three different components for this purpose in this tier,
the Elgar User Interface, the Coordination Mechanism User Interface and the
ECC User Interface. The Elgar User Interface component has the logic that
renders the user interface for participants to execute CRUD operations with
diagnosis sessions. The Coordination Mechanism User Interface has the
logic that renders the user interface for a particular coordination mechanism.
In the context of this thesis, this component has the logic to render the user
interface for the ad-hoc and prescribed coordination mechanisms. The ECC
User Interface contains the logic that renders the user interface of ECCs at
the client side.

Logic Tier

The logic tier has the components of Elgar that support teams in diagnosis
tasks and their coordination. The Session Manager is a central part of this
tier as it manages all diagnosis sessions in Elgar. It enables the creation,
deletion, update and read of diagnosis sessions. It enables the association
of coordination mechanisms to each session and, in case a session uses the
prescribed coordination mechanism, the Session Manager also manages the
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association of the collaboration process to the session. In addition to these
operations, this manager tracks the attendance of diagnosis team members
in the various diagnosis sessions.

The Session Manager also manages the concurrency aspects of simul-
taneous diagnosis sessions. Elgar stores several diagnosis sessions in parallel
with different team members for each. During diagnosis, team members
often change the state of a session, e.g. they write contributions, delete,
rearrange or update them. Whenever Elgar processes these operations, it
identifies the appropriate diagnosis session to change its state accordingly
and avoid inconsistencies with other sessions.

The Ad Hoc Manager provides services to all diagnosis sessions that
use the ad-hoc coordination mechanism. Each of these sessions exchanges
control messages with the server that concern the ad-hoc coordination mech-
anism. The exchanged messages contribute to update specific information
with regard to workspace awareness to support team members to coordinate
their actions. The Ad-Hoc Manager is responsible to process incoming con-
trol messages of the ad-hoc mechanism from diagnosis sessions and generate
outgoing messages to clients, which keeps workspace awareness information
updated, either in the server or in the clients. The exchange of information
is triggered upon specific events in sessions that use the ad-hoc coordination
mechanism, as described previously by the workspace awareness ontology
(Figure 4.4). Whenever one of these events occurs, a client sends a notific-
ation message to the server. The server, through the Ad-Hoc Manager, up-
dates the workspace awareness model and broadcasts it to all clients, which
in turn, update their workspace awareness model locally and the ECC that
shows such information.

The Workspace Awareness Manager is an auxiliary manager of the Ad-
Hoc Manager. It holds the workspace awareness information in a model for
each of the diagnosis sessions. Whenever the Ad-Hoc Manager processes a
notification message from one of the clients, it sends updates to the Work-
space Awareness Manager that executes them internally.

The Prescribed Manager is the manager that provides services to all
diagnosis sessions that use the prescribed coordination mechanism. It has
the logic to read, process and run collaboration processes, assigned to ses-
sions that use the prescribed coordination mechanism, as described by the
requirement R 2.3. Each of these diagnosis sessions exchange messages
with the server to acquire the collaboration process description, instructions
and the ECCs of each process activity. The selection of a process activity
triggers the exchange of messages between the client and the server. This
manager processes these messages and provides the required information to
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all clients that request it. The manager gathers the process description or
the elements of a process activity, serializes it and embeds it in an outgoing
message to one specific client. In this case, the Ad-Hoc Manager and the
Prescribed Manager do not prepare a broadcast message. As team members
in the same Elgar session do not necessarily work together in the same col-
laboration process activity, they may request from Elgar information about
different process activities.

Whenever, the Prescribed Manager requests a process description, or
ECCs and instructions for a specific collaboration process activity, it re-
quests this information from the Collaboration Process Manager to configure
the shared workspace system. In addition, this manager has the logic to seri-
alize collaboration processes and send to clients or deserialize collaboration
processes that are persisted in databases.

The Elastic Manager recognizes and processes control messages used
by both coordination mechanisms of diagnosis sessions. The manager is the
controller of coordination mechanisms: the manager delegates the process of
an incoming message to one of the auxiliary managers (Ad-Hoc Manager or
Prescribed Manager), instead of processing itself. In addition, this manager
is also a controller for Elgar, as it controls the flow of execution of Elgar
and mediates the results produced by all other managers, such as from
communication or data persistence.

A diagnosis session requires Elgar to execute two types of operations:
memory operations that access information in the main memory, (e.g.
the collaboration process description of a diagnosis session that is already
loaded), and persistent operations that read or write information in data-
bases (e.g. read the values of data series for a diagnosis session). Persist-
ence operations are more time consuming due to the overhead involved in
processing them. However, Elgar may not be able to process all incoming
requests from diagnosis sessions, whenever the throughput of messages is
high. Therefore, all incoming requests are temporally placed in an internal
buffer, named Session Message Queue, until their processing is completed
to avoid that certain messages are lost by the system.

The queue prevents data and state corruption of diagnosis sessions, as it
preserves requests from clients in a first-in-first-out (FIFO) order. An un-
preserved processing order of requests may lead to synchronization problems
of the distributed state of clients. For example, a team member requests to
update a contribution with a value “x”, right after the team agrees that the
correct value is “y” and another team member requests it from the server
[Tanenbaum, 2006]. The incorrect processing of these requests leads to an
unexpected inconsistent state of the diagnosis session.
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The use of a Session Message Queue increases the response time of Elgar
to process requests from clients because they await for the system to process
the several queued requests before they receive their respective responses.
However, it is a often used mechanism to avoid request discarding.

In addition, due to the processing overhead of persistence operations,
Elgar may become temporarily unresponsive to process memory operations
while reading or writing in one of the data repositories of file system. El-
gar use the Message Handler, a thread that executes persistence operations
in parallel, to overcome such temporary unresponsiveness. Such parallel
execution contributes to increase the responsiveness of Elgar and reduces
the waiting time of clients that depend on responses of the system. This
component is a dedicated thread that executes persistent operations con-
tinuously, concurring with the execution of Elgar. The Message Handler,
works with the Session Message Queue in a producer-consumer situation,
in which the clients of Elgar produce requests, stored in the Session Mes-
sage Queue, whereas the Message Handler consumes requests stored in the
queue. Currently, there is one Message Handler for each Elgar diagnosis
session, and therefore one thread, per session.

Data Tier

The data tier has components of Elgar that are responsible for data storage
and therefore interact with databases and the local file system. This tier
has three managers that support persistence: the Persistency Manager, the
Image Manager and the Logger.

The Persistency Manager connects to the databases used by Elgar and
manage its access permissions. The manager interacts directly with the
Session Repository and with the Data Repository. The interaction of this
manager with the Session Repository is to store data from diagnosis sessions,
such as the descriptions of sessions, the associated coordination mechanisms
and, in case of the prescribed coordination mechanism, the prescribed col-
laboration process description. This manager also deserializes data from the
Session Repository and loads the state of a diagnosis session into memory,
such as the collaboration process, used ECCs and their respective data.

This manager analyses incoming messages from clients and delegates to
the appropriate counterpart of the ECC in the ECC Repository of the server-
side to execute a persistence operation with databases. The Persistency
Manager does not execute operations in the database for ECCs, it only
identifies the appropriate ECCs that does it.

The Image Manager stores images in the local file system, uploaded
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by team members in a diagnosis session and retrieves them. The Data
Repository only stores human-readable documents (described in the JSON
format) and not binary objects, which in this case are images. Therefore,
the storage of images is decomposed in storage of meta-data which uses the
Data Repository and the storage of binary objects which uses the local file
system.

Whenever this manager receives an image, it extracts meta-data inform-
ation from the image to store in the Data Repository. The meta-data is
stored as a document and contains the name of the image, the respective
diagnosis session, and the uniform resource identifier (URI) of the image.
The Image Manager also stores the image in one of the dedicated direct-
ories, especially created for the diagnosis session in the local file system.
The Image Manager only creates a directory for the session in the local file
system upon the upload of the first image in the session to avoid allocation
of unnecessary resources.

The Logger logs all actions of team members in diagnosis sessions for
possible analysis of the session, including the information when participants
create, update and delete data (e.g. contributions or ratings), add attach-
ments to contributions, join or leave a diagnosis session, instantiate an ECC
or delete its instantiation and move through collaboration process activities.

Cross-Cutting Tier

The cross-cutting tier has components that permeate, to a certain degree,
the other tiers. This tier has two components, the Communication Manager
and the ECC Repository.

The Communication Manager manages the communication channels
that connect clients and the server. The Web Communication Channel ag-
gregates several specific channels that are created by Elgar in the server.
Each channel has a unique identification, used by clients and the server to
exchange messages. The channels work according to a publish-subscribe
mechanism; Elgar instantiates the channels and subscribes to them, sub-
sequently clients also subscribe to channels of their interest. The Web
Communication Channel has two channels, one for the exchange of control
messages, e.g. workspace awareness information and collaboration process
descriptions, and another for the exchange of data messages, e.g. CRUD
operations for contributions. Another responsibility of the Communication
Manager is to recognize and queue data messages that involve database
operations and are executed by the Message Handler in parallel.

The ECC Repository is a logical repository that contains the logic of
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Figure 4.7: Sequence diagram describing Elgar components involved in man-
aging Elgar sessions.

ECCs. Each ECC is divided in two parts: the logic of the server side and
the logic of the client side. The logic of the server side executes CRUD
operations with the concepts used by the ECC and stored as documents in
the Data Repository. Whereas the logic of the client side renders the user
interface of the ECC in the client and communicates with the server and
other clients through the Web Communication Channel.

4.8 Use Cases of Elgar

This section describes use cases that represent the interaction between the
clients of Elgar and the server side. Each of the following subsections de-
scribes the involvement of the components described in the architecture of
Elgar to enable the realization of the use cases.

4.8.1 Managing Elgar Sessions

This use case describes the components of Elgar involved in managing the
configuration of Elgar sessions, in which participants can create, update and
delete Elgar sessions. Such sessions have an identification number, descript-
ive names and an associated coordination mechanism. Figure 4.7 illustrates
the interaction between Elgar components involved in this use case.

Participants who create an Elgar session open the Elgar interface at the
client side to describe the information related to the session. Once they
provide the described information for the creation of a session, control of
Elgar is transferred to the Elgar Session Controller to interpret the type
of requested operation, e.g. create, delete or update. In case of session
creation, Elgar Session Controller extracts the information provided by a
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Figure 4.8: Sequence diagram describing Elgar components involved in the
processing and continuous distribution of workspace awareness information.

participant and forwards it to the Persistency Manager to create an Elgar
session in the Session Repository.

Once the session is stored, control of Elgar is transferred back to Elgar
Session Controller that requests the Persistency Manager to retrieve an up-
dated list of the existing Elgar sessions in the Session Repository to present
to the participant.

4.8.2 Continuous Distribution of Workspace Awareness In-
formation

This use case describes the components of Elgar involved in the processing
and continuous distribution of workspace awareness information among the
clients of Elgar of a particular session, e.g. the list of participants who are
working in the same ECC during a diagnosis task. Figure 4.8 illustrates the
interaction between Elgar components involved in this use case.

A participant who executes actions described in the Figure 4.4 triggers
the client of Elgar to send an action, e.g. open a CollPad ECC, as a message
to the server through the Web Communication Channel. Such a message
type represents an update in the workspace awareness information of the
Elgar session.

Whenever the message is received by the Elgar server, it is processed
by the Communication Manager. This manager transforms the message in
a Map data structure and identifies that it belongs to the category of con-
trol messages. The message is then delivered to the Elastic Manager, which
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Figure 4.9: Sequence diagram describing Elgar components involved in
handling of collaboration process in Elgar.

identifies it is used in the ad-hoc coordination mechanism. The Elastic Man-
ager hands over the message to the Ad-Hoc Manager for further processing.
The Ad-Hoc Manager processes the message and interacts with the Work-
space Awareness Manager to update the status of the workspace awareness
information (stored in the memory of the server) based on the incoming
message.

Once the model is updated, the Ad-Hoc Manager notifies the Elastic
Manager with an updated version of the workspace awareness information,
which is serialized and forwarded to the Communication Manager. Sub-
sequently, this manager distributes to all clients connected to the Web Com-
munication Channel so that they can update their local workspace awareness
information.

4.8.3 Handling Collaboration Processes

This use case describes the components of Elgar involved in the processing
of a collaboration process whenever a participant, using the prescribed co-
ordination mechanism, transits into a collaboration process activity. Figure
4.9 illustrates the interaction between Elgar components involved in this use
case.

Whenever a participant moves to a new collaboration process activity,
the client of Elgar encapsulates such an event automatically into a mes-
sage that is dispatched from the client only to the server through the Web
Communication Channel. Whenever the message arrives at the server, it is
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Figure 4.10: Sequence diagram describing Elgar components involved in
queueing data messages originated simultaneously in Elgar clients.

transformed to a Map data structure by the Communication Manager. This
manager identifies the data structure to be a control message and delivers
it to the Elastic Manager to handle the control message. In this case, the
Elastic Manager determines that the message is related to the prescribed
coordination mechanism and delegates it to the Prescribed Manager for fur-
ther processing. The Prescribed Manager interacts with the Collaboration
Process Manager to acquire information about the requested collaboration
process activity, such as the ECCs and the instructions for the activity.

Once the information is obtained, the Elastic Manager delivers it to the
Communication Manager to send it to the client that requested it through
the Web Communication Channel.

4.8.4 Queue Parallel Data Messages

This use case describes the components of Elgar involved in queueing data
messages originated in different clients simultaneously. Figure 4.10 illus-
trates the interaction between Elgar components involved in this use case.

All data messages sent by participants from ECCs at the client side
of Elgar to the server side, e.g. a hypothesis of a machine diagnosis, are
transmitted through the Web Communication Channel. Whenever a mes-
sage reaches the server side it is forwarded directly to the Communication
Manager, which deserializes and transforms it in a Map data structure and
puts it in the Session Message Queue for a later processing by the Message
Handler.
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4.8.5 Process Queued Data Messages

This use case describes the components of Elgar involved in the processing
queued data messages originated in ECCs at the client side of Elgar. Figure
4.11 illustrates the interaction between Elgar components involved in this
use case.

The Message Handler is a thread that processes continuously in a FIFO
(first in, first out) order the messages queued by the Message Handler and
interacts with the Persistency Manager to modify the status of the Data
Repository. After the storage of data in the repository, the Persistency
Manager interacts with the Communication Manager to broadcast data
messages to all Elgar clients connected to the Web Communication Channel.

4.8.6 Handling Participant Input

This use case describes the components of Elgar involved in a participant-
generated content operation. This particular case describes the generation
of hypotheses in a machine diagnosis task within an Elgar session. Figure
4.12 illustrates the interaction between Elgar components involved in this
use case.

Whenever a client shares a hypothesis about a machine anomaly in an
Elgar session, the hypothesis is sent as a data message from the client only
to the server through the Web Communication Channel. The message is for-
warded directly to the Communication Manager that transforms the mes-
sage in a Map data structure and puts it in the Session Message Queue for
later processing by the Message Handler. Once the Message Handler picks
the message for processing, it identifies that the request is intended to create

Figure 4.11: Sequence diagram describing Elgar components involved in
processing data messages queued in Elgar.
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Figure 4.12: Sequence diagram describing Elgar components involved in
handling a participant input.

a hypothesis in a diagnosis task for a particular ECC in an Elgar session.
The Message Handler delivers it to the Persistence Manager that identifies
the persistence interface of the ECC associated to the message at the server
side and delegates to it the writing of the hypothesis in the Data Repository.

Finally, after the execution of the writing, the Message Handler notifies
the Elastic Manager about the accomplishment of the persistence operation.
The Elastic Manager delivers the message back to the Communication Man-
ager, which serializes the message and broadcasts it to all connected clients
to the Web Communication Channel.

4.9 Extension of Coordination Mechanisms

The architecture of Elgar is designed to enable extensibility to include new
coordination mechanisms, as described by requirement R 2.5 of Table 2.3.
There are two extension points in the architecture to include a new coordin-
ation mechanism: i) the inclusion of a manager in the logic tier and ii) the
user interface extension of Elgar in the presentation tier.

The extensibility of the coordination mechanisms is based on the spec-
trum of coordination support (Figure 2.2). New coordination mechanisms
can build on functionality currently supported for the two coordination
mechanisms - in particular with respect to workspace awareness information
provisioning and process support. Therefore, a new coordination mechan-
ism placed in the middle of the spectrum should use characteristics of the
structured coordination as processes and the unstructured coordination as
awareness information. For example, a recommender coordination mechan-
ism could provide a process to teams (such as in the prescribed mechanism)
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and could use workspace awareness information (such as in the ad-hoc mech-
anism) to provide coordination recommendations. Such a mechanism could
infer the interaction of teams during a diagnosis task, compute coordina-
tion recommendations and propose them to teams while they go through a
process, e.g. remind team members to switch to following activities after
long periods of discussions or recommend an equally balanced distribution
of subtasks based on previous activities. In this scenario Elgar needs a new
manager, in addition to the Prescribed Manager and AdHoc Manager, to
interpret coordination of team members in diagnosis sessions and propose
coordination recommendations.

In addition to the inclusion of a new manager in the logic tier of El-
gar, it is also necessary to adapt the user interface with regard to the new
coordination mechanism. For example, a recommender mechanism needs
a space in the user interface of diagnosis sessions to present coordination
recommendations for teams. Therefore, the Coordination Mechanism User
Interface of the presentation tier would need extensions to include user in-
terface widgets that present specific recommendation information of a new
coordination mechanism.

4.10 Discussion

The ontologies and the architecture of Elgar described in this chapter fulfil
the pre-defined set of requirements. The contributions of the architecture
are summarized in the following list:

• Extensibility of Coordination Mechanisms.

• Extensibility of the Functionalities of Elgar.

• Management of Collaboration Processes.

• Management of Workspace Awareness Information.

• Asynchronous and Low-Latency Communication.

• Provision of Functionalities to Support Diagnosis Tasks.

The architecture of Elgar supports the extensibility of coordination
mechanisms in Elgar. A new coordination mechanism requires the design of
a manager to occupy the logic tier, so that the Elastic Manager recognizes
and delegates specific messages to it for processing. The manager must have
the logic to process control messages that are specific for the coordination
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mechanism. For example, a new coordination mechanism in the middle of
the spectrum of coordination could provide suggestions and recommenda-
tions of action, based on the interaction of team members, in real-time so
that they adjust their course of action accordingly. This type of support
satisfies the requirements R 2.1 and R 2.5.

Elgar supports the management of collaboration processes due to the
Session Manager, Persistency Manager and Collaboration Process Manager.
The first two components manage the creation, update, retrieve and deletion
of diagnosis sessions in the Session Repository. The Collaboration Process
Manager manages the serialization of processes in the Session Repository
and its deserialization from the Session Repository in the memory. This
type of support satisfies the requirements R 2.2 and R 2.3.

Elgar also supports the management of workspace awareness informa-
tion, especially because of the Workspace Awareness Manager that sup-
ports the ad-hoc coordination mechanism. This manager monitors con-
stantly changes of team members in diagnosis sessions, their use of ECCs
and their involvement in the diagnosis task. Such information is collec-
ted and distributed constantly to diagnosis sessions, to keep team members
aware of their interaction and the interaction of other member of a session
with Elgar. This type of support satisfies the requirement R 2.4.

Elgar also supports the extension of its functionalities, by modularization
of ECCs. Software engineers who need to extend functionalities in Elgar
should develop and deploy new ECCs, which have the server part to execute
operations in the database and the client part to render the user interface
of the ECC at the client. The ECCs implemented by Elgar currently are
based on the concepts described in the ontology illustrated in Figure 4.2
that comply with the requirements R 3.1, R 3.2, R 3.3 and R 3.4.
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Chapter 5

Implementation of Elgar

The previous chapter introduced the concepts on which Elgar relies. It de-
scribes the main design decisions of Elgar, the models and the concepts
used in Elgar for diagnosis tasks and coordination mechanisms and its ar-
chitecture. The focus of this chapter is on the core of Elgar to support the
discussed requirements of previous chapters, the technologies, techniques
and programming languages used to realize the concepts involved in Elgar.

This chapter described an initial set of implemented ECCs used to sup-
port diagnosis tasks of machines, from data analysis to diagnosis formu-
lation, based on typical machine diagnosis use cases [Heidbrink, 2013][Jo-
hanson et al., 2013][Heidbrink et al., 2013]. The chapter also describes the
communication technology that is the basis of ECCs to support collabora-
tion among different clients. Subsequently, there is a description of each of
the coordination mechanisms implemented currently in Elgar. The descrip-
tion embraces specific workspace awareness information and its presentation
to teams, such as in the ad-hoc coordination mechanism, and the specifica-
tion and serialization of a collaboration process with a sequence of activities
and used ECCs, such as in the prescribed coordination mechanism. Finally,
the end of this chapter discusses the fulfilment of the requirements defined
previously by current the implementation of Elgar.

5.1 Elastic Collaboration Components

Implementation of ECCs in Elgar is divided in two modules: the data man-
agement module and the user interface module. The data management
module provides access to the data model of the ECC, stored in the Data
Repository. The data management module implements a Java interface
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named ElgarDataAccess. This interface defines five methods that ECCs use
to access the data model in the Data Repository:

1. Create. The create method implements the logic to add data to the
data model of the ECC.

2. Read. The read method implements the logic to retrieve data from
one instance of the data model.

3. ReadAll. The readAll implements the logic to retrieve a collection of
instances from the data model.

4. Update. The update method implements the logic to modify the data
model.

5. Delete. The delete method implements the logic to remove data from
the data model.

The user interface module implements the user interface of an ECC at
the client side of Elgar. The implementation of the user interface module is
realized through XHTML and JavaScript, supported by the Dojo Toolkit 1.

The implementation in JavaScript is based on the object orientation
paradigm, using constructors, destructors and properties to design interfaces
for ECCs as objects. Constructors of the user interface implement the code
that renders the user interface widgets for the ECC and requests initial data
to Elgar (Data Repository) to populate the ECC on the client side with
information stored previously. The Destructors implements the code that
destroys user interface widgets to release allocated resources. The properties
of the user interface of an ECC represent the user interface widgets that are
used by the ECC or internal data structures. In Elgar, the properties of an
ECC are private, they are only accessed by the ECC internally and other
ECC do not have direct access to them.

The user interface module of an ECC is based on the standard layout
defined by portlets [Java Community Process, 2008], pluggable user inter-
face software components that belong to a page of a web portal. Portlets
are designed to be independent components that implement a particular
functionality and have a common layout.

Figure 5.1 illustrates the layout of portlets in a web portal. A portlet
is contained in a portlet window, arranged in a portal page. A portlet has
two parts: i) controls and ii) portlet fragment. The control part implements

1Dojo Toolkit: https://dojotoolkit.org/. Last Access in 03.September.2016
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Figure 5.1: Elements of portlets in a web portal page.

the display of the title bar of a portlet and three optional control buttons to
minimize, maximize and close a portlet and the title of a portlet. The portlet
fragment represents the space for a portlet to implement a functionality. In
Elgar, each ECC is enclosed in a portlet window, has a title bar with the
three control buttons and the portlet title to fulfil the requirement R3.3 of
the Table 3.1.

Elgar implements different ECCs to support teams in diagnosis tasks, as
defined by the requirements of the Table 3.1:

• Static Line Chart;

• Visual Query Editor and Visualization Tool;

• VRML Viewer;

• Image Viewer;

• CollPad;

• Rating; and

• Session Summarizer.
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Figure 5.2: Instance of the Static Line Chart ECC showing five sensor read-
ings of the hydraulic oil pressure of a machine.

Static Line Chart
The Static Line Chart ECC allows participants to analyse data plotted as
line charts during a diagnosis task. Participants can add new data series,
rename a specific data series with a label, or delete existing data series.
Each label is automatically associated to a checkbox, in which its selection
determines whether the chart shows the data series associated to a label or
hides it.

The Static Line Chart ECC has two axes, the x axis represents time in
milliseconds and the y axis represents possible values. In addition, parti-
cipants can navigate through data series by zooming in, zooming out and
moving data to the left or to the right. Zooming in makes the Static Line
Chart reveal more details about the data series and reduces the overview
of the chart, whereas zooming out hides details of data series and shows an
overview of the chart. Participants can also navigate to the left and to the
right, putting the focus of the data in a certain time range.

Visual Query Editor and Visualization Tool
The Visual Query Editor (VQE) and Visualization Tool (VT) are two ECCs
coupled together that enable participants to pose continuous queries (CQs)
visually over machine sensor measurements and visualize their results con-
tinuously in a time-oriented graph. These two ECCs make it possible for
team participants to gain insights over the occurrence of possible anomalous
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Figure 5.3: An instance of the Visual
Query Editor ECC showing examples
of stored dashboards with defined
visual queries.

Figure 5.4: An instance of the
Visualization Tool ECC show-
ing monitored data of a machine
sensor and a threshold bar.

equipment behaviour, e.g. the main hydraulic pressure is above a threshold.
In the Visual Query ECC, participants describe a continuous query with

visual representations of the sensor data sources of an observed machine and
logical operators, e.g. “and”, “or” or “join”. The visual description of the
query, named a dashboard, is translated into source code of the query that
retrieves the desired information of the machine. Dashboards are stored and
are available for reuse in the ECC, as illustrated in Figure 5.3.

The Visualization Tool ECC, is an ECC that enables team participants
to visualize results retrieved from the continuous queries of a dashboard.
The VT constantly adapts the chart to provide an overview of the retrieved
measurements. However, team participants can zoom into a certain part of
the chart by selecting the time range of interest. In addition, VT also offers
the possibility to display a bar, that describes the threshold defined for a
continuous query.

VRML Viewer
The VRML Viewer allows participants to evaluate 3D CAD (computer-aided
design) models. This ECC shows all images of a 3D CAD model in a tree
structure, a directory icon describes the model and document icons describe
each file of the model.

In this ECC, a participant can choose an image from a list (a dropdown
list named “files” in the Figure 5.5) for analysis. The following actions may
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Figure 5.5: Instance of a VRML Viewer ECC showing an intermediary part
of the optimization process of CAD models.

be used to evaluate a 3D model: zoom in, zoom out, rotate, translate or
scroll a 3D model, as indicated by the transparent handlers shown in Figure
5.5.

Image Viewer
The Image Viewer ECC enables team members to upload and share images
with each other to support the diagnosis task, as illustrated in Figure 5.6.
The Image Viewer allows its participants to upload any image stored in
the device that runs Elgar, e.g. desktops or iPads, assign a label and make
it available in a list of photos of the ECC to all participants of a specific
Elgar session. This ECC synchronizes the displayed picture automatically
to all participants of an specific instance of the Image Viewer, upon selection
(mouse click) of a picture by a participant.

CollPad
The Collaborative Notepad (Collpad) is a multi-role ECC that allows its
participants to share their ideas and create text structures, based on lists,
collaboratively as illustrated in Figure 5.7. This ECC supports participants
in documenting hypotheses for machine anomalies and to sketch action plans
to overcome anomalies. CollPad allows participants to define the topic of a
certain discussion (issue) and provides textual contributions focusing on the
topic.
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Figure 5.6: Instance of a Image Viewer ECC showing a normal wheel loader.

In this ECC, participants generate different contributions that are auto-
matically shared with other participants. Contributions are related to a dis-
cussion topic displayed at the top of the ECC. All contributions are shared
automatically between team members and stored in CollPad together with
the name of the participant who wrote a contribution or the last participant
who modified an existing contribution.

Each contribution enlisted in the Collpad is implemented automatically
as a draggable object to facilitate their organization in different instances of
CollPads or to be used as an input to other ECCs.

In addition to textual descriptions, contributions of a Collpad can be
associated to attachments that represent the state of the Image Viewer,
VRML Viewer or Static Line Chart ECCs. Such associations between tex-
tual description and the state of an ECC support discussion in relation to a
specific type of data evaluated in a diagnosis task. For example, the under-
standing of a textual contribution that describes defect of a 3D drawing may
be enhanced by the attachment of the state of a VRMLViewer. Participants
can assign the state of a 3D drawing by dragging the paw icon associated
with the drawing and dropping it on a textual contribution of the CollPad.
Through such an attachment, team members can open the VRMLViewer
with the associated state that clarifies the textual description.

Rating
The Rating ECC allows participants to rate a set of pre-selected contribu-
tions from CollPads. Participants of Elgar drag contributions from a Collpad
and drop them in the Rating, creating a dynamic list of contributions col-
laboratively, as illustrated in Figure 5.8. Participants can also remove a
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Figure 5.7: Instance of the Collpad ECC during the discussion of machine
in a diagnosis task.

contribution from the Rating ECC by using the remove button.
Participants assign ratings to contributions ranging from a scale between

one and five to describe their importance, in which one represents low im-
portance whereas five represents high importance. Participants can assign a
rating to a contribution by selecting them and defining a rating by choosing
the icon of the correspondent star icons. Subsequently, the average for each
of the ratings is calculated and displayed in Rating ECC.

The averages for each of the contributions provides a means to compare
relative importance between them. Contributions that have high averages
should be considered for further attention of a team, rather than contribu-
tions with low averages.

Session Summarizer
The Session Summarizer is an ECC that summarizes results of an Elgar
session and generates a report, as illustrated in Figure 5.9.

The Session Summarizer summarizes an Elgar session through a list in
which each entry represents an instance of an ECC. The summary of an
Elgar session enables participants to review the ECCs used during the ses-
sion and their content. Elgar includes ECC entries to the list of the Session
Summarizer whenever an ECC is instantiated by participants or used in a
predefined collaboration process. Participants select a list entry that corres-
ponds to an ECC and open it to review an ECC or modify their content.

This ECC also enables participants to generate a report of the Elgar
session. Using the Session Summarizer whenever they leave session and to
review the generated results. The generation of the report is presented to
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Figure 5.8: Instance of a Rating
ECC showing the rating of contri-
butions during a diagnosis task.

Figure 5.9: Instance of a Session Sum-
marizer ECC showing all other ECCs
used during a diagnosis task.

participants in the format of an HTML page available for download through
a web browser if necessary and has the content of all ECCs of a session,
listed in the Session Summarizer.

5.2 Data Schema Extensibility of Elastic Collab-
oration Components

The design of Elgar uses the extensibility software system principle that
enables Elgar to accept extensions of its capabilities with minimal efforts to
change its basic architecture and to rewrite source code. ECCs are means
to distribute functionalities of the system in self-contained components. In
this approach ECCs are available to be used in a structured collaboration
process (prescribed coordination mechanism) or to be used by team members
in their unstructured diagnosis sessions (ad-hoc coordination mechanism).

The extensibility of the functionalities in ECCs also requires the extens-
ibility of database schemas. Traditional relational databases use schemas,
which are strongly typed, defined in advance to be used repeatedly as a
persistence reference by a software system. However, the extension of such
types of strict schemas becomes a problem, as new ECCs cannot change the
database schema according to its needs. Therefore, the modification of the
schema requires a database expert to change it through a specific language
(e.g. SQL) to include the required extensions. In addition, strict schemas
require its instances of entities to have the exact same properties.

Flexible schemas represent an alternative to the aforementioned limit-
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Figure 5.10: A flexible schema of the Data Repository showing its dynamic
extension, according to the needs of ECCs.

ations of relational databases as it allows the software to extend schemas
dynamically. In Elgar, the use of flexible schemas allows each ECC to ex-
tend the data schema automatically, as ECCs include dynamically the data
properties required for their use. Figure 5.10 illustrates such a situation. It
describes the common schema (base schema) of the Data Repository, used
by a set of ECCs. It illustrates that some ECCs only use the base schema
(e.g. ECC 3) whereas other ECCs extend the base schema dynamically with
properties that are necessary to implement their functionalities.

5.3 Communication Subsystem

The Communication Subsystem is a central part of Elgar, designed and
implemented to support collaboration functionalities between the ECCs in
different clients. This subsystem of Elgar creates the infrastructure that
enables the communication among the clients and the server. The majority
of the ECCs implemented in Elgar are designed to support collaboration
between participants, requiring the exchange and distribution of messages
to synchronize the shared state of ECCs, e.g. CollPad contributions provided
by a participant are automatically shared with other clients and stored on
the server or an image selected by a participant in the Image Viewer is
automatically displayed to the other participants of the same instance of
the ECC.

The basis of the communication subsystem of Elgar relies on the CometD
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framework 2, an implementation of the Bayeux protocol, that allows peers,
in this case clients and Elgar, to establish an asynchronous communication
stream over unreliable networks, such a the Internet. The only requirement
of the framework is to use the HTTP protocol, implemented by web browsers
on the client side and by appropriate libraries of a programming language,
e.g. Java, on the server side.

The framework provides a publish-subscribe messaging mechanism by
which hosts use the common name of a channel, established by Elgar, to
broadcast messages. The subscription mechanism is coupled with asyn-
chronous callback functions at the client side of Elgar to avoid i) being
blocked waiting for a response in a request-response interaction between cli-
ent and server, and ii) being blocked waiting for eventual messages from
other connected clients of a diagnosis session. Whenever an ECC at the
client side of Elgar is instantiated an ECC subscribes itself to the commu-
nication channel and provides a callback function that is executed when a
message published in the channel reaches a client. For example, the call-
back function processIncomingData of the CollPad is executed after it re-
ceives messages published by other CollPad instances in other clients or the
server.

Each ECC includes in the messages their type, the ID of the Elgar ses-
sion and the ID of the ECC to allow only an specific instance of an ECC
type to process incoming messages from the channel. An incoming message
addressed to the instance of the CollPad “001” should not be processed by
the instance of the CollPad “002” to avoid inconsistencies in the content of
each ECC.

The use of CometD made it possible for development to focus on the
implementation of the logic of Elgar and its ECCs, rather than on the ef-
forts to develop an additional communication infrastructure over the Web.
Therefore, the use of CometD facilitates the implementation of the commu-
nication subsystem of Elgar as it provides the necessary means for Elgar to
support collaboration among its participants.

5.4 Ad-Hoc Coordination Mechanism

The ad-hoc coordination mechanism is one possible implementation of un-
structured coordination support, in which computer-mediated collaboration
within a team naturally emerges and is not guided by a predefined process.
In the ad-hoc coordination mechanism, participants use workspace aware-

2CometD framework, https://cometd.org/. Last Access in 03.September.2016
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Figure 5.11: Instance of the Co-
ordination Support ECC showing the
opened ECCs in an Elgar session dur-
ing a diagnosis task.

Figure 5.12: Instance of the Co-
ordination Support ECC show-
ing the history of all instantiated
ECCs in an Elgar session.

ness information to define their own coordination strategy by the division
and synchronization of tasks.

An Elgar session configured with this coordination mechanism provides
a list of all available ECCs for instantiation in the user interface of the
session, participants choose the most appropriate ECCs for their task. There
are two specific ECCs associated automatically to the implementation of
this mechanism, the Coordination Support and the Task List, respectively
illustrated in the Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12.

The goal of Coordination Support is to provide, in real time, workspace
awareness information about participants and their use of ECCs in Elgar.
Figure 5.11 describes the ECCs instantiated in Elgar sessions and the rela-
tion of participants of each ECC. Participants may open an ECC described
in the list to collaborate with other participants, by clicking the “join” but-
ton.

The other part of Coordination Support provides workspace information
related to the past, the history of all ECCs used in a specific Elgar session,
as illustrated in Figure 5.12.

The goal of the Task List is to support team participants in the division
and on the agreement of the necessary tasks to be executed in an Elgar ses-
sion to accomplish its goals. Participants who participate in an Elgar session
can include or remove tasks, and mark tasks as completed. In addition, mul-
tiple participants can work at the same tasks simultaneously: participants
can describe their involvement in the execution of a task (join a task) or
abandon their involvement on the execution of a task (leave a task). Figure
5.13 shows an instance of the Task List.
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Figure 5.13: Instance of the Task List ECC, showing the distribution of
subtasks between two co-workers in machine diagnosis task.

5.5 Prescribed Coordination Mechanism

The prescribed coordination mechanism is one possible implementation of
the structured coordination support in which participants plan the sequence
of activities to accomplish the goals of a task at design time. In this im-
plementation, participants describe the sequence of activities, their specific
instructions and ECCs for each of the activities, such as described in the
listing below. Participants can customize:

• The name of the collaboration process to describe its purpose.

• The name and number of collaboration process phases. Collaboration
phases are specified by the JSON array named phases. Each array has
a minimum of one phase and a variable number of phases.

• The name, instructions of a phase. Each JSON object contained in
the phases array and delimited by a pair of brackets (“”), describes
the specification of a particular phase. Participants can describe the
name of a phase and a text describing the instructions for a particular
phase.

• The number, type of ECCs. A phase also has an array of ECCs. This
array specifies the number of ECCs that are automatically instantiated
for a phase and their defined types. Elgar accepts only types of ECCs
that are deployed in the ECC repository of the system. Elgar deliv-
ers an error message for unrecognised ECC types that are eventually
described by participants.
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• The ID and data flows of ECC. Participants can also assign customized
IDs to ECCs. Such functionality enables experts to define data flows
between ECCs so that the results of an ECC (data source) are reused
in another ECC (data target). To create a data flow between ECCs,
participants need to define the ID of the data-source ECC and assign
it to an optional property of the data-target ECC name dataInput.

Listing 5.1: The description of a collaboration process represented in JSON
(JavaScript Object Notation).

{
”name” : ” proce s s1 ” ,
” phases ” : [
{

”name” : ”Sensemaking” ,
” i n s t r u c t i o n s ” : ”A Wheel Loader shows mal funct ion ing

s i g n a l s . The problem i s l o ca t ed on the machine
c l u t c h e s . Please , rev iew the chart in t h i s phase
that shows the read ings o f o i l hydrau l i c p r e s s u r e .
” ,

” e c c s ” : [
{

” id ” : ” s l c 1 ” ,
”name” : ” Stat i cL ineChart ”

}
]

} ,
{

”name” : ”Develop Fault Desc r ip t i on ” ,
” i n s t r u c t i o n s ” : ” In t h i s phase , p l ease , d e s c r i b e

p o s s i b l e f a u l t s r e l a t e d to machine c l u t c h e s us ing
CollPad cp2 . ” ,

” e c c s ” : [
{

” id ” : ” s l c 1 ” ,
”name” : ” Stat i cL ineChart ”

} ,
{

” id ” : ”cp2” ,
”name” : ”CollPad”

}
]

} ,
{
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”name” : ” Descr ibe P o s s i b l e Mechatronics Problems” ,
” i n s t r u c t i o n s ” : ”1 ) In t h i s phase , p l ease , i d e n t i f y

p o s s i b l e mechatronics problems that could have
caused f a u l t s in machine c l u t c h e s and d e s c r i b e
then in CollPad cp3 . /p 2 ) I f the re are mu l t ip l e
mechatronics problems , use Rating r3 to rank
problems accord ing to t h e i r c r i t i c a l i t y . ” ,

” e c c s ” : [
{

” id ” : ” s l c 1 ” ,
”name” : ” Stat i cL ineChart ”

} ,
{

” id ” : ”cp3” ,
”name” : ”CollPad”

} ,
{

” id ” : ” r3 ” ,
”name” : ” Rating ”

}
]

} ,
{

”name” : ” Descr ibe P o s s i b l e Downgraded Operation Modes”
,

” i n s t r u c t i o n s ” : ”1 ) In t h i s phase , p l ease , d e s c r i b e
p o s s i b l e downgraded opera t i on modes f o r the Wheel
Loader machine problems us ing CollPad cp4 . /p 2 )
I f you i d e n t i f i e d mul t ip l e downgraded opera t i on
modes , use Rating r4 to rank them p r i o r i t i s i n g
l e s s expens ive modes f o r the c l i e n t . ” ,

” e c c s ” : [
{

” id ” : ” s l c 1 ” ,
”name” : ” Stat i cL ineChart ”

} ,
{

” id ” : ”cp4” ,
”name” : ”CollPad”

} ,
{

” id ” : ” r4 ” ,
”name” : ” Rating ”

}
]
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} ,
{

”name” : ” Generate Se s s i on Summary” ,
” i n s t r u c t i o n s ” : ” Please , generate a s e s s i o n summary

f o r t h i s s e s s i o n us ing SessionSummarizer s 1 . The
summary output w i l l have content from a l l ECCs
l i s t e d in SessionSummarizer s1 , used during t h i s
s e s s i o n . ” ,

” e c c s ” : [
{

” id ” : ” s1 ” ,
”name” : ” SessionSummarizer ”

}
]

}
]

}

Elgar sessions using the prescribed coordination mechanism require the
description of a collaboration process. Elgar interprets a collaboration pro-
cess and configures the virtual structure of a process in the session as il-
lustrated in Figure 5.14. It illustrates a collaboration process with five col-
laboration activities. Each activity is represented by a button in which the
label is the name of the activity. By clicking the button, Elgar configures
the instructions and ECCs related to a collaboration process phase. The
label of a button with the font type in bold provides a visual cue, which
indicates that team participants work on the activity and have the ECCs
and instructions of the activity instantiated. On the top-right side of Fig-
ure 5.14, the symbol “i” has the current instructions for the selected process
activity. The instructions are by default hidden and revealed to participants
whenever they hover the mouse pointer on the symbol.

5.6 Discussion

This chapter describes the implementation of the shared workspace system
Elgar that supports coordination of distributed teams and execution of col-
laborative diagnosis tasks.

The design and implementation of ECCs according to the principle of
separation of concerns allows continuous development of new functionalities,
whenever new requirements are identified. Modularization of ECCs avoids
the need to modify source code in other parts of Elgar, as the implementation
of each ECC is independent from each other.
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Figure 5.14: An Elgar session configured with the description of a collabor-
ation process.

Currently, Elgar has a set of ECCs to support collaborative diagnosis
tasks, according to the Rectio method. Participants of Elgar are able to
analyse machine telemetry data through the Visual Query Editor and the
Static Line Chart and to analyse pictures of faulty machine components
remotely, through the Image Viewer. Participants describe, as textual con-
tributions through CollPad, hypotheses for potential machine failures and
possible actions to tackle the failures. In addition, participants are able to
include, in the textual contributions, references of telemetry data or pic-
tures. Finally, participants are also able to rate textual contributions and
using the Rating ECC.

Both coordination mechanisms have specific implementation details to
support the coordination of distributed teams. The ad-hoc coordination
mechanism provides workspace awareness information to its participants
through the Coordination Support ECC and the distribution and assignment
of task through the Task List. The prescribed coordination mechanism
uses collaboration process descriptions to configure the sequence of activities
available to the participants and corresponding ECCs and instructions for
each activity.

Finally, the communication subsystem, based on the CometD frame-
work [Bordet, 2016], enables ECCs to support collaboration functionalities
that involve exchange of data among clients (web browsers) connected to
an Elgar session. The communication subsystem provides a common web
communication channel by which ECCs , which automatically subscribed
to the channel, receive and publish messages to other clients and server
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asynchronously.
The granularity of the ECCs is a design and implementation decision

that enables not only the extensibility of new functionalities for the dia-
gnosis task but also the extensibility of coordination mechanisms. New
coordination mechanisms require new implementation efforts, but most of
the functionalities offered by ECCs are reusable.
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Chapter 6

Experiments

Elgar has been designed to flexibly support different coordination mech-
anisms. In practice, two coordination mechanisms have been implemented:
the prescribed and ad-hoc. The prescribed mechanism provides a pre-defined
collaboration process, with pre-configured ECCs and instructions, to struc-
ture coordination between participants in a collaborative diagnosis task. The
ad-hoc mechanism provides workspace awareness information with which
participants are free to structure the coordination they need for their own
diagnostic task.

The strengths and weaknesses of the two coordination mechanisms are
analysed in this chapter based on their usefulness, usability, workspace
awareness information and the quality of collaboration that they support.
The chapter presents two different experiments to evaluate the prescribed
and ad-hoc mechanisms, illustrated in Figure 6.1.

The machine of the first experiment, manufactured by Hägglunds Drives,
is used to grind wood, in this case disposed pallets, into smaller wood chips
to reduce the amount of storage space. This type of machine has a high oper-
ation time and therefore is expected to have high reliability and availability.
Machines have telemetry systems attached to monitor their properties and
trigger alarms upon the detection of a degradation.

The machine of the second experiment manufactured by Volvo Construc-
tion Equipment is a wheel loader, a type of tractor that has a front-mounted
square wide bucket connected to the end of two booms to scoop up loose ma-
terial from the ground (e.g. dirt, sand or gravel) and move it from one place
to another without pushing the material across the ground. These types of
machine are often used in construction. They are also deployed with tele-
metry systems that monitor their properties and trigger alarms upon the
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Figure 6.1: Experiments used to evaluate the implemented diagnosis func-
tionalities and coordination mechanisms in Elgar.

detection of a degradation. This experiment, in particular, uses a method
to evaluate the quality of collaboration in diagnosis teams.

In both cases, members of diagnosis teams reason about telemetry data
using Elgar and one of the two implemented coordination mechanisms to
formulate diagnosis about an observed machine, to discuss the data of the
machine and, in the end, to generate a diagnosis report describing the root-
cause of the failures that occur with a machine, as depicted in Figure 6.1.

6.1 Experiment on Usability - Hägglunds Drives

The goal of this experiment is to evaluate the usability of the functionalit-
ies provided by Elgar for collaborative machine diagnosis and coordination.
This experiment evaluates the implemented functionalities of Elgar, for the
prescribed and ad-hoc coordination mechanisms in a collaborative diagnosis
task. This is an experiment to identify potential enhancements of Elgar.
Therefore, it uses engineering students as representative users and not dia-
gnosis engineers, who are the intended end-users of Elgar. The results of
this experiment are discussed in more detail in [Janeiro et al., 2014].

In this specific experiment, the wood shredder machine, through its
micro-controller unit, detects that the temperature of the hydraulic oil that
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flows through the pumps is increasing, indicating a degradation of the ma-
chine as hydraulic oil in high temperatures damages seal components and
accelerates oil degradations. The diagnosis team needs to reason about tele-
metry data of the machine to evaluate its hydraulic oil temperature over
time and to report their findings to maintenance teams, to avoid further
degradation of the machine or to fix the problem.

The diagnosis task consists specifically of the identification and descrip-
tion of anomalies in the hydraulic oil temperature of pump A and pump B
of the hydraulic drive and ranking of their criticality. In this case, a value
of a hydraulic oil temperature that exceeds an established threshold is con-
sidered to be an anomaly. In this experiment, teams of participants execute
a diagnosis task to analyse anomalies and identify and calculate the degree
to which a sensor reading exceeds a threshold. In addition, all participants
rate the anomalies to establish their relative criticality.

6.1.1 Study Set-up

Teams use the Rectio method to execute this diagnosis task with the ad-
hoc and prescribed coordination mechanisms. The adaptation of the method
uses some of the activities that are of interest for this experiment, e.g. the use
of the functionalities of Elgar and its coordination mechanisms to identify
and describe anomalies of the wood shredder machine. The adaptation of
the method preserves activities that belong to “data analysis”, “hypothesis
definition” and “preparation of documentation” phases, and excludes a few
activities of the “actions generation” phase, as they are not part of this task.
Figure 6.2 illustrates and differentiates the used and not used activities of
Rectio for this experiment.

In this experiment, teams use Elgar to execute the diagnosis task with
the following ECCs: “Visual Query Editor” (VQE), “CollPad” and “Rat-
ing”. The VQE has all telemetry data required by participants to execute the
diagnosis task of this experiment. Engineers from Hägglunds prepared the
data based on an operational machine in a remote site in Sweden and intro-
duced anomalies in the data intentionally to simulate the need of a diagnosis
task. The engineers prepared two different types of datasets of hydraulic oil
temperature, one to be used with the ad-hoc coordination mechanism and
the other to be used with the prescribed coordination mechanism, to avoid
learning effects in teams. Through this ECC, participants search for the
data of a sensor and visualize it. In CollPad, participants describe and
automatically share with each other the anomalies identified in the VQE.
For each anomaly, participants may attach information of the source of tele-
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metry data of the VQE for its contextualization. In the Rating ECC, votes
are assigned to each of the anomalies identified in CollPad.

The aforementioned ECCs are used for both coordination mechanisms,
the ad-hoc and prescribed, as they support participants in activities that are
independent of coordination, e.g. analysis of data and formulation of doc-
umentation. In addition to the common ECCs, each coordination mechan-
ism provides specific functionalities during the collaborative diagnosis task.
Both coordination mechanisms provide workspace awareness information to
participants, the difference between the type of provided information re-
lies on the needs of the two coordination mechanisms to support teams to
accomplish the diagnosis task.

In the ad-hoc coordination mechanism, participants have access to more
detailed, fine-granular workspace awareness information to support them
in the coordination and division of their tasks and on the use of ECCs
to accomplish the diagnosis task. In the prescribed coordination mechan-
ism, information is based on the awareness of all activities of the collabor-
ation process that participants follow to conclude the diagnosis task. The
prescribed coordination mechanism does not provide the same information
offered in the ad-hoc coordination mechanism because the structure and di-
vision of collaboration process in activities represents already one possible
coordination strategy to approach the diagnosis task, which is absent in the
ad-hoc coordination mechanism.

The ad-hoc mechanism does not require previous preparation to support
a team in a diagnosis task. However, the prescribed mechanism requires the
specification of a collaboration process. The diagnosis activities of the col-
laboration process for this experiment are based on the Rectio method and
on the experience of experts of Hägglunds Drives with wood shredder ma-
chines. It describes three process activities with which teams can diagnose
the wood shredder machine. The description of the collaboration process,
the association to Rectio activities and ECCs is described in Table 6.1.

# ID Collaboration Process
Activity

Rectio
Phases

ECCs

1 CP1 Pressure (B-side) Pump Data Ana-
lysis and
Hypotheses
Definition

Instruction,
VQE, CollPad
and Rating

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page
# ID Collaboration Process

Activity
Rectio
Phases

ECCs

2 CP2 Pressure (A-side) Pump Data Ana-
lysis and
Hypotheses
Definition

Instruction,
VQE, CollPad
and Rating

3 CP3 Review of Results Solution Eval-
uation

Instruction

Table 6.1: Description of the collaboration process designed for the experi-
ment 1 and its association to Rectio phases and used ECCs.

The first two collaboration process activities (CP1 and CP2) use two
phases of the Rectio method whereas the last activity (CP3) uses one Rectio
method phase. The column “#” of the table describes the order of an
activity in the collaboration process. The second column “ID” describes
an identification code that represents a collaboration process activity. The
column “Collaboration Process Activity” describes the title of an activity.
The “Rectio Phases” column describes the phases of the Rectio method used
by a collaboration process activity and the column “ECCs” describes the
ECCs used by each activity.

In the first activity of the collaboration process (CP1), participants ana-
lyse hydraulic oil temperature data that correspond to the pump drain “B”,
describe anomalies associated to the hydraulic data and rate their critic-
ality. In this process activity, participants execute two phases of Rectio:
“data analysis” (RM1) and “hypothesis definition” (RM2). In the RM1
phase, participants have to retrieve the telemetry data that indicates hy-
draulic oil temperature on pump A and pump B respectively (correspond-
ing to the activity “acquire data” of the Rectio Method) and reason about
the data to understand their properties and meaning, e.g. unit of measure-
ment, threshold and peeks (corresponding to the activity “analyse data” of
the Rectio Method). In the RM2 phase, participants describe the anomalies
identified on the telemetry data (corresponding to the activity “generate hy-
potheses” of the Rectio Method), evaluate the anomalies that are the most
critical (corresponding to the activity “evaluate hypotheses” of the Rectio
Method) and eventually select the most critical anomalies (corresponding
to the activity “select hypotheses” of the Rectio Method). However, in this
phase, for this experiment, teams report anomalies instead of hypotheses.
This is necessary because participants selected to participate in this exper-
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iment are not professional diagnosis experts, therefore they do not have the
knowledge and experience necessary to conjecture hypotheses based on the
provided telemetry data of a specific equipment.

The CP1 is configured with one VQE that shows the hydraulic oil tem-
perature data of the pump “A”, one CollPad in which participants describe
anomalies that concern this pump drain and one Rating in which parti-
cipants assign votes to generated anomalies. In addition to the ECCs, each
process activity provides instructions that orient participants to achieve the
expected goals of the current activity.

In the second activity of the collaboration process (CP2), participants
analyse hydraulic oil temperature data that corresponds to the pump drain
“A”. This activity uses the same phases of Rectio and the same type and
number of ECCs used in the first activity. The difference is the focus of the
activity on the pump drain “B” rather than the pump drain “A”.

In the third collaboration process activity (CP3), participants have a last
opportunity to review the results of the two previous collaboration process
activities, CP1 and CP2. In this process activity, participants execute a part
of the last phase of Rectio “solution evaluation”, in which they review and
adjust the previous generated findings. Whenever necessary, participants
return to a specific activity to adjust the description of anomalies and their
ratings. The collaborative diagnosis task is over once the team is satisfied
with the results.

Figure 6.3 illustrates the configuration of Elgar with a collaboration pro-
cess in the prescribed coordination mechanism.

6.1.2 Experiment Subjects

A total of eighteen participants engaged in this study, fourteen male and
four female participants. Fifteen participants have a degree in Computer
Science, one in Engineering and Management and two in Automation En-
gineering. All participants obtained their respective degrees from Sapienza
University of Rome. The eighteen participants are divided in six teams of
three members each.

6.1.3 Procedure

This experiment follows five phases, as described in the flowchart illustrated
by Figure 6.4. The first two phases are training sessions to familiarize teams
with Elgar. The last three phases refer to the execution of the diagnosis
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Figure 6.3: Configuration of Elgar in the prescribed coordination mechan-
ism with a collaboration process. The first collaboration process activity
is selected and shows instructions, an instance of the CollPad, Rating and
VQE/VT ECCs.

task. There were no time limits for the execution of the training phases of
the execution of the diagnosis task.

There are two training sessions per team. In phase 1, team participants
use the ad-hoc mechanism and in phase 2, the prescribed mechanism. Dur-
ing the training sessions, participants are co-located and have to describe
anomalies for two simulated sensors of a wood shredder machine. An in-
structor is also present to support them in use of Elgar and the particulars
for each coordination mechanism.

In phase 1, the instructor instructs participants on creating and sharing
ECCs dynamically, based on workspace awareness information. In phase
2, the instructor instructs participants in following a collaboration process
that contains pre-defined instructions and ECCs.

For this experiment, each participant is located in a separate room,
equipped with a notebook, connected to an Internet-based voice channel
for communication purposes. First, the instructor requests the team to gen-
erate a report for two sensors of a wood shredder machine using the ad-hoc
coordination mechanism (phase 3). Then, the instructor requests the team
to generate another report for other readings of machine sensors using the
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Figure 6.4: A flowchart of the experiment with coordination mechanisms
implemented in Elgar.

prescribed coordination mechanism (phase 4). In the end of the experi-
ment, the instructor requests teams to answer two surveys to assess their
perception about used coordination mechanisms (phase 5).

6.1.4 Research Method

This experiment uses a questionnaire to measure the usefulness of Elgar.
Table 6.2 describes three sections in the questionnaire: i) evaluation of col-
laborative functionalities, ii) evaluation of the ad-hoc coordination mech-
anism and iii) evaluation of the prescribed coordination mechanism. The
first section evaluates the usefulness of Elgar with regard to the collab-
orative functionalities implemented by Elgar. The second section of the
questionnaire evaluates the ad-hoc coordination mechanism. It is based on
the workspace awareness information provided by Elgar to support spontan-
eous coordination among participant in a diagnosis task. The third section
evaluates the prescribed coordination mechanism. It evaluates the use of
collaboration processes to guide participants throughout the diagnosis task
and to coordinate their actions.

The items are based on an extensive questionnaire to evaluate collabora-
tion technology that embraces the three aspects of collaboration, communic-
ation, coordination and cooperation [Lee, 2007]. The questionnaire has two
purposes: (i) it is either used by software developers of evolving collabora-
tion technology prototypes to collect feedback from participants or (ii) it is
used as an instrument to evaluate and compare the support of collaboration
technologies in collaborative tasks.
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# Question

i01 I could express my intentions to other participants.
i02 I could understand the intentions of other participants.
i03 I could interact with other participants to accomplish the task.
i04 I could identify contributions generated by other participants.
i05 I could identify contributions generated by other participants easily.
i06 I could modify contributions created by other participants.
i07 I knew the progress of the task.
i08 I had access to the necessary data to generate contributions with

other participants.

Evaluation of the Ad-hoc Coordination Mechanism

i09 I used workspace awareness information to be aware of if other par-
ticipants were involved in a task.

i10 I used workspace awareness information to join other participant(s)
to work on a task.

i11 I used workspace awareness information to take over on a task in
which no other participant was working.

i12 I used workspace awareness information to divide tasks among other
participants.

i13 I used workspace awareness information to know the progress of the
task.

Evaluation of the Prescribed Coordination Mechanism

i14 Elgar coordinated all tasks for the participants.
i15 The process helped me to accomplish the task.
i16 I had to coordinate the division of tasks with other participants.
i17 It was important that all participants were working together in one

process phase at a time.
i18 It was important that Elgar prescribed the tools that I needed to

use in each process phase.
i19 I could follow process phases in Elgar.

Table 6.2: Items of questionnaire to evaluate the usability of collaboration
functionalities and coordination mechanisms of Elgar.

The questionnaire outlined in the Table 6.2 describes a set of items that
assesses the usefulness of collaboration functionalities implemented in Elgar
and on the usability of its coordination mechanisms, in this experiment.
This questionnaire has a total of nineteen items: eight items that ques-
tion participants about collaborative functionalities, five items that question
participants about the ad-hoc coordination mechanism and six items that
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Figure 6.5: Evaluation of the collaboration functionalities implemented in
Elgar, independent of the used coordination mechanism.

question about the prescribed coordination mechanism.
All questionnaire items are formulated as positive valence questions. Pos-

sible answers for each item are based on a Likert scale and range between:
strongly disagree, disagree, neutral, agree and strongly agree. In addition,
the questionnaire has two open-ended questions to explore the experience of
participants with a particular coordination mechanism, e.g. “Describe the
positive aspects of using the ad-hoc coordination mechanism to accomplish
the task.” and “Describe the negative aspects of using the ad-hoc coordination
mechanism to accomplish the task.”.

6.1.5 Results

The main result of this experiment is to understand the usefulness of the
functionalities of Elgar and both coordination mechanisms, during a dia-
gnosis task. All eighteen participants answered the questionnaire, after the
execution of the diagnosis task.

Figure 6.5 shows the average of each questionnaire item for the eighteen
participants with regard to the collaborative functionalities implemented
in Elgar. The overall observation of Figure 6.5 shows the usefulness of
implemented functionalities of Elgar. In particular, the item “i01” shows
the higher averages among all questionnaire items for the section. The high
averages demonstrate the capability of Elgar to allow participants to express
their intentions to other participants.

The ad-hoc and prescribed coordination mechanisms are considered to
be equivalent for all questionnaire items. The distinction between the co-
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Figure 6.6: Usefulness of the workspace awareness provided by the ad-hoc
coordination mechanism in Elgar.

ordination mechanisms for an item is only considered when the difference of
their averages is more than one point, on a scale from one to five. Note that
the standard deviation for the questionnaire items is high, which demon-
strates high dispersion of the answers of participants. Therefore, such a
situation makes it difficult to draw conclusions from the analysis of Figure
6.5, as teams members do not agree on convergent answers.

Figure 6.6 shows the results for questionnaire items that concern the ad-
hoc coordination mechanism. As illustrated in Figure 6.6, the items “i09”,
“i10” and “i13”, show the usefulness of Elgar with regard to the workspace
awareness information provided by this coordination mechanism. Through
the provided workspace awareness, participants are aware of other members
that are involved in the diagnosis task (“i09”). Participants also use the in-
formation to provide help to other participants in diagnosis subtasks (“i10”)
whenever required. Finally, participants use the information to follow the
progress of a diagnosis task until its completion. Figure 6.6 confirms the
usefulness of Elgar, as most of eighteen participants agree with the positive
valence questions.

However, Figure 6.6 also shows two questionnaire items that have an
average usefulness, the items “i11” and “i12”. The item “i11” demonstrates
that Elgar does not provide enough workspace awareness information with
regard to pending subtasks. The other item that does not capture a high use-
fulness among participants is “i12”. It indicates that the workspace aware-
ness information provided by Elgar is not effective to support delegation of
subtasks among the participants.
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Figure 6.7: Usefulness of the coordination provided by collaboration pro-
cesses in the prescribed coordination mechanism in Elgar.

Note that the standard deviation for the questionnaire items is high,
which demonstrates dispersion of the answers of participants. Therefore,
such a situation does not allow to draw conclusions from the analysis of
Figure 6.6, as the answers of teams members do not converge.

Figure 6.7 shows the results for questionnaire items that concern the
prescribed coordination mechanism. In general, as illustrated in Figure 6.7,
the coordination proposed by a prescribed collaboration process is effective
to support teams.

The answers of this questionnaire, however show a high standard devi-
ation, meaning a dispersion of the answers of participants. It is difficult to
draw conclusions on most of the questionnaire items as they do not con-
verge. One exception concerns the item “i18”, with regard to the usefulness
of the prescribed collaboration process, for which the standard deviation is
less than one point in the scale. It indicates a convergence point in which
all participants acknowledge the importance of the prescription of the col-
laboration process in the diagnosis task.

6.1.6 Discussion

The overall analysis of the first chart, illustrated in Figure 6.5, shows the
usefulness of the collaboration functionalities implemented in Elgar. One
particular observation with regard to item “i02”, measures the understand-
ing of the intentions of other participants. In this situation, the understand-
ing of the intention refers to the contributions provided by each participant
to identify temperature values above the predefined threshold. Participants
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that use the prescribed coordination mechanism better understand more
of the intentions of others in comparison to participants who used the ad
hoc mechanism, as illustrated in Figure 6.5. One possible explanation is
that participants’ contributions in the prescribed mechanism are contextu-
alised by the structure the prescribed mechanism provides in contrast to the
unstructured context, as in the ad-hoc mechanism. Therefore, it becomes
easier for participants who use the prescribed mechanism to understand
communicated intentions of the contributions of each other.

The analysis of the Figure 6.6 shows the usefulness of workspace aware-
ness information provided by Elgar in the ad-hoc coordination mechanism.
However, the two median items “i11” and “i12” demonstrate that the co-
ordination mechanism requires improvements to provide additional aware-
ness information that describes the division of subtasks among participants
in a diagnosis session and their involvement in each of the subtasks.

Although the averages of questionnaire items for the prescribed coordin-
ation mechanism are only slightly higher than the averages for ad hoc, such a
difference indicates a preference. Participants who attended these diagnosis
sessions with Elgar are not professional diagnosis experts, they understand
the domain but do not have professional experience. The collaboration
process in the prescribed coordination mechanism represents a support for
participants. It provides a structure that serves as a general guideline for
teams to achieve the goals of the diagnosis task, ECCs and instructions.
Therefore, the slightest higher preference of the prescribed mechanism in
this experiment is influenced by its additional support to tackle a diagnosis
task. Such support from Elgar helps participants who are not experienced
in diagnosis to accomplish their task.

6.2 Experiment on Coordination Mechanisms -
Volvo Construction Equipment (VCE)

The goal of this experiment is to evaluate implemented functionalities
using Elgar, and to evaluate the usefulness of the implemented prescribed
and ad-hoc coordination mechanisms in a collaborative diagnosis task.

This experiment involves the diagnosis of machine telemetry data that
reproduces degrading behaviour. A team of engineers prepared telemetry
data based on unusual symptoms observed on operational wheel loaders.
This telemetry data describes unexpected machine behaviour on the clutch
subsystem (second clutch) by insufficient hydraulic oil pressure and occa-
sional slip warnings to the machine operator, caused by a discrete and non-
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identified hydraulic oil leakage. In this experiment, teams of participants
execute a diagnosis task to identify unexpected machine behaviour on the
clutch subsystem, generate actions to overcome this symptom and prepare
the documentation to implement the actions. This experiment intends to
gain insights about the collaboration of experts using Elgar in diagnosis
tasks. Therefore, the participants in this experiment are diagnosis engin-
eers, who are the intended end-users of Elgar.

6.2.1 Study Set-up

Diagnosis teams use the Rectio method to execute this diagnosis task. The
method preserves all activities involved in “hypothesis definition” and “ac-
tions generation” phases and most of the activities in “data analysis” and
“solution evaluation” phases. The activities “acquire data”, “implementa-
tion” and “evaluate implementation” are disregarded from the instantiation
of Rectio as they are not required in this experiment. As described above,
the data was prepared previously for engineers according to the degrading
behaviour of the machine and did not need participants to search or acquire
telemetry data, therefore the activity “acquire data” was not used. In ad-
dition, the goal of the experiment was to determine the root-causes of the
machine and not test approaches, e.g. replacing small electrical components
such as fuses, to solve them. Therefore, participants did not discuss ap-
proaches, in the activity “implementation”, or evaluate them in the activity
“evaluate implementation”. Figure 6.8 illustrates and differentiates the used
and not used activities of Rectio for this experiment.

An outcome of the evaluation of the previous experiment indicates that
teams, using the ad-hoc coordination mechanism, needed support for the
documentation and management of subtasks, providing awareness of the
involvement of participants in both. Based on the evaluation of the previous
experiment, a new ECC named “Task Manager” has been added to Elgar.
This ECC enables participants to describe subtasks of a diagnosis session
and the ownership of participants in its execution, e.g. a participant takes
responsibility to execute a subtask alone or different participants execute
the subtask together.

In this experiment, teams use Elgar to execute the diagnosis task with
the following ECCs: “LineChart”, “CollPad”, “Rating”, “TaskManager”
and “SessionSummarizer”. The LineChart stores all telemetry data required
by participants to execute the diagnosis task of this experiment. Through
this ECC, participants visualize different types of sensors and their readings.
Telemetry data used in this experiment has readings from five different types
of sensors that measure hydraulic oil pressure. In CollPad, participants de-
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Figure 6.9: Configuration of Elgar in the ad-hoc coordination mechanism
with instances of the CoordinationSupport, StaticLineChart, CollPad and
TaskManager ECCs.

scribe and automatically share with each other contributions that are either
hypotheses, identified during the analysis of the LineChart, or actions that
tackle these hypotheses. For each contribution, participants may reference
an instance of the LineChart and its status to contextualize a contribu-
tion. In the Rating ECC, participants reuse all generated contributions
from CollPads and assign ratings to each of them. These ECCs are used
for both coordination mechanisms, the ad-hoc and prescribed, as they sup-
port participants in activities that are independent of coordination, such as
analysis of data and formulation of documentation.

In addition to the common ECCs, each coordination mechanism provides
specific functionalities during the diagnosis task. The ad-hoc mechanism
provides workspace awareness information about all participants connected
in an Elgar session and the ECCs they use. In addition, it also provides
information about the agreed subtasks related to the main diagnosis task
of the session, their distribution among participants and the status of their
completion. Figure 6.9 illustrates the configuration of Elgar with the ad-hoc
coordination mechanism.

The prescribed mechanism provides a collaboration process used in Elgar
for a diagnosis task, in which participants narrow down the root-causes
that describe anomalies in the clutch subsystem. The diagnosis activities
of the collaboration process are designed for this experiment based on the
Rectio method, on the could-be-should-be collaboration technique [Briggs
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and de Vreede, 2009] and on the diagnosis experience of two experts of
Volvo Construction Equipment with wheel loader machines.

The collaboration process describes eight activities with which teams can
diagnose wheel loaders. The description of the process, the association to
Rectio activities and ECCs is described in Table 6.3.

# ID Collaboration Process
Activity

Rectio
Phases

ECCs

1 CP1 Sense Making. Data Ana-
lysis and
Hypotheses
Definition

LineChart,
CollPad and
Instruction

2 CP2 Failure Description. Description
of faulty components and explan-
ation of the smallest replacement
components that fix a symptom.

Data Analysis,
Hypotheses
Definition
and Solution
Generation

LineChart,
CollPad and
Instruction

3 CP3 Normal/Abnormal Machine Be-
haviour. Description of anom-
alies represented by a deviation
in telemetry data.

Data Ana-
lysis and
Hypotheses
Definition

LineChart,
CollPad and
Instruction

4 CP4 Possible Inappropriate Operat-
ors Actions. Description of ac-
tions of an operator that cause a
symptom.

Data Ana-
lysis and
Hypotheses
Definition

LineChart,
CollPad and
Instruction

5 CP5 Possible Mechatronic Problems
Causing Machine Failures. De-
scription of symptoms caused
by software, mechanical compon-
ents or their interaction.

Data Ana-
lysis and
Hypotheses
Definition

LineChart,
CollPad and
Instruction

6 CP6 Possible Downgraded Operation
Modes. Description of possible
downgraded modes that limit
the risk of secondary damages,
e.g. increased fuel consumption,
lower load, lower torque or lim-
ited usage of specific gears.

Solution Gen-
eration

LineChart,
CollPad and
Instruction

7 CP7 Possible Improvements for Fail-
ure Detection. Description of im-
provements for failure detection.

Actions Gen-
eration

LineChart,
CollPad and
Instruction

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page
# ID Collaboration Process

Activity
Rectio
Phases

ECCs

8 CP8 Review of Results and Genera-
tion of Report.

Solution Eval-
uation

SessionSummary
and Instruc-
tion

Table 6.3: Description of the collaboration process designed for experiment
2 and its association to Rectio phases and used ECCs.

The first seven collaboration process activities (CP1, CP2, CP3, CP4,
CP5, CP6, CP7) use two phases of the Rectio method whereas the last
activity (CP8) uses one Rectio method phase. The column “#” of the table
describes the order of an activity in the collaboration process. The second
column “ID” describes an identification code that represents a collaboration
process activity. The column “Collaboration Process Activity” describes
the title of an activity. The “Rectio Phases” column describes the phases of
the Rectio method used by a collaboration process activity and the column
“ECCs” describes the ECCs used by each activity.

In the first activity of the process (CP1), participants analyse the tele-
metry data and describe initial evident anomalies. In CP1, participants
execute two phases of Rectio “data analysis” and “hypotheses definition”.
In “data analysis”, participants have to reason about telemetry data to un-
derstand their properties and meaning, e.g. the pressure on the first clutch
is below average (corresponding to the activity “analyse data” of the Rec-
tio Method). In the “hypotheses definition” phase, participants describe
hypotheses identified during the analysis of telemetry data (corresponding
to the activity “generate hypotheses” of the Rectio Method), evaluate the
generated hypotheses based on current telemetry data (corresponding to
the activity “evaluate hypotheses” of the Rectio Method) and select the hy-
potheses that most likely reflect anomalies indicated in the telemetry data
(corresponding to the activity “select hypotheses” of the Rectio Method).
The activity is supported by two ECCs: one LineChart and one CollPad.
The LineChart ECC shows the readings of hydraulic oil pressure for five
sensors and in the CollPad participants describe the most evident anomalies
in the telemetry data.

In the second activity of the process (CP2), participants analyse the tele-
metry data and describe components of the machine that could cause de-
tected symptoms to happen. In CP2, participants execute the phases “data
analysis”, “hypotheses definition” and “solution generation” of the Rectio
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method. In “data analysis”, participants search for associations between
possible faulty machine components based on the telemetry data (corres-
ponding to the activity “analyse data” of the Rectio Method). In the “hy-
potheses definition” phase, participants describe possible faulty components
(corresponding to the activity “generate hypotheses” of the Rectio Method),
evaluate faulty components based on current telemetry data (corresponding
to the activity “evaluate hypotheses” of the Rectio Method) and select the
hypothesis that most likely corresponds to anomalies indicated in the tele-
metry data (corresponding to the activity “select hypotheses” of the Rectio
Method). In the “solution generation”, participants propose different re-
placements to fix a faulty component (corresponding to the activity “gener-
ate possible actions” of the Rectio Method), evaluate the required resources
used to replace a faulty component (corresponding to the activity “evalu-
ate possible actions” of the Rectio Method) and select the replacement that
requires the minimum resources to fix a faulty component. The activity is
supported by five ECCs: one LineChart and four CollPads. The LineChart
ECC shows the readings of hydraulic oil pressure for five sensors. One Coll-
Pad in which participants provide hypotheses of faulty components that
could contribute to a symptom; one CollPad in which participants provide
hypotheses of faulty components that should contribute to a symptom; one
CollPad in which participants provide hypotheses for the replacement of
the smallest components that could fix the symptom; and one CollPad in
which participants provide hypotheses for the replacement of the smallest
components that should fix the symptom.

In the third activity of the process (CP3), participants analyse the tele-
metry data and describe expected anomalies in the telemetry data that
contribute to abnormal machine behaviour, e.g. driving a wheel loader in
extreme temperatures or rugged terrain may cause an expected symptom
to occur. In CP3, participants execute the phases “data analysis” and “hy-
potheses definition” of the Rectio method. In “data analysis”, participants
reason about normal and abnormal machine behaviours based on the tele-
metry data (corresponding to the activity “analyse data activity” of the
Rectio Method). In the “hypotheses definition” phase, participants describe
abnormal behaviours of the wheel loader identified during the analysis of
telemetry data (corresponding to the activity “generate hypotheses” of the
Rectio Method), evaluate the difference between abnormal behaviours and
normal behaviours that occur under extreme operational conditions (corres-
ponding to the activity “evaluate hypotheses” of the Rectio Method) and
select the abnormal behaviours that correspond to anomalies in the tele-
metry data (corresponding to the activity “select hypotheses” of the Rectio
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Method). The activity is supported by two ECCs: one LineChart that
shows the readings of hydraulic oil pressure for five sensors and one Coll-
Pad in which participants provide hypotheses of situations that influence
the behaviour of a machine.

In the fourth activity of the process (CP4), participants describe accord-
ing to their experience possible inappropriate behaviour of operators of a
machine that cause certain symptoms. In CP4, participants execute the
phases “data analysis” and “hypotheses definition” of the Rectio method.
In “data analysis”, participants reason about inappropriate actions of op-
erators that could damage a wheel loader (corresponding to the activity
“analyse data” of the Rectio Method). In the “hypotheses definition” phase,
participants describe possible inappropriate actions based on telemetry data
(corresponding to the activity “generate hypotheses” of the Rectio Method),
evaluate the relationship between the occurrence of an inappropriate action
and anomalies in the telemetry data (corresponding to the activity “evaluate
hypotheses” of the Rectio Method) and select actions that can potentially
damage a machine (corresponding to the activity “select hypotheses” of the
Rectio Method). The activity is supported by two ECCs: one LineChart
that shows the readings of hydraulic oil pressure for five sensors and one
CollPad in which participants provide hypotheses of possible inappropriate
actions of a machine operator.

In the fifth activity of the process (CP5), participants describe accord-
ing to their experience possible symptoms caused by software, mechanical
components or their interaction that could cause the machine symptoms
reported. In CP5, participants execute the phases “data analysis” and
“hypotheses definition” of the Rectio method. In “data analysis”, parti-
cipants reason about mechatronic problems that can cause machine fail-
ures (corresponding to the activity “analyse data” of the Rectio Method).
In the “hypotheses definition” phase, participants describe possible causes
for mechatronic problems identified in telemetry data (corresponding to the
activity “generate hypotheses” of the Rectio Method), evaluate the influence
of causes in machine failures (corresponding to the activity “evaluate hypo-
theses” of the Rectio Method) and select a main cause for the mechatronics
failures can potentially damage a machine (corresponding to the activity
“select hypotheses” of the Rectio Method). The activity is supported by
two ECCs: one LineChart that shows the readings of hydraulic oil pressure
for five sensors and one CollPad in which participants provide hypotheses
of possible mechatronic problems.

In the sixth activity of the process (CP6), participants describe accord-
ing to their experience possible downgraded modes that would limit the risk
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of machine degradation. In CP6, participants execute the phase “solution
generation” of the Rectio method. In this phase, participants describe pos-
sible downgraded machine modes (corresponding to the activity “generate
possible actions” of the Rectio Method), evaluate the efficiency of down-
graded modes to avoid secondary machine damages (corresponding to the
activity “evaluate possible actions” of the Rectio Method) and choose a ma-
chine downgraded mode to recommend (corresponding to the activity “select
preferred action” of the Rectio Method). The activity is supported by two
ECCs: one LineChart that shows the readings of hydraulic oil pressure for
five sensors and one CollPad in which participants provide hypotheses of
possible downgraded machine modes.

In the seventh activity of the process (CP7), participants describe ac-
cording to their experience possible improvements for automatic failure de-
tection in the context of this experiment. In CP7, participants execute the
phase “solution generation” of the Rectio method. In this phase, parti-
cipants describe possible improvements in the algorithms of machine failure
detection according to their experience (corresponding to the activity “gen-
erate possible actions” of the Rectio Method), evaluate the suitability of
their implementation based on required resources to change the algorithms
in the machine (corresponding to the activity “evaluate possible actions” of
the Rectio Method) and choose the most suitable machine improvement (cor-
responding to the activity “select preferred action” of the Rectio Method).
The activity is supported by two ECCs: one LineChart that shows the
readings of hydraulic oil pressure for five sensors and one CollPad in which
participants provide possible improvements for failure detection.

In the eighth activity of the process (CP8), participants have the possib-
ility to review the generated information and create a report, based on the
Volvo Case Report, for the implementation team. The activity is supported
by the SessionSummary ECC by which participants open and modify pre-
vious generated contributions or ratings, or request directly the creation of
the report.

All eight process activities are also configured with contextualized in-
structions for each activity. The instructions describe the goal and expected
results for each activity.

6.2.2 Experiment Subjects

A total of twelve diagnosis experts took part in this experiment. All par-
ticipants belong to the global diagnosis team of VCE. They are worldwide
experts in control and transmission technology.
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Figure 6.10: A flowchart of the experiment with coordination mechanisms
implemented in Elgar.

The twelve participants formed six distributed teams. The identification
of each team corresponds to the combination of the initial of their names.
The identification of the six teams, the initials of the participants and their
expertise are described as follows:

• Team P&F: hydraulic engineer (PT) and mechanical engineer (FL),

• Team J&D, chemical engineer (JA) and mechanical engineer (DB),

• Team J&M, mechanical engineer (JL) and computer science (MN),

• Team R&D, no official degree (RL) and mechanical engineer (DM),

• Team R&L, no official degree (RJ) and mechanical engineer (LA), and

• Team M&O, mechanical engineer (MA) and mechanical engineer (OO)

6.2.3 Procedure

This experiment follows five phases, as described in the flowchart illustrated
by Figure 6.10. The first two phases are training sessions to familiarize teams
with Elgar. The last three phases refer to the execution of the diagnosis
task. Participants are instructed that the duration of training phases is of a
maximum of two hours, whereas the execution of the diagnosis task has the
maximum duration of one hour.

In phase 1, team participants use the ad-hoc mechanism and in phase
2, the prescribed mechanism. During the training sessions, participants are
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co-located and have to describe anomalies above a threshold for a predefined
chart configured in the “LineChart” ECC. An instructor is also present to
support them in the use of the functionalities and coordination mechanisms
of Elgar.

In phase 1, the instructor trains participants on the creation of ECCs, in
particular the “TaskManager”, added in Elgar after the previous experiment,
and the use of shared data, based on workspace awareness information.
In phase 2, the instructor trains participants in following a collaboration
process that contains pre-defined activities, instructions and ECCs.

For this experiment, each participant is located in a separate room,
provided with a notebook, connected to a Internet-based voice channel for
communication purposes. First, the instructor requests the team to identify
the root-causes of the anomalies of a wheel loader machine using the ad-hoc
coordination mechanism (phase 3). Then, the instructor requests the team
to to identify the root-causes of the machine anomalies for other readings
of the wheel loader using the prescribed coordination mechanism (phase 4).
In the end of the experiment, the instructor requests teams to answer two
surveys to assess their perception about the use of coordination mechanisms
(phase 5).

6.2.4 Research Methods

This experiment uses four different methods to evaluate the use of Elgar
in a diagnosis task, based on a scenario designed with Volvo Construction
Equipment. An evaluation approach that combines different established
evaluation methods was designed to assess collaboration aspects in the in-
teraction among participants belonging to a team. The first method evalu-
ates the usefulness of Elgar in supporting the interaction of participants in
their virtual meeting to execute the established diagnosis task. The second
method evaluates the usefulness of Elgar in providing workspace awareness
information to participants. The third method evaluates the usability of El-
gar in the established diagnosis task. The fourth method evaluates the qual-
ity of collaboration of teams that use Elgar during the established diagnosis
task. These methods combined are designed to evaluate the functionalit-
ies that Elgar provides to participants and not to measure their individual
motivation to use the system.

The first three methods are based on questionnaires. After the execution
of the diagnosis task, a session mediator requests participants to answer the
three questionnaires. The fourth evaluation method is based on judging the
observation of the screencasts of each team and the transcription of their
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dialogues during the execution of the diagnosis tasks.

Workspace-based Meeting Assessment Method

This study uses an adaptation of the meeting assessment questionnaire
[Briggs et al., 2003a] to evaluate the usefulness of Elgar supporting parti-
cipants in diagnosis tasks. The meeting assessment questionnaire has origin-
ally fifteen questions. It captures the effectiveness of teams working together
and the results obtained by the team in the end of the meeting.

# Question

i1 I got (less/more) from the shared workspace system support than I
had anticipated.

i2 I benefited (less/more) from the shared workspace system than I
expected.

i3 I am (less/more) likely to attain my goals because of this shared
workspace system support.

i4 I feel satisfied with the work practices proposed by the shared work-
space system.

i5 When the problem analysis session was over, I felt satisfied with the
results.

i6 Our accomplishments today give me a feeling of satisfaction.
i7 I feel satisfied with the shared workspace systems support in today’s

problem analysis session.
i8 I feel satisfied about the way the shared workspace system made it

possible for my colleague and I to work together on the assignment.

Table 6.4: Items of an workspace-based meeting assessment questionnaire
based on [Briggs et al., 2003a] that evaluate the usefulness of Elgar with
regard to the proposed work practices of the meeting.

Table 6.4 describes the adapted version of the meeting assessment ques-
tionnaire. This version has eight items that measure the usefulness of Elgar
to support participants with regard to the diagnosis session. The other eight
questions were not considered in this evaluation because they are not relev-
ant for this experiment. These questionnaire items focus on the frequency
of use of the system, Elgar in this case, and on demographic data. However,
each team executes only once the diagnosis task and the demographic data
focus on aspects that are not assessed in the experiment. Participants an-
swer each item of the questionnaire in a Likert scale that ranges from one
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(strongly disagree) to seven (strongly agree).

Workspace Awareness Assessment Method

The second method evaluates the usefulness of Elgar in providing workspace
awareness information to participants in diagnosis sessions to support their
their coordination. The questionnaire uses items that assess the provided
workspace awareness related to present actions of team participants [Gutwin
and Greenberg, 2002].

# Question

i1 I was aware of the contributions and content generated by my col-
league.

i2 I was aware in which tasks my colleague was working and which
data he/she was using.

i3 I was aware the ECCs in which my colleague was working.
i4 I was aware which information my colleague was using for that task.

Table 6.5: Items that represent shared situation awareness based on [Gutwin
and Greenberg, 2002] to assess the usefulness of provided workspace aware-
ness information provided by Elgar.

Table 6.5 describes four items that evaluate workspace awareness
provided by Elgar. Participants answer each item of the questionnaire in a
Likert scale that ranges from one (strongly disagree) to five (strongly agree).

Computer System Usability Method

This study uses an adaptation of the Computer System Usability Question-
naire (CSUQ) to evaluate the usability of Elgar in a diagnosis task based
on Volvo Construction Equipment information. The CSUQ is a question-
naire that evaluates the overall usability of a software system [Lewis, 1995].
However, some questionnaire items from CSUQ were removed because they
assess aspects of the use of Elgar that are not the focus of this experiment,
e.g. easy recovery from errors. In addition, some questionnaire items were
adapted to state the use of Elgar explicitly in the formulation of items. For
example, the questionnaire uses the formulation“Overall, I am satisfied with
this shared system” instead of “Overall, I am satisfied with this system”.
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# Question

i1 Overall, I am satisfied with how easy it is to use this shared work-
space system.

i2 It was simple to use this shared workspace system.
i3 I can effectively complete my work using this shared workspace sys-

tem.
i4 I am able to complete my work quickly using this shared workspace

system.
i5 I feel comfortable using this shared workspace system.
i6 It was easy to learn to use this shared workspace system.
i7 I believe I became productive using this shared workspace system.
i8 I believe I became productive quickly using this shared workspace

system.
i9 The information provided by the system is easy to understand.
i10 The information provided for the shared workspace system is effect-

ive in helping me complete the tasks and scenarios.
i11 The organization of information on the shared workspace system

screen is clear.
i12 The user interface of this shared workspace system is pleasant.
i13 I like using the user interface of this shared workspace system.
i14 This shared workspace system has all the functions and capabilities

I expect it to have.
i15 Overall, I am satisfied with this shared workspace system.
i16 I would use this shared workspace system in Volvo Construction

Equipment for collaborative problem analysis situations in the fu-
ture.

Table 6.6: Items of a usability questionnaire based on the CSUQ [Lewis,
1995] to evaluate the usability of Elgar.

Table 6.6 describes the adapted version of CSUQ. This version has six-
teen items that measure the usability of Elgar and the specific functionalities
of its coordination mechanisms. Participants answer each item of the ques-
tionnaire in a Likert scale that ranges from one (strongly disagree) to seven
(strongly agree).

Quality of Collaboration Method

This study uses a method that evaluates the quality of collaboration in
teams connected through technology during design situations [Burkhardt
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et al., 2009]. This method is used in this experiment to assess the quality
of collaboration in teams working on diagnosis tasks through Elgar. The
method describes quality of collaboration based on seven dimensions:

• Fluidity of Collaboration assesses the management of verbal commu-
nication (verbal turns), of actions (tool use) and of attention orienta-
tion.

• Sustaining Mutual Understanding assesses grounding processes con-
cerning the design artefact (problem, solutions) and actions of parti-
cipants.

• Information Exchange assesses design ideas pooling, refinement of design
ideas and coherency of ideas.

• Argumentation and Reaching Consensus assesses whether there is ar-
gumentation and decision taken on common consensus.

• Task and Time Management assesses planning (e.g. task allocation)
and time management.

• Cooperative Orientation assesses the balance of contribution of the
actors in design, planning, and in verbal and graphical actions.

• Individual Task Orientation assesses, for each contributor, their mo-
tivation (marks of interest in the collaboration), implication (actions)
and involvement (attention orientation).

The use of the method requires a referee to watch collaboration recorded
in videos and rate them based on the seven aforementioned dimensions.
The method defines, for each dimension, a set of indicators that are more
specific to clarify and capture its aspects. Each indicator is associated to
two questions, one with positive valence and one with negative valence. A
referee may answer yes, no or yes/no to any of the questions. Based on
these answers, a score is calculated for each indicator and, ultimately, for
each dimension. In a positive valence question, the value of an answer ’yes’
is 1 and the value of an answer ’no’ is 0. Conversely, in a negative valence
question, the value of an answer ’yes’ is 0 and the value of an answer ’no’ is
1. The value of an answer ’yes/no’ is 0.5 in any type of question.

Table 6.7 describes the seven dimensions, their respective indicators and
the questions used by referees to calculate the scores for each dimension. In
this experiment, two referees used the dimensions, indicators and questions
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described as a coding scheme to estimate the quality of collaboration in all
six teams, based on the transcriptions.

Although the original method considers encouragement and motivation
to be one indicator in the dimension of individual task orientation, for this
experiment the method was adapted and the indicator is split in two, an in-
dicator for encouragement and another one for motivation. In a pre-analysis
of the transcriptions, referees faced difficulties to classify excerpts that match
simultaneously encouragement and motivation. Therefore, the method was
adapted and the indicator divided in two to enable a more accurate of the
coding schemes in the transcriptions.

6.2.5 Results

Duration of the Sessions

The duration of the diagnosis session for each team is described in Table
6.8. The average of teams that use Elgar with the ad-hoc coordination
mechanism is 57.3 minutes, whereas the average of teams that use Elgar
with the prescribed mechanism is 46 minutes.

P&F J&D J&M R&D R&L M&O
A P

Duration (minutes) 43 62 67 29 47 62

Table 6.8: Duration of the diagnosis session for each team.

Therefore, in average, Table 6.8 shows that teams that use the ad-hoc
coordination mechanism need less time to accomplish the goals of the dia-
gnosis task for this experiment. Note that in all cases this is the first time
a team works with a specific coordination mechanism.

Results of the Workspace-based Meeting Assessment Method

The results of the workspace-based meeting assessment questionnaire indic-
ates the usefulness of each coordination mechanism (ad hoc and prescribed)
during the diagnosis task.

After the diagnosis task, all twelve participants answered the meeting
assessment questionnaire. Figure 6.11 shows the average of the answers of
participants according to the used coordination mechanism.

These results show that the prescribed coordination mechanism is more
effective in diagnosis sessions. Almost all answers that report the use of
the prescribed coordination mechanism have higher averages (in one point
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Figure 6.11: Average of answers from the meeting assessment questionnaire
from teams that used the prescribed and ad-hoc coordination mechanisms.

in the scale) than the answers that report the use of the ad-hoc coordina-
tion mechanism. The exceptions are items “i01” and “i04”. The difference
between averages for prescribed and ad-hoc coordination mechanisms is less
than one point in the scale, therefore they are considered to be comparable,
indicating that participants do not seem to have a preference for the pre-
scribed coordination mechanism over the ad hoc, or vice versa. The high
index of both coordination mechanisms in the item “i01” demonstrates that
participants had their expectations exceeded with regard to Elgar and the
used coordination mechanisms as item “i01” states that they had more sup-
port from Elgar than anticipated. The same situation occurs with the item
“i04”, the reported average in Figure 6.11 indicates the usefulness of work
practices proposed by the coordination mechanisms, which were unknown
to participants before this experiments.

Although the chart in Figure 6.11 indicates a general tendency towards
a high the usefulness of the prescribed coordination mechanism over the
ad-hoc, the tendency lacks validity as the dispersion of the answers in the
results, measured by the calculation of standard deviation for each item, is
high, indicating that participants have divergent opinions.

Results of the Workspace Awareness Assessment Method

The results of the workspace awareness questionnaire show the usefulness
with the provided information as illustrated in the Figure 6.12.

In particular, the item “i01” indicates the usefulness of awareness inform-
ation, provided by Elgar, to describe content generated by other participants
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Figure 6.12: Average of answers from the workspace awareness questionnaire
from teams that used the prescribed and ad-hoc coordination mechanisms.

during the diagnosis session. The averages show the usefulness of awareness
information, independent of the used coordination mechanism. Although
the values of error bars have a variation of two points in the scale of possible
answers, the minimum values of the error bars are above the medium value.

The items “i02” and “i03” also have similar averages for prescribed and
ad-hoc coordination mechanisms. According to both items, participants
are aware of the activities on which their peers work and the ECCs used.
However, such a result cannot be confirmed because the standard deviations
of both items are high.

Another particular case is the item “i04”. This item indicates the aware-
ness of a participant about the information used by another participant. The
difference between participants who use the prescribed or ad-hoc coordin-
ation mechanisms is significant, indicating that participants who use the
prescribed coordination mechanism are more aware about the information
used by their peers during the diagnosis task, in comparison to participants
who uses the ad-hoc coordination mechanism.

Results of the Computer System Usability Method

Analysis of the results of the CSUQ shows a tendency in preference of the
prescribed coordination mechanism over the ad hoc. Figure 6.13 shows the
averages of the answers of participants in the diagnosis task. For almost
all items, participants evaluate the usability of Elgar and the prescribed
coordination mechanism higher than ad hoc, except for the item “i14”. This
item, the average of the ad-hoc coordination mechanism is slightly higher
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Figure 6.13: Average of answers from the computer system usability ques-
tionnaire from teams that used the prescribed and ad-hoc coordination
mechanisms.

than the prescribed, indicating that participants believe that Elgar provides
all expected functionalities and capabilities for the diagnosis task.

Item “i01” shows that Elgar is easier to use with the prescribed coordin-
ation mechanism than with the ad-hoc mechanism. Participants that use
the prescribed mechanism tend to agree with this item, whereas participants
that use the ad-hoc mechanism tend to disagree with this item. Item “i02”
shows that the use of the prescribed coordination mechanism is simpler to
use than the ad-hoc mechanism. Item “i05” shows that participants feel
more comfortable to use Elgar with the prescribed coordination mechan-
ism than with the ad-hoc. Finally, item “i11” shows that Elgar with the
prescribed mechanism provides a clearer organization of information.

Results of the Quality of Collaboration Method

Each coordination mechanism is evaluated to understand its influence in
collaboration. Table 6.9 summarizes the scores for each of the teams in this
experiment. The score describes an index for the seven dimensions that
represent the quality of collaboration, for each of the six teams. The index
is represented in a scale from one to five, in which one represents a low
score for the dimension whereas five represents a high score. A low score
represents a lower quality of collaboration with regard to a dimension and
a higher score represents a higher quality of collaboration.
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Dimension P&F J&D J&M R&D R&L M&O
A P

Fluidity of Collaboration 5 4.6 4.6 2.9 2.9 4.2
Sustaining Mutual Under-
standing

5 4.2 5 4.6 3.8 5

Information Exchange 4.6 4.6 4.6 5 4.2 5
Argumentation and Reaching
Consensus

5 3.75 5 5 5 5

Task Management 4.375 5 4.4 0.6 3.1 3.8
Cooperative Orientation 5 5 3.4 5 2.2 4.4
Individual Task Orientation 4.4 4.4 4.1 4.4 2.5 4.4

Table 6.9: Score of the dimensions that measure the quality of collaboration
for each coordination mechanism, normalized in a scale from one to five.

After the transcription of the dialogues of the teams, referees use di-
mension indicators to tag the transcription individually. Once tagged, ref-
erees answer with “yes”, “no” or “yes/no” the positive and negative valence
questions, associated to each indicator. Subsequently they compare their
individual results and merge it in a common version.

Based on the common version of the tags of the transcription, the score
of the dimensions is calculated. The calculation is based on the principle
of the cross-multiplication that uses the ratio of the score of a dimension
and the representation of its value in a Likert scale of five points, such as
indicated by the equation described in the Figure 6.14. Using the cross-
multiplication principle in the equation, the value of x is calculated as the
result of the multiplication of the score of a dimension (variable dimen-
sionScore) by five (the maximum of a Likert scale used in this experiment),
divided by the maximum score of the considered dimension (variable max-
imumDimensionScore). For example, a dimension has a score of 4.2 (ap-
proximately) with a dimensionScore of 5 and a maximumDimensionScore is
6, according to the equation.

The score of a dimension (dimensionScore) depends on the answers to the
questions of dimension indicators. For example the score of the dimension
“Fluidity of Collaboration” is six when a referee assign “yes” to all positive
valence questions and “no” to all negative valence questions. Whereas the
maximum score of a dimension (maximumDimensionScore) is calculated
based on the number of questions of a dimension. For example the dimension
“Fluidity of Collaboration” has six questions, therefore its maximum score
is six.

The following two sections describe the results of each dimension and
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Figure 6.14: Equation to calculate the score of a dimension of the quality of
collaboration method in a Likert scale of five points.

provides the reasoning for such indexes together with excerpts from the
transcriptions of the dialogues of the teams. The first section describes
the dimensions from the perspective of the three teams that use the ad-
hoc coordination mechanism, the second section describes the dimensions
from the perspective of the three teams that use the prescribed coordination
mechanism.

Ad-Hoc Coordination Mechanism

Fluidity of Collaboration
Teams that use the ad-hoc coordination mechanism demonstrate more fluid-
ity in collaboration as indicated by the indicators “fluidity of verbal turns”,
“fluidity of the use of Elgar” and “coherency of attention orientation”. In
observed teams with regard to “fluidity of verbal turns”, participants ex-
change several questions and answers with each other during their discussion
to clarify a certain topic. For example, in the following excerpt of transcrip-
tion, participants have several verbal turns to create a shared understanding
about the interpretation of the telemetry data of a machine.

J: F1 and F2, is that forward 1 and forward 2?
D: I presume that it is for the clutch 1 and f2 is the pressure for the clutch 2.
J: Yeah.
D: And F should be pressure for the clutch F.
J: Yeah, just forward.
D: Exactly.
J: Yeah, that is right.
D: We see the time here for this shifting
J: Ahhh, 300 ms?
D: 300 ms
J: Something like 350 maybe?
D: and we have problem with the clutch
J: Yeah but we have, we have a long pressure on both yeah I mean clutch okay clutch

for forward 2 is disengaging in this case, I guess.
D: Yes, that is right.

With regard to “fluidity of the use of Elgar” during the diagnosis task,
the observed participants use the functionalities provided by Elgar during
the diagnosis task often in the first attempts and without constant help from
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the session mediator. For example, a team manages to analyse the hydraulic
oil pressure in the telemetry data, report it in Elgar through CollPads, and
generate a summary of the diagnosis session without need of help. The
following excerpt of transcription illustrates some of these aspects.

D: The main pressure yeah, that is the main pressure. Yeah, that is right.
J: Maybe there is a small drop in main pressure as well.
D: Yeah, that is right.
J: I dont know if we can.
D: If it is in the same There is ahm ok, there is a block but see each channel one

for channel F and another for channel 1.
J: I am gonna, I am gonna write something about the analysis and then we can fill

in What do you think?
D: Good.
J: Just to get somewhere.
D: Yeah.
D: Ah, maybe we should put it in this CollPad. Dropping the picture
D: Maybe we talked about different possibilities. May be each of them we can write in

the CollPad.
J: Yeah.
D: and then we rate them later.
J: Yeah, good idea.
D: Ah maybe, one possibility there can be a problem that the piston of the clutch becomes

ahm the prim of the clutch has got sufficient force to return back the piston
J: Ahhhmm okay

The last indicator for this dimension is “coherency of attention orienta-
tion” contributes to the high index of this dimension. Most of the observed
participants who used this coordination mechanism do not demonstrate dis-
traction or do not request repetition of previous statements often. For ex-
ample, none of the teams that used the ad-hoc coordination mechanism
demonstrated lack of attention because there was no trace on the transcrip-
tions indicating a request for repetition during the diagnosis task.

Sustaining Mutual Understanding
Teams that use the ad-hoc coordination mechanism have a high index with
regard to the dimension “sustaining mutual understanding”, on the basis of
“mutual understanding of the state of problem and solutions”, “mutual un-
derstanding of the current and next activities” and “mutual understanding
of the state of Elgar”. The indicator “mutual understanding of the state of
problems” indicates that teams constantly interact to ask questions, clarify
issues or provide complementary information. For example, the excerpt of
transcribed dialogue below shows the amount of information shared among
participants during the diagnosis task.
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F: Then possible inappropriate operators action I think this is nothing to do with op-
erators I guess.

P: No.
F: Seems to be a failure in the transmission.
P: Ahhhhm but normal drivers behaviour is not this service maintenance ja
F: Service and maintenance it is possible
P: I dont think the operators not abnormal driving behaviours.
F: No I don’t think so I think it should be some problem with the transmission and

not with operator.
P: Yeah.

The indicator “mutual understanding of the activities in progress and
next activities” indicates through the observation of the screencasts that
teams are aware of all activities that are necessary for the diagnosis task.
For example, the following excerpt of transcribed dialogue demonstrates
that participants, using the ad-hoc coordination mechanism, are aware of
the sequence of activities that provide data to fill the information required
in the Volvo Case Report.

J: Should we like ahhmm, suggest possibly inappropriate operators actions as a task?
Ahm normal machine behaviour . What do you think?

D: Ah !! Uhm, ahm a fault description.
J: Ah ok, sorry. Should we, like, suggest . something to replace then?
D: The fault description should be written in a Collpad. (not on a task list).
J: Are you talking to me now?
D: Yeah.. (laughs). Because we should make this fault description normal, machine

behaviour, possible inappropriate operator actions and all those to write in the Coll-
pad, I suppose.

J: Yeah, right, I think so.
D: What do you think?
J: Sounds like a good idea.

The indicator “mutual understanding of the state of Elgar” indicates
that participants using the ad-hoc coordination mechanism not only men-
tion the names of ECCs during their discussion but also are aware of their
instantiations in the shared workspace system. For example, the following
excerpts of transcribed dialogues in teams illustrate this indicator.

J: Should I open it (Static Line Chart) David, should I open it? You will see if I open
it, I guess. <David opens a Static Line Chart without mentioning.>

J: Oh, now we have 2.
J: I am closing mine then.

F: Ok, you see my descriptions and ahm in the CollPad
P: Yes.
F: Ok, that is good.
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P: But ahm ja ok that is to 2 bar approximately.
F: Or maybe even further
P: It is hard to see, you need ahm zoom in. <Pierre provides a collpad contribution>
P: So, I have wrote something as well
F: Yeah, I can see it.
P: But I havent attached the diagram because ahm it the diagram doesnt describe as

it should be. Maybe it should not be attached.

An exception is the team (J&D). In certain situations participants
demonstrate confusion with the use of ECCs, as they do not to know in
which ECCs to describe possible hypotheses and subtasks.

Information Exchange
Teams that use the ad-hoc coordination mechanism demonstrate a high in-
dex in the dimension “information exchange”, during the diagnosis task,
indicated by “generation of ideas” and “refinement of ideas”. All observed
teams generated ideas according to their evaluation of provided data that
contributed to the formulation of a diagnosis report, in line with the nature
of the task. All participants contributed with hypotheses for root-cause fail-
ures of machines. All observed teams also constantly refined their hypotheses
as a result of discussions with other participants or influence of their sug-
gestions. For example, the observation of different screencasts demonstrate
that participants changed their hypotheses after discussions with other par-
ticipants or after review of the generated content.

Argumentation and Reaching Consensus
Teams that use the ad-hoc coordination mechanism demonstrate a high
index of argumentation and reaching consensus, as indicated by “criticism
and argumentation” and “common decision taking”. With regard to the
indicator “criticism and argumentation” participants often discuss about
a machine anomaly described through the provided telemetry data. For
example, the following excerpt of transcription shows the interaction among
two participants in a discussion to define failure detection procedures.

F: Yeah, but I mean, for the last one failure detection procedures ahmm on the
machine I probably can write ahm that when we do the gear shifting other clutches
cannot should not drop if it drops then there is some failure in the clutches.

P: Yeah unfortunately we don’t have this pressure, I think.
F: Ok, so it is not in the ECU so
P: No. I think you can detect by the speed sensors that you have slip in the transmis-

sion.
F: Uhum! Speed sensors for the clutch. Ah no for the (not understandable)
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With regard to the indicator “common decision taking” teams often dis-
cuss and seek for consensus before they make a decision. This indicates that
participants take common decisions together in the diagnosis task, especially
with regard to the description of machine anomalies and recommendations
to avoid further degradation of the machine. Participants seem to ignore the
opinion of another member or take decisions alone. For example, the follow-
ing transcribed excerpt shows the discussion of a team about a strategy to
describe possible mechatronic problems that cause a machine failure.

P: I can write I can try to write about the about the possible mechatronic problem
causing machine failures.

F: Shall we write it now or shall we do it later? Because I think maybe you can write
it now otherwise we can we will forget what we discussed.

P: Yeah.

Task Management
Teams that use the ad-hoc coordination mechanism demonstrate a high
index in the dimension “task manager” as indicated by “work planning”,
“task division”, “distribution and management of tasks interdependencies”
and “time management”. Work planning indicates that teams plan their
work. All observed teams discuss and plan a strategy to identify anomalies,
described by the machine telemetry data, and fill the Volvo Case Report,
required to accomplish the diagnosis task. For example, the following ex-
cerpt of transcription demonstrates a situation in which a team plans their
work.

F: Yeah but I mean, Jordan proposed that we should follow this Volvo Case Report,
for the specific items

P: Ah, ok.
F: So we write the contributions
P: Ok.
F: So we write in the CollPad. So if I wrote the fault description and then there are

2 questions component that is detected as faulty and explanation of the smallest
replacement part to solve the issue.

With regard to task division teams divide their tasks to contribute to the
formulation of Volvo Case Report. They either take the initiative to execute
a task or propose that another participant executes a task. For example,
the following excerpt of transcription illustrates such a situation.

J: So, it is ahm, analyse the measurement. Right?
D: Yeah.
D: So, we kind say that this is completed now, or?
J: I dont know. What do you think?
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D: If it is maybe not, we can come up with more information. We add maybe shall
we add a task to describe .. or, or how to say? ahm, or Conclusions.

J: Yeah. I will do something about the analysis. If you write something about the ...
D: the task
J: conclusion

With regard to distribution and management of dependencies, teams
distribute and manage, among participants, subtasks that are necessary to
accomplish the goals of the diagnosis task. The observed teams identify,
propose and manage the subtasks that influence in the formulation of the
Volvo Case Report. For example, the following excerpt illustrates a parti-
cipant who checks whether another member finished a subtask to progress
in the diagnosis task.

D: Maybe we can write down that probably there is no it is not inappropriate
J: Yeah, it is not operator
D: Dependent
J: Yeah
D: It is the hardware
J: Have you finished the conclusion?
D: The conclu ahmmm
D: No, I didnt. I wrote this as only as a task that the task that you did.
J: Ah ok.
D: to write the conclusion for analyze ... you wrote this.
J: Oh, sorry.
D: That is why

Finally, with regard to time management, participants do not demon-
strate concern about the execution of the diagnosis task, respecting the
time limit. However, none of the observed teams switch their attention in
other activities that are irrelevant for the diagnosis task. One team (J&D)
represents the exception with regard to time management. In this team,
participants have a discussion to agree on the continuation of the diagnosis
task, although their time limit is over. The following excerpt of their tran-
scribed interaction demonstrates the concern of one of the participants with
the time limit.

D: It is good to (participant wants to continue with the discussions about the session)
It is time or? Mediator: The session should take one hour.

D: So we have more 45 min .
J: No, we are finished then! ... Arent we?
J: The conference call is 15, so it means it is now (the time in which the conference

call should be over)
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Cooperative Orientation
Teams that use the ad-hoc coordination mechanism demonstrate a high in-
dex in the dimension “cooperative orientation” due to the positive influence
of the indicators of this dimension. The “symmetry of verbal contributions”
indicates that participants contribute verbal ideas equally to interpret the
telemetry data of the machine.

The indicator “symmetry of use of Elgar” indicates that participants use
and explore the functionalities of Elgar, not only providing contributions
or ratings but also with regard to instantiation of ECCs and the use of
workspace awareness information during the diagnosis task.

With regard to “symmetry of task management” participants execute
the divided tasks equally, contributing to the report generated in the end of
the diagnosis task.

Individual Task Orientation
Teams that use the ad-hoc coordination mechanism demonstrate a high
index in the dimension “individual task orientation”. The indicator “show
motivation” indicates that participants demonstrate motivation to execute
the diagnosis task. For example, the following excerpt of the transcribed
dialogue of a team illustrates the motivation aspect.

J: read another contribution. This is how to use the machine to avoid the downstream
damages. Avoid using the defected gear until ahm cause of too low pressure is fixed,
if not then the clutch was (not understandable) clutch c certainly happen. I think
this is the higher priority, should be a 4 or 5.

M: I think 5.
J: 5.
J: read another contribution.

M: I just added that (laughs)
J: Should we perhaps add the other one?

M: We can skip that one.
J: read another contribution.
J: As a proposal on how to improve the analysis. 3, 4? What do you think?

M: Yes sure, put that as 4, sure.
J: Sure.
J: More work to the software guys.

M: Yeah.
J: Yeah.
J: Great, we are done.

The indicator “encourage others motivation” indicates that participants
whom use either the ad-hoc or prescribed coordination mechanisms do not
demonstrate encouragement of other participants to participate on the dia-
gnosis task nor do they demonstrate lack of motivation.
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The indicator “constancy of efforts” indicates that participants put their
effort in the diagnosis task. Participants explore the provided machine tele-
metry data, discuss their impressions and share information based on their
knowledge and experience. For example, the following excerpt of the tran-
scribed dialogue of a team shows the initiative of a participant to describe
one possible fix for a machine problem.

F: Then I can write the fault description and you can write normal machine behaviour.
P: Yeah.
P: So then we go to Collpad and write something.
F: Yeah, i think so.
P: Or should we make the task lists first? It doesnt matter or?
F: Hum I think now we have created the task list so we write in the collpad and then

when we are finished we click complete.
P: Yeah. But then on the other hand we can plan for more actions first and then do

it .. and then I guess but we can do it like this now.
F: Aham ! Ok, ja.

The indicator “attention orientation” indicates that participants demon-
strate their focus on the diagnosis task. During the observation of the video
recordings, participant demonstrate their focus to work on the diagnosis
subtask that contributes to the overall task until its completion and do not
leave subtasks incomplete. However, the team J&D demonstrates distrac-
tion during the task, as a participant requests re-explanation of a situation
from the other member. For example, the following part of transcribed
dialogue shows the distraction of a participant during a discussion.

Prescribed Coordination Mechanism

Fluidity of Collaboration
Teams that use the prescribed coordination mechanism demonstrate less
fluidity in collaboration compared to the ad-hoc coordination mechanism.
With regard to “fluidity of verbal turns” observed teams do not interact often
to discuss matters of diagnosis or to reach consensus, therefore the fluidity
of verbal turns is low. For example, in the transcription of the dialogue
in the team L&R, this situation becomes more evident as participant “L”
provides verbal contributions with regard to anomalies in the telemetry data,
whereas participant “R” just acknowledges the reasoning without providing
any contribution.

L: You have deep in pressure in the forward clutch. Ja, and that is due to the first
deep is where we start to feel the which clutch I can’t see the information No, the
first clutch is filled up and then you will have a pressure drop.
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R: Ok.
L: Because the we need to have oil to the clutch engagement and also in the second

drop will be when we increase the pressure to the forward clutch, so that is, or to
the first clutch. So that is not unnormal. And the pressure levels themselves about
I miss when I have worked with Elisabeth, I miss the speed information I think we
have some speed rotational speed as well.

R: Yes.
L: I can’t see from this picture that it should be an obvious problem.
R: Then, let’s write that as a summary.

The “fluidity of the use of Elgar” indicates that although participants
accomplish their tasks with the functionalities provided by Elgar, the obser-
vation of three teams show that the use of these functionalities, for example
the transition of activities of the collaboration process, interrupt the reas-
oning process in a team during the diagnosis task, which in turn contributes
to decrease the general index of the fluidity of collaboration. For example,
the video recordings show that after moving forward to the next activity,
participants focus their efforts on the new configuration provided by a pro-
cess activity, such as the understanding of new provided instructions, the
new provided ECCs and the required data for the activity.

With regard to “coherency of attention orientation” the team R&L
demonstrates low attention. During the whole task, participant “R” demon-
strates passive behaviour in the discussion of the anomalies of the telemetry
data, not showing interest in their analysis. Whereas “L” demonstrates
more enthusiasm and participation during the whole task, analysing data
and contributing with knowledge and experience. This situation is demon-
strated by the following excerpt of the transcription of their dialogue during
the task.

L: So ... This was a dump from a suspicious shift, indicating some problem but I cant
from this information say that or see that. It’s a bit tricky. I think we have It
would have been good to have these transmissions and signals as well.

R: Mh. Ok. Do we move on to the next part in the process, or?

Sustaining Mutual Understanding
Teams that use the prescribed coordination mechanism demonstrate a high
understanding about machine anomaly during the diagnosis task. The indic-
ator “mutual understanding of the state of problems” contributes to lower
the index of this dimension because the observed teams do not demonstrate
mutual understanding about the state of the problem. According to the
screencasts, the teams that use the prescribed coordination mechanism did
not interact and discuss to clarify or gather more information about the
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machine anomaly. They started to work directly with the provided inform-
ation and did not explore it further. Nonetheless, the video recordings or
transcriptions from these teams do not demonstrate an inappropriate under-
standing about machine anomalies or misunderstandings among participants
to agree on problems.

The “mutual understanding of the activities in progress and next activ-
ities” indicates the mutual understanding of participants with regard to
activities in progress and subsequent activities. All observed teams demon-
strate an understanding of the sequence of activities to analyse and generate
the required data to fill the Volvo Case Report and complete the diagnosis
task. For example, the following excerpt of transcription demonstrates how
a team explores the process activities and their sequence to complete the
diagnosis task and the need to progress throughout them.

L: Is there ah ok I can pull this bar up here (the bar of process phases) and go to the
right. Or it is more phases coming here. I didnt see them. Should we go on to the
next one then?

R: Yeah.
L: Describe possible downgrade operation modes.
L: To avoid a break down ok to avoid a breakdown.

The “mutual understanding of the state of Elgar” indicates that ob-
served teams do not face problems in including the several functionalities
of Elgar in their work practices to analyse and describe root-causes failures
with machines, described in telemetry data. Teams that use the prescribed
coordination mechanism adapted themselves to follow the prescribed pro-
cess activities to accomplish the diagnosis task, use information provided by
Elgar in each of the activities and use provided ECCs to generate data to
the Volvo Case Report.

Information Exchange
Teams that use the prescribed coordination mechanism demonstrate a high
exchange of information during the diagnosis task. The observed teams
generate and refine several hypotheses for the machine anomalies described
in the telemetry data, as guided by the prescribed collaboration process.
However, in team R&L, the index is lower for other teams because a parti-
cipant did not contribute in the generation and refinement of ideas, avoiding
exchange of knowledge during the task.

Argumentation and Reaching Consensus
Teams that use the prescribed coordination mechanism demonstrate a high
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level of argumentation and reach consensus as indicated by “criticisms and
argumentation” and “common decision taking”. The “criticism and argu-
mentation” indicates that participants who use the prescribed coordination
mechanism demonstrate natural discussions and argumentation to develop
their understanding about machine anomalies. In addition, none of the
observed teams demonstrate explicit manifestation of disagreement or criti-
cism. For example, the following excerpt of transcription demonstrate the
argumentation of a team.

L: The control that controls the system that the speed sensors measure the systems as
it triggers sessions in the software. So this is the 2 mechatronic parts that could be
blamed here. But how do we go on from here? Is it another

R: Well, when we what you said ... we shouldnt if this was a real case, I wouldnt go
on doing anything till we have more information.

L: Yeah, and we
R: Information about other error codes and speed sensor.
L: Yeah, that would be required.

With regard to “common decision taking” participants that use the pre-
scribed coordination mechanism often make decisions together. The ob-
served teams discuss their actions before taking them or seeking the opinion
of other participants. In all teams, participants take decisions together and
do not impose a decision on other members without a previous discussion.
For example, in a team that uses the prescribed coordination mechanism
(R&D), participants move together to other process activities whenever all
members finish their work. The following excerpt of transcription shows
a recurrent pattern of the team in the diagnosis task, the confirmation to
move to another process activity when participants realize that they have
achieved the results for a process activity .

R: Should we go further?
D: Yeah.

Task Management
Teams that use the prescribed coordination mechanism demonstrate low
efforts of task management as indicated by “work planning”, “task division”,
“distribution and management of tasks interdependencies”. With regard to
“work planning”, teams did not plan their work, as the collaboration process
already prescribes their work to accomplish the goals of the diagnosis task.
With regard to “task division”, teams that use the prescribed coordination
mechanism do not propose division of subtasks among other participants.
They avoid discussions on explicit task division and contribute directly to
the topics prescribed in each of the process activities.
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With regard to “distribution and management of dependencies” teams
that use the prescribed coordination mechanism identify, distribute and
manage subtasks that contribute to the diagnosis task. For example, the fol-
lowing excerpt of transcription shows the interaction of participants. They
agree that the generated results for a process activity are sufficient before
they progress to the next activity.

L: For this to change the on-board failure detection procedure that would be to include
the the speed signals in that case. Hum? Ok? Next one. Or do you have more
here?

L: Should should we go to the last one?
R: Yeah, I think so.
L: Generate Session Summary.

With regard to “time management” none of the observed teams demon-
strate concern about the management of time during the diagnosis task.
They do not demonstrate concern about the time spent to execute the task,
nor do they switch their attention to other irrelevant activities for the dia-
gnosis scenario.

Cooperative Orientation
Most of the teams that use the prescribed coordination mechanism demon-
strate an orientation towards cooperation as indicated by “symmetry of
verbal contributions”, “symmetry of use of Elgar” and “symmetry in task
management”. With regard to “symmetry of verbal contributions”, parti-
cipants provide verbal contributions to the identification of machine anom-
alies, described in the telemetry data.

With regard to “symmetry of use of Elgar” participants use and explore
the general functionalities implemented by Elgar and particular functionalit-
ies implemented by the prescribed coordination mechanism, e.g. prescription
of ECCs for process activities and contextualized instructions.

With regard to “symmetry in task management” most of the observed
participants execute assigned subtasks.

One of the observed teams represents an exception with regard to this di-
mension (R&L). Participants in this team do not demonstrate participation
in the diagnosis task. One participant contributes with more information
about the anomalies in the telemetry data whereas the other is more pass-
ive and does not participate in the discussion actively. The same situation
happens in the use of the functionalities provided by Elgar (indicator “sym-
metry of the use of Elgar”), one participant uses and explores Elgar, whereas
the other observes more and uses it minimally. Finally, the team also shows
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asymmetry with regard to task management (indicator “symmetry in task
management”). One participant contributes more actively to the diagnosis
tasks and executes necessary subtasks of it, whereas the other participant
observes and suggests to move forward from one process activity to the
other, when the partial activity results have been generated.

Individual Task Orientation
Most of the teams that use the prescribed coordination mechanism demon-
strate high individual task orientation, as indicated by “showing motiva-
tion”, “encouraging motivation”, “coherency of effort put in the task” and
“attention orientation in relation with the task”. The “show motivation and
encourage others motivation” of the observed teams that use the prescribed
coordination do not demonstrate motivation or motivate other participants.

With regard to “constancy of efforts”, most of the observed teams per-
sisted in putting their efforts to achieve the desired results for the diagnosis
task. For example, the following excerpt of transcribed dialogue shows the
efforts of a participant to move forward in the collaboration process.

L: For this to change the on-board failure detection procedure that would be to include
the the speed signals in that case. Hum? Ok? Next one. Or do you have more
here?

L: Should should we go to the last one?
R: Yeah, I think so.

An exception for this indicator is the team R&L, in which one of the
participants does not apply effort to contribute to the diagnosis task. The
participant contributes few verbal ideas and a few hypotheses.

With regard to “attention orientation”, participants are proactive in
contributing to the diagnosis task and are not distracted during the task.
However, in one of the teams (R&L), the same participant demonstrates lack
of pro-activity and contributes the minimum effort in the diagnosis task.

6.2.6 Discussion

Although the coordination mechanisms are different with respect to some
implementation aspects, both mechanisms enable participants to achieve
the desired results without a significant variation in the time spent with the
task. In this experiment, all teams identified the root-causes that caused
the symptoms of the wheel loader machine within an acceptable and similar
time range.

Teams prefer to use the prescribed coordination mechanism rather than
the ad hoc during the diagnosis session. Such a preference is indicated by
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the item “i02”, “i05”, “i07” and “i08”, represented in Figure 6.11. These
items indicate that teams that use this coordination mechanism benefited
more from Elgar than expected (“i02”), generated results in Elgar effect-
ively (“i05”), had the support of Elgar during the diagnosis task (“i07”),
and especially the support for collaboration (“i08”). Teams report that
the difference in the prescribed coordination mechanism is in the use of a
structured collaboration process. In informal conversations after this study,
several participants mention that they had never used a software system
based on a collaboration process to guide them in a diagnosis task. They
often worked with Microsoft Excel R© for the analysis of telemetry data and
Microsoft Lync R© in situations that require collaboration with another dis-
tant expert. The combination of software systems resembles the ad-hoc
coordination mechanism, in which participants need to coordinate the work
by themselves during a diagnosis task. Therefore, the high index of the pre-
scribed mechanism over the ad hoc, for the aforementioned questionnaire
items, demonstrates the usefulness of new work practices and structures
introduced by the collaboration process.

Teams that use the prescribed coordination mechanism indicate a clearer
organization of information on the shared workspace system screen (item
“i11”, Table 6.6) in comparison to teams that use the ad-hoc coordination
mechanism. In the prescribed mechanism, participants only visualize the
ECCs that are assigned to a specific process activity, whereas the other ECCs
are hidden by Elgar. ECCs that have local use in an activity are presented,
which avoids cluttering the screen of Elgar with unnecessary ECCs. The
situation is different in the use of the ad-hoc coordination mechanisms, be-
cause participants are allowed to instantiate as many ECCs as required to
support them in the accomplishment of the diagnosis task. Teams that use
this coordination mechanism use more ECCs (around five) than the teams
that use the prescribed mechanisms (around three). This situation is well
captured in the item “i11”, as the item shows a higher index for the pre-
scribed coordination mechanism.

The observed teams that use the prescribed coordination mechanism
take less time performing the diagnosis task most likely because the collab-
oration process prescribes the activities that are necessary for the diagnosis
task and their order. The process represents a prescribed plan, formulated
in advance by experts in diagnosis, prescribing the activities that are neces-
sary to identify the root-causes of a machine, through the telemetry data,
filling in the Volvo Case Report. The prescription of a collaboration process
facilitates task management work of teams because it describes a structure
that the team should follow for a certain type of situation. Therefore teams
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that use the prescribed coordination mechanism have shown to spend less
time on the diagnosis task, because they do less task management work than
teams that use the ad-hoc mechanism.

However, this result can be different if participants had to attend more
diagnosis sessions, executing the same collaboration process using the pre-
scribed coordination mechanism. Participants would become more familiar
with the process, possibly making the execution of the process more time-
consuming and redundant for them, as they would have had assimilated the
activities of the process and the order of their execution. In this situation
participants might have had preferred to use the ad-hoc coordination mech-
anism, as they would have more flexibility to define a coordination strategy
according to their previous accumulated knowledge and experience about
diagnosis.

Observed teams that use the ad-hoc coordination mechanism have shown
to be slower because they have to do more coordination work to accomplish
the expected results for the diagnosis task. These teams had to plan their
work to identify and report the root-cause for a machine anomaly, they
had to agree on plans, divide their work among participants and manage
the dependencies of the divided work. These teams interact more with
each other to agree on task management, therefore they demonstrated a
higher rating in task management dimension. It reflects the additional work
that is provided by collaboration processes in the prescribed coordination
mechanism.

Teams that use the prescribed coordination mechanism and follow collab-
oration processes experience quick pauses that represent a discontinuation
of the reasoning process. Whenever the teams obtain the expected partial
results for a process activity, they switch to a next process activity, which
reconfigures the workspace in Elgar, it opens new ECCs prescribed for a
process activity and it provides new instructions for the particular activ-
ity. The observation of video recordings demonstrate that after an activity
switch, participants need process again the new instructions to understand
the required outcomes for the activity and associate these outcomes with
the achievements of the diagnosis task. Although quickly, such a pause
interrupts their reasoning process, creating by each process activity an in-
terruption that hinders the fluidity of collaboration. Therefore, the index
that measure the fluidity of collaboration is lower for teams that use the
prescribed coordination mechanism.

On the contrary, the results indicate that the fluidity of collaboration
in teams that use the ad-hoc coordination mechanism is high, most likely,
because participants do not need to switch context of their workspace to
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understand new instructions or use new ECCs. These teams centre their
efforts on the identification of the root-causes for a machine anomaly and
on filling the Volvo Case Report, adapting the use of the shared workspace
system accordingly. They decide the type of ECCs and the number of in-
stances to organize the information they generate during the diagnosis task,
which becomes part of the Volvo Case Report.

The analysis of the results obtained with the quality evaluation method
also shows that the use of a particular mechanism does not influence ar-
gumentation and reach of consensus in teams, as most of teams have the
maximum score for this dimension. Both coordination mechanisms do not
influence the introduction of disagreements in the discussions of teams or
avoid them to take decisions together. The analysis of the video recordings
demonstrate that participants naturally discuss about their hypotheses with
each other to become sure about them or the task management, and these
discussions seldom turn into disagreements. Such a situation provides in-
dications that the implementation of the provided coordination mechanisms
does not hinder collaboration aspects that are important in the diagnosis
tasks, especially when several experts are required.

The results of the workspace-based meeting and usability questionnaires
demonstrate the usefulness of functionalities provided by the prescribed co-
ordination mechanism. The prescription of a collaboration process facilit-
ates their efforts in the diagnosis task, as it anticipates and describes the
activities that teams follow to achieve their goals. Although the function-
alities provided by the ad-hoc coordination mechanism have a lower index
with regard to the assessment of the meeting and usability, the evaluation
of the quality of collaboration shows higher scores for teams that use this
mechanisms. In particular, the fluidity of collaboration is higher because
participants interact more to discuss the situation of a machine but also to
coordinate their work to fill the Volvo Case Report.

6.3 Discussion

The results of the experiments indicate that Elgar and its mechanisms can
help coordinate collaborative machine diagnosis. Diagnosis teams in both
experiments accomplished their tasks successfully and overall, the interpret-
ation of the results indicate the usefulness of the functionalities of Elgar
and the coordination mechanisms in diagnosis tasks. The system and the
mechanisms are evaluated in different scenarios developed together with two
machine manufacturers, Hägglunds Drives and Volvo Construction Equip-
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ment. The second experiment uses an evaluation approach to assess the
usefulness of Elgar in diagnosis tasks that combines four research methods
to evaluate: i) the usefulness of Elgar supporting participants in diagnosis
sessions, ii) the usefulness of the workspace awareness information provided
by Elgar, iii) the usability of Elgar and iv) the quality of collaboration for
teams that use Elgar.

The results of the evaluation indicate the usefulness of Elgar to coordin-
ate the efforts of non-experienced as well as experienced participants to
accomplish the goals of diagnosis tasks.

The analysis of the questionnaire results shows that in both experiments
there was a slightly higher preference for the prescribed coordination mech-
anisms by participants that do not have experience in professional machine
diagnosis and professional participants with experience in machine diagnosis.
In both experiments, the prescribed mechanism has a higher preference be-
cause of the support prescribing the collaboration process and the ECCs to
be used. The processes used in these experiments are designed in advance by
experts in diagnosis, based on established collaboration patterns, to support
collaboration among team members.

The analysis of the results produced by the evaluation of quality of col-
laboration reveals the advantages of the ad-hoc coordination mechanism,
as professional experts who attended the experiment of Volvo Construction
Equipment demonstrate more fluidity of collaboration. The implementation
of collaboration processes is based on established patterns that are trans-
lated into a set of ECCs, instructions and an overall visualization of the
entire process to achieve its desired goals. However, during the analysis of
video recordings it became more evident that the transition from one pro-
cess activity to another pauses the reasoning process of teams. The focus
of all participants during the session is on the diagnosis task. They put
their efforts to understand the root-causes from the anomalies in the tele-
metry data and to formulate their conclusions on the report. Whenever,
they transit from one activity to another, they pause this reasoning process
to understand what is expected from them in a process activity, to under-
stand new instructions and to become familiar with the new provided ECCs.
They shift temporarily the focus from the diagnosis task to understanding
the new configuration of Elgar.

Such a situation does not occur when participants use Elgar with the
ad-hoc coordination mechanism. During their work with this mechanism,
participants have constantly the focus on the diagnosis task and they adapt
Elgar to match their goals. They have to coordinate themselves to decom-
pose the activities that lead them to achieve the results of diagnosis and
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formulate the Volvo Case Report. As they know in advance the available
ECCs and their purpose, participants customize the user interface of an El-
gar session with the appropriate ECCs for their task. For example, some
teams prefer to use one CollPad to describe all the information of the Volvo
Case Report whereas other teams prefer to use one CollPad to each process
activity. The observation of video recordings shows that participants do
not interrupt their reasoning process to customize Elgar with ECCs, which
reflects the high scores of the ad-hoc mechanism for the dimension “fluidity
of collaboration” in comparison to the prescribed mechanism. Therefore, al-
though participants demonstrate their preference with the prescribed mech-
anism, objectively, their work is more fluid with the ad-hoc mechanism to
achieve the results of the diagnosis task.

Despite their differences, both coordination mechanisms have charac-
teristics that support coordination of teams in diagnosis tasks, according to
their preferences. The prescribed coordination mechanism provides guidance
to teams in their task, which makes participants to execute the diagnosis
task quicker and to prefer objectively to use this mechanism. However,
the ad-hoc coordination mechanism supports more interaction among par-
ticipants and makes their collaboration more fluid during the execution of
their diagnosis tasks. Therefore, both mechanisms are important for teams
to coordinate collaborative diagnosis tasks, the choice of one depends on the
characteristics that they value the most, on the one hand more support for
the task and on the other more interaction and fluidity of collaboration.
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Chapter 7

Discussion and Future Work

Organisations are becoming more globalised, transcending economic, cul-
tural, and social boundaries of countries. The increasing availability of
infrastructure to access the Internet and bandwidth capacity of networks
empower people and enable them to adapt their ways of communication
and interaction with each other through a wide range of devices, such as
computer, tablets, smart phones and smart TVs [Gubbi et al., 2013]. Such
continuous improvement in ICT laid the foundations for the emergence of
new inclusive services that span across geographical boundaries and time
differences. Through these technological changes, teams within organisa-
tions are shifting from a collocated working paradigm to a geographical dis-
tributed paradigm. In such situations coordination becomes important as a
process to synchronize actions of teams members to achieve team goals in an
efficient way, e.g. to avoid redundant work execution or uneven distribution
of tasks [Ellis et al., 1991].

Several coordination mechanisms have been identified in the literature to
manage interdependencies in teamwork to achieve results together [Malone
and Crowston, 2003] as well as proposals of implementing variations of these
mechanisms in software-based shared workspace system to support team-
work [Ellis et al., 1991][Redmiles et al., 2007][Kittur and Kraut, 2010]. How-
ever, these mechanisms are currently not provided in systems to support col-
laborative tasks. Often shared workspace systems choose one coordination
mechanism as basis for their implementation and do not offer participants
and teams different options with regard to coordination. This thesis takes
the position that shared workspace systems that foster collaboration should
offer different coordination mechanisms to teams so that users themselves
can decide on a mechanism that is most suitable for them to achieve the
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goals of the task that they are involved into.
This thesis explored the following main research question: Is it possible

to design coordination mechanisms in a shared workspace system to flexibly
support collaborative diagnosis in data-centric engineering tasks?

The main goal of this thesis is to investigate the feasibility to design a
software-based shared workspace system that coordinates teamwork in data-
centric engineering tasks through different coordination mechanisms, such
as diagnosis.

As a response to the research question, this thesis shows that it is possible
to design different coordination mechanisms and integrate them in the design
of shared workspaces systems to support flexible collaboration. This thesis
explored and described the definition of different coordination mechanisms,
implemented them in a shared workspace system (Elgar) and evaluated their
use in remote diagnosis scenarios that represented data-centric engineering
tasks.

Chapter 2 of this thesis explores the following research question: Can
requirements for design coordination mechanisms that flexibly support col-
laborative diagnosis tasks be identified?

This chapter identifies and describes a spectrum of coordination ranging
between two extremes, unstructured and structured coordination types. Un-
structured coordination types handle situations in which teams define their
own coordination strategy spontaneously to accomplish the goals of a task.
Structured coordination types handle situations in which teams use a struc-
ture, such as a collaboration process, to coordinate their efforts to accom-
plish the goals of a task.

The definition of a coordination spectrum that ranges between these
two extremes represents a conceptual framework to define different types
of coordination mechanisms and their implementation in a shared work-
space system to support teams. In the extreme of unstructured coordin-
ation, one possible mechanism (ad-hoc coordination mechanism) provides
workspace awareness information to support participants to define coordin-
ation strategies or take coordinated actions. In the extreme of structured
coordination, another possible coordination mechanism (prescribed coordin-
ation mechanism) provides a collaboration process with activities that guide
the actions of teams. Additionally, although not defined or implemented in
this thesis, a coordination mechanism situated in the middle of the spec-
trum may use aspects of both extremes. For example, such a coordination
mechanism may have a process with major global activities that aid the
accomplishment of the goals of a task and use workspace awareness inform-
ation to provide real-time recommendations about the coordination of their
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work and different approaches to achieve theirs goals.
Chapter 2 concludes with a list of requirements to design shared work-

space systems to be flexible with regard to the available coordination mech-
anisms that it supports and offer to the collaboration of distributed teams.

Chapter 3 of this thesis explored the following research question: What
are the requirements to support collaboration of teams in data-centric ma-
chine diagnosis tasks?

This chapter discusses remote machine diagnosis and the use of dia-
gnosis models in general. The chapter proposes a new diagnosis model,
named Rectio, that extends earlier diagnosis models with generation and
documentation of solutions and support of collaboration for team members
involved in diagnosis tasks. The model uses elements that are present in
traditional diagnosis models designed to support individuals in the analysis
of observed anomalies and formulation of diagnosis and extends them to
support collaboration of distributed team members.

Rectio decomposes each of the diagnosis activities of traditional diagnosis
models and includes further sub-activities that support collaboration. For
example, instead of defining one activity (e.g. hypothesis definition) Rectio
distinguishes three sub activities that must be executed by team members
together: generate hypotheses for a machine anomaly, evaluate them and
select the most probable hypothesis that causes an anomaly. Rectio also
extends traditional diagnosis models to include activities that enhance dia-
gnosis tasks. Rectio includes an activity in which experts acquire required
data to diagnose a machine, and an activity in which experts analyse the
acquired data to create an initial assessment of a machine situation. In addi-
tion, Rectio includes activities that support team members to define actions
that overcome machine anomalies, document them and evaluate their effect-
iveness.

Chapter 3 concludes with a list of requirements to design shared work-
space systems that support collaboration of distributed teams in the execu-
tion of diagnosis tasks with particular diagnosis functionalities.

Chapter 4 and 5 of this thesis explored the following research question:
Can an architecture be designed to support flexible coordination of teams
involved in data-centric collaborative diagnosis tasks?

As a response to this research question, chapter 4 describes the architec-
ture of Elgar that supports the co-existence of different coordination mech-
anisms, chosen by distributed teams in remote machine diagnosis task. The
architecture also describes the realization of extensibility of functionality in
Elgar to support diagnosis tasks and to integrate additional types of co-
ordination mechanisms.
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Elgar uses the concept of ECCs to modularize and divide available func-
tionalities; each component is self-contained and provides specific diagnosis
functionalities to teams. ECCs are arranged in diagnosis sessions, as in
a dashboard, that centralizes information about a machine situation. El-
gar sessions use the concept of dashboards that present the overview of a
diagnosis situation through data. The sessions use ECCs to provide spe-
cific machine telemetry data or enable information exchange between team
members to support them in diagnosis tasks.

Coordination mechanisms benefit from ECCs to implement their re-
spective coordination support. Due to the use of such a modular architec-
ture, coordination mechanisms reuse the same ECCs for different purposes.
Whereas the ad-hoc coordination mechanism enables participants to select
and instantiate the ECCs of their interest to execute the diagnosis task,
the prescribed coordination mechanism provides the ECCs of a collabora-
tion process activity automatically for their convenience. In addition, ECCs
use flexible schemas that support a continuous extensibility of a diagnosis
data model in Elgar. In such a data model, each ECC defines for itself a
schema dynamically and have different and complementary properties and
structures.

Chapter 4 concludes describing the approach used by the architecture
to satisfy the requirements specified in the chapters 2 and 3. Therefore,
it is possible to design an architecture for a shared workspace system that
is extensible to integrate different coordination mechanisms and flexible to
enable teams to choose the most appropriate one for a remote diagnosis task.
Chapter 5 describes implementation details, e.g. technologies, frameworks
and techniques, used for the implementation of the architecture of Elgar.

Finally, the chapter 6 of this thesis explored the following research ques-
tion: Can a shared workspace system flexibly coordinate collaboration in
data-centric diagnosis tasks?

This chapter evaluates the usefulness of the diagnosis functionalities
provided by Elgar and its coordination mechanisms. The evaluation of two
experiments indicates that there are no significant differences between the
use of unstructured and structured coordination mechanisms for teams that
used Elgar in diagnosis tasks. According to the results described in the eval-
uation chapter, the diagnosis functionalities implemented in Elgar in both
coordination mechanisms (ad hoc and prescribed) are effective to support
participants in the experiments to accomplish the goals of their diagnosis
tasks.

Each of the coordination mechanisms is based on different constructs
that present advantages over the other with regard to teamwork. Structured
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coordination provides guidance to teams through processes to accomplish
the goals of the tasks in which they are involved. This type of coordination
is based on the notion that processes represent best practices, learnt and en-
hanced over time that support teams to achieve specific goals [Jablonski and
Bussler, 1996]. On the other hand, the unstructured type of coordination
supports unrestricted collaboration of teams that should not be constrained
by pre-defined processes. Teams should establish themselves, a coordina-
tion strategy dynamically to accomplish the goals of a task [Bellotti and
Bly, 1996]. In this case, the only necessary support is to provide workspace
awareness information for teams, so that they can agree on the coordination
strategy based on a continuous update of such information. As coordination
mechanisms provide similar outcomes in the context of this thesis, the evalu-
ation of the two experiments indicate that the use of a specific coordination
mechanism over the other does not provide more support or improve the
outcomes of teamwork. Rather, the use of coordination mechanisms become
flexible options of a shared workspace system, chosen by teams based on
their teamwork preferences to execute a task. Therefore, Elgar can help
coordinate collaboration flexibly, offering different options of coordination
mechanisms for distributed teams, that decide on the most appropriate for
them to execute diagnosis tasks collaboratively.

This thesis sets the initial steps to design and develop a flexible shared
workspace system (Elgar) that supports different coordination mechanisms,
used during diagnosis tasks. It uses two experiments to evaluate the use
of Elgar and gives initial insights, discussed in this section. These insights
support research towards a definitive clarification of the flexible use of co-
ordination mechanisms in tasks involving teamwork. Future research should
identify and detail evaluation scenarios that consider: i) a higher number of
teams, ii) more participants in each team, and iii) more complex diagnosis
tasks that require team collaboration during longer periods of time, such as
a few days.

7.1 Contributions

This thesis has the following main contributions: i) a conceptual spectrum
of coordination types and ii) a diagnosis model based on collaboration of
experts iii) an extensible software shared workspace system to ease the inclu-
sion of diagnosis functionalities and coordination mechanisms, iv) an evalu-
ation methodology that combines different methods to assess the usefulness
of shared workspace systems in teamwork and v) the evaluation of function-
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alities and coordination mechanisms in real diagnosis scenarios provided by
two different manufacturing companies.

The first contribution of this thesis is the definition of a spectrum of co-
ordination support for teamwork. One extreme of the spectrum corresponds
to a highly specified support and the other extreme to a highly unspecified
support. The spectrum assumes that each coordination type is important
and its use depends on the context of the execution of a task. This is a
different approach from [Redmiles et al., 2007], that proposes a combination
of the characteristics of both extremes as a solution to avoid the dichotomy
of structured and unstructured coordination. It is also a different approach
from [Bernstein, 2000], that uses the specificity frontier to cover organiza-
tional processes through fixed processes described in workflow systems and
dynamic processes that emerge from communication support systems.

The second contribution of this thesis is the definition of Rectio, a col-
laborative diagnosis model. Different models [Benjamins, 1993][Brazier and
Treur, 1994][Brazier et al., 1996] focus on the intrinsic activities that occur
in a diagnosis model, such symptom detection and hypothesis generation.
However, certain complex equipment requires the collaboration of experts,
combining their different range of skills to solve a symptom. Rectio, in-
stead, focus on the collaboration aspect of the diagnosis task and extends
these models supporting the collaboration of different experts.

The third contribution is the implementation of Elgar, a shared work-
space system for diagnosis that provides two coordination mechanisms for
teamwork. There are different shared workspace systems that provide dia-
gnosis functionalities to support teams in diagnosis tasks [Garcia et al.,
2004][Wang et al., 2004][Liao and Lee, 2010][Sekar et al., 2011]. However,
such systems chose during their design phase a particular coordination mech-
anism for collaboration and lack to provide flexibility with regard to coordin-
ation in teamwork. Elgar not only provides diagnosis functionalities but,
being based on the spectrum of coordination, also allows teams to decide
the coordination mechanism to use in diagnosis tasks.

The fourth contribution of this thesis is to combine different evaluation
methods to evaluate Elgar in supporting teams and the quality of collab-
oration through Elgar. The evaluation approach combines four evaluation
methods: i) evaluates the usefulness of Elgar supporting participants in
diagnosis sessions, ii) evaluates the usefulness of the workspace awareness
information provided by Elgar, iii) the usability of Elgar and iv) the qual-
ity of collaboration for teams that use Elgar. Often, software systems are
evaluated through usability methods and the workspace awareness inform-
ation they provide. In addition to these methods, this thesis uses a method
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to measure the usefulness of diagnosis sessions mediated by Elgar and to
measure the quality of collaboration of teams in diagnosis. Finally, the last
contribution of this thesis is to use Elgar in a real machine diagnosis scenario,
co-designed with Volvo Construction Equipment. Often, systems are tested
in constrained environments, such as a laboratory, in which participants
are not the end-users. However, this thesis describes the use of Elgar in a
real diagnosis situation using diagnosis experts that are the end-users of the
system.

7.2 Future Work

Future research should focus on the execution of longitudinal tests to confirm
that collaboration outcomes of teams that use unstructured or structured
coordination mechanisms are similar. The evaluation of the two experi-
ments in this thesis represent an initial indication that supports the afore-
mentioned results, however they are limited with regard to the amount of
available time that teams had to become more experienced with the use of
Elgar. The limited training time may have not be sufficient to provide the
appropriate experience in the use Elgar in diagnosis sessions. For example,
teams that used the ad-hoc coordination mechanism took longer to execute
their diagnosis task. However, this situation may relate to the fact that
this coordination mechanism has more details to be learned and the teams
did not have enough time to become experienced enough with the system,
increasing therefore the time to execute their diagnosis task.

Another limitation concerns the number of observed teams and their
participants. Future work should increase the overall number of evaluated
participants to reduce the margin of error and increase the confidence inter-
val of the answers of surveys that measure the usefulness of Elgar in diagnosis
sessions, the use of workspace awareness information and usability of Elgar.
A higher number of participants also benefits the evaluation of the quality of
collaboration within teams that use a particular coordination mechanism, as
it provides more variation in the results that show the interaction between
participants during diagnosis tasks. However, a high number of participants
would also require specific tools that ease the evaluation of the interaction
among participants in teams [Biancucci et al., 2014b]. In addition to team
size, team composition is of importance. Team composition may influence
the use of different coordination mechanisms. For example, the role of par-
ticipant, e.g. problem owner or team leader, may automatically influence a
team using the ad-hoc coordination mechanism in a diagnosis task.
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The improvement of future evaluation of Elgar and of teamwork would
also require a repository of several diagnosis situations containing simulated
machine anomalies. The experience designing the experiments in this thesis
shows that this is a challenging task. For example, in the case of Volvo Con-
struction Equipment, experienced engineers had to identify complex machine
anomalies, and reproduce their behaviour through telemetry data, that had
not been previously experienced by their colleagues who attended evaluation
sessions. In addition, the occurrence of complex types of scenarios is seldom
and the number of engineers who did not participate in the diagnosis of such
scenarios was also low, limiting the number of potential available scenarios
that could be used in the repository of diagnosis situations.

Another important aspect for future work is to evaluate teams of different
sizes to identify whether specific coordination mechanisms have limitations
according to the size of a team. For example, one hypothesis is that the
ad-hoc coordination mechanism might not be suitable for larger teams, as
the cognitive capacity of team members might decrease handling a higher
amount of workspace awareness information to define and apply coordina-
tion strategies.

Future research should also make a more detailed analysis about team-
work to empirically derive different variations of coordination mechanisms
between the two extremes of the spectrum. In addition to the two implemen-
ted coordination mechanisms, this thesis mentions one possible implement-
ation of a coordination mechanism that theoretically exists in the middle of
the spectrum of coordination. It is the recommendation coordination that
uses aspects of both structured and unstructured coordination types. Such
a mechanisms could use process and workspace awareness information to
provide recommendations to teams to efficiently achieve the goals of their
diagnosis task, using rules that adapt system according to dynamic changes
in diagnosis situation [Haake et al., 2010][Knoll et al., 2013]. However, it is
necessary to investigate new possibilities of coordination mechanisms that
combine characteristics of structured and unstructured coordination mech-
anisms. Not only the identification of coordination mechanisms for teams is
important but also its evaluation in diagnosis tasks that require coordina-
tion.

An important aspect to consider as a future work for Elgar, involves the
need to enable the transition between different coordination mechanisms in
the same diagnosis session, as the results discussed in this thesis indicate
the need for both coordination mechanisms. The possibility of a transition
between coordination mechanisms may be useful, for example, whenever a
collaboration process described for a diagnosis sessions does not effectively
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to support a team in diagnosis tasks. In specific situations, a prescribed
process may well not suffice, mandating improvisation and creation of a
unique process during a diagnosis task. Conversely, during a diagnosis task
a team may realise that (parts of) the diagnosis task that were thought to
be unique, are not.A prescribed process could provide support. A transition
from prescribed to the ad-hoc coordination mechanism is a straightforward
transition, as software components once associated with the process, are
detached from process activities. However, a transition from an ad-hoc to
a prescribed coordination mechanism is less straightforward, requiring in-
terpretation of real-time status information to be related to the prescribed
coordination task. One particular approach for such situation is to dynam-
ically associate software components to process activities based on their
context of use [Haake et al., 2010].

In the context of this thesis, Elgar is a prototype of a shared work-
space system used in two different experiments based on real diagnosis scen-
arios. However, at this stage of design, the system is not yet prepared to
be deployed in a variety of diagnosis domains such as, urban transportation
vehicles, satellites or medical devices. The research in this thesis indicates
a set of requirements to create a shared workspace system for a specific do-
main, the one of construction machines. As a continuation of the research
initiated in this thesis, it is necessary to build shared workspace systems
that support teamwork coordination in diagnosis for other domains. Af-
terwards, it is necessary to extract the knowledge to design a methodology
that instantiates workspace system for collaborative diagnosis that support
different coordination mechanisms for various domains.

Finally, as a continuation of this research, it is necessary to further invest-
igate the use of Elgar and the different coordination mechanisms in relation
to current solutions used for collaborative diagnosis in workplaces. Although
this thesis discusses the usefulness of diagnosis functionalities and the differ-
ence of using different coordination mechanisms, it is necessary to compare
Elgar with systems and tools used by engineers in different companies to ap-
proach diagnosis tasks. Such comparison is valuable to gain insights on the
most efficient and preferred solution for engineers to successfully diagnose
machines.

As the use of coordination mechanisms provides similar outcomes for dia-
gnosis teams, the selection of a specific coordination mechanisms should be
based on the work preferences of teams [Greenberg, 1991][Bernstein, 2000].
Based on these outcomes, manufacturing companies that are involved in
diagnosis tasks should consider for future shared workspace systems that
different options of coordination mechanisms for teams should be suppor-
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ted. Although such systems are constantly improving their functionalities,
there are still limited initiatives to investigate and develop such type of soft-
ware systems that could be used in production environments of real diagnosis
situations and not only in controlled experimental environments. The sup-
port of coordination by such systems and the possibility for teams to choose
the most suitable coordination mechanism for them can only propitiate more
satisfaction to a higher number of engineers involved in diagnosis tasks.
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Summary

The increasing development of information and communication technology
is causing fundamental changes to today’s society, changing the communica-
tion and interaction of people in their daily lives. For example, geographical
distributed co-workers experience collaboration using a broad spectrum of
shared workspace systems for communication and interaction despite their
physical separation to share data, documents and contextual information.

The objective of this thesis is to design Elgar, a shared workspace sys-
tem, that flexibly coordinates teamwork for such geographically distributed
teams. In particular this thesis focuses on the design and evaluation of the
system for remote industrial machine diagnosis by a team of distributed
engineers.

This thesis identifies and describes a spectrum of coordination mech-
anisms, to structure and provide flexible coordination support. The two
extremes of this spectrum are explored and implemented in Elgar. In the
context of diagnosis, this thesis proposes Rectio, based on existing models
of diagnosis to analyse observed anomalies, explore potential causes, and
propose a diagnosis.

Elgar supports distributed teams in diagnosis tasks providing different
coordination mechanisms and various functionalities that allow engineers to
analyse, discuss and document diagnosis for machines. Elgar is evaluated
in two different experiments one of Hägglunds Drives and another of Volvo
Construction Equipment. Both experiments evaluate the usefulness of im-
plemented diagnosis functionalities of the system and the prescribed and
ad-hoc coordination mechanisms in a collaborative diagnosis task. The first
experiment evaluates the use of Elgar with engineering students, whereas the
second experiment evaluates Elgar with experienced diagnosis engineers.

In conclusion, this thesis shows that it is possible and necessary to design
different coordination mechanisms and integrate them in a shared work-
spaces system, supporting flexible coordination for collaborative diagnosis
tasks. In addition, the evaluation of the two experiments indicates that
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even the use of dissimilar coordination mechanisms provides similar team-
work outcomes, making the selection of a specific coordination mechanism
a shared decision of team preferences.
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Samenvatting

De toenemende ontwikkeling van informatie- en communicatietechnologie
veroorzaakt fundamentele veranderingen in de huidige maatschappij, waar-
door de communicatie en interactie van mensen in hun dagelijks leven ver-
andert. Geografisch verspreide medewerkers ervaren bijvoorbeeld samen-
werking via een breed spectrum van shared-workspacesystemen voor com-
municatie en interactie, ondanks hun fysieke scheiding om gegevens, docu-
menten en contextuele informatie te delen.

Het doel van dit proefschrift is om Elgar te ontwerpen, een shared-
workspacesysteem, dat flexibel teamwerk coördineert voor dergelijke geo-
grafisch verspreide teams. Dit proefschrift richt zich in het bijzonder op het
ontwerp en de evaluatie van het systeem voor de diagnose van industriële
machines op afstand door een team van gedistribueerde ingenieurs.

Dit proefschrift identificeert en beschrijft een spectrum van coördin-
atiemechanismen om flexibele coördinatiemogelijkheden te structureren en
te bieden. De twee uitersten van dit spectrum worden onderzocht en
gëımplementeerd in Elgar. In de context van diagnostiek, stelt dit proef-
schrift Rectio voor, op basis van bestaande diagnosemodellen om geob-
serveerde afwijkingen te analyseren, mogelijke oorzaken te onderzoeken en
een diagnose voor te stellen.

Elgar ondersteunt gedistribueerde teams bij diagnosetaken met verschil-
lende coördinatiemechanismen en verschillende functionaliteiten waarmee
ingenieurs de diagnose van machines kunnen analyseren, bespreken en doc-
umenteren. Elgar is in twee verschillende experimenten geëvalueerd, een
van Hägglunds Drives en een andere van Volvo Construction Equipment.
Beide experimenten evalueren de effectiviteit van gëımplementeerde dia-
gnosefunctionaliteiten van het systeem en de voorgeschreven en ad-hoc
coördinatiemechanismen in een gezamenlijke diagnosetaak. Het eerste ex-
periment evalueert het gebruik van Elgar met technische studenten, terwijl
het tweede experiment Elgar evalueert met ervaren diagnose-ingenieurs.

Concluderend laat dit proefschrift zien dat het mogelijk en noodzakelijk
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is om verschillende coördinatiemechanismen te ontwerpen en te integreren
in een shared-workspacesysteem, ter ondersteuning van flexibele coördinatie
voor gezamenlijke diagnosetaken. Bovendien geeft de evaluatie van de twee
experimenten aan dat zelfs het gebruik van ongelijke coördinatiemechanis-
men vergelijkbare teamwerkresultaten oplevert, waardoor de selectie van een
specifiek coördinatiemechanisme een gedeelde beslissing van teamvoorkeuren
is.
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